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Abstract
As a generalization of the usual Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) Gen-
eralized Parton Distributions (GPDs), introduced a decade ago, contain ad-
ditional information about quark and gluon distributions in the plane trans-
verse to the direction of motion of the nucleon. Strong interest in GPDs
was triggered by the work of X. Ji who demonstrated that in the forward
limit GPDs can give information about the total angular momentum carried
by quarks (gluons) in the nucleon. The hard exclusive electroproduction of
a real photon, called Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS), appears
to be the theoretically cleanest way to access GPDs experimentally. This
process has a final state identical to that of the Bethe-Heitler (BH) process
where the photon is radiated from either incoming or outgoing lepton. Both
processes are experimentally indistinguishable as their amplitudes interfere.
The interference term involves linearly the amplitudes of the DVCS process
giving access to GPDs.
In this thesis results from HERMES are reported on an azimuthal asym-
metry with respect to the spin of the proton target, which is attributed to
the interference between the Bethe-Heitler process and the DVCS process.
The asymmetry, also referred to as the longitudinal target-spin asymmetry
(LTSA), gives access mainly to the polarized GPD H˜. The kinematic de-
pendences of the LTSA on t, xB and Q2 are measured and compared with
the corresponding measurements on the deuteron. The results are compared
with theoretical calculations and with the recent CLAS measurements.
The data, used for analysis in this thesis, have been accumulated by
the HERMES experiment at DESY scattering the HERA 27.6 GeV positron
beam off hydrogen and deuterium gas targets.
Additionally, production tests of the HELIX128 3.0 chip are discussed.
The chip is the frontend readout chip of the silicon recoil detector. The latter
is a part of the HERMES recoil detector, which is built around the target
area in order to detect the recoiling products of exclusive processes. The
primary goal of this detector is to facilitate a more complete study of DVCS
by registering also the recoiling protons.
Keywords:
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Zusammenfassung
Als eine Verallgemeinerung der gewöhnlichen Partonverteilungsfunktio-
nen (PDF) enthalten die vor etwa zehn Jahren eingeführten verallgemeiner-
ten Partonverteilungen (GPD) zusätzliche Informationen über die Quark-
und Gluonverteilungen in der zur Bewegungsrichtung des Nukleons senk-
rechten Ebene. Starkes Interesse an den GPD wurde durch die Arbeit von
X. Ji hervorgerufen, der demonstrierte, dass die GPD im Vorwärtslimit Infor-
mationen über den Gesamtdrehimpuls liefern, der von den Quarks (Gluonen)
im Nukleon getragen wird. Die harte exklusive Elektroerzeugung eines reellen
Photons, genannt ‘Tiefvirtuelle Compton Streuung’ (DVCS) ist der theore-
tisch klarste praktisch gangbare Weg, experimentellen Zugang zu den GPD zu
ermöglichen. Dieser Prozess hat einen Endzustand, der identisch zu dem des
Bethe-Heitler (BH) Prozesses ist, bei welchem das Photon entweder vom ein-
oder auslaufenden Lepton emittiert wird. Beide Prozesse sind experimentell
ununterscheidbar, daher interferieren ihre Amplituden. Der Interferenzterm
enthält linear die Amplituden des DVCS Prozesses, was den direkten Zugang
zu den GPD erlaubt.
In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden Ergebnisse vom Experiment HER-
MES präsentiert, welche eine azimutale Asymmetrie bezüglich des Spins des
Protontargets zeigen, die von der Interferenz zwischen dem Bethe-Heitler-
und dem DVCS-Prozess herrührt. Diese Asymmetrie, auch als longitudinale
Target-Spin Asymmetrie (LTSA) bezeichnet, erlaubt hauptsächlich den Zu-
gang zur polarisierten GPD H˜. Die kinematische Abhängigkeit der LTSA von
t, xB und Q2 wurde gemessen und mit vorhandenen Messungen am Deuteron
verglichen. Die Ergebnisse wurden mit theoretischen Berechungen und mit
aktuellen Messungen des CLAS-Experiments verglichen.
Die Daten, die zur Analyse in der vorliegenden Arbeit verwendet werden,
wurden am HERMES Experiment bei DESY genommen, wobei im HERA-
Speicherring Positronenstrahlen der Energie 27.5 GeV an Wasserstoff- und
Deuterium-Gas-Targets gestreut wurden.
Darüber hinaus werden Produktionstests des HELIX-128 3.0 chips disku-
tiert. Der Chip ist ein Frontend-Auslesechip beim Silizium-Rückstossdetek-
tor. Letzterer ist Teil des HERMES-Rückstossdetektors, welcher den Target-
Bereich umschliesst, um die Rückstossprodukte der exklusiven Prozesse zu
detektieren. Das primäre Ziel dieses Detektors ist es, eine vollständigere Un-
tersuchung von DVCS durch zusätzliche Registrierung der Rückstossprotonen
zu ermöglichen.
Schlagwörter:
DVCS, LTSA, azimutal, HELIX
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The spin of the electron was introduced in 1924 by Wolfgang Pauli as "two-
valued quantum degree of freedom". It was needed for postulating the ex-
clusion principle in order to describe the structure of atoms. In early 1925
Ralph Kronig suggested that spin is the intrinsic angular momentum of the
electron. This allowed to explain the fine structure of the atomic energy lev-
els as the result of the interaction of the dipole moment of an electron with
the electric field of a nucleus. Later, spin was also assigned to nuclei explain-
ing the hyperfine structure of the atomic spectrum caused by dipole-dipole
interactions between electron and nucleus.
At higher energies, which became available several decades later with the
development of accelerators, it became possible to access the constituents of
the nucleon, called partons (quarks, antiquarks and gluons), and to study
their properties. The study of inclusive and semi-inclusive Deep Inelastic
Scattering (DIS) reveals information about longitudinal momentum and po-
larization carried by partons within nucleons and nuclei. This information
is encoded in spin-averaged (unpolarized) and spin-dependent (polarized)
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs).
The interest in physics of the nucleon spin increased strongly due to
the so-called spin crisis. As it was reported by the EMC collaboration in
1987 [A+88], only a fraction of the nucleon spin can be attributed to the
quark spins. In general, the spin of the nucleon receives contributions from
valence quarks ∆uv and ∆dv, sea quarks ∆qs, orbital angular momentum of
quarks LQ, and from total angular momentum of gluons JG:
1
2
=
1
2
{
∆Σ︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆uv +∆dv +∆qs}+ LQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
JQ
+JG. (1.1)
The results of SMC [A+98b], and later more precise measurements of HER-
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MES [A+99], demonstrated that the contribution of quark spins ∆Σ to the
spin of the proton is about 30%. Accessing the other components of the pro-
ton spin is a non-trivial experimental task. Today, the only method known is
the one to extract the orbital angular momentum of quarks LQ. It is based
on the measurement of the total angular momentum of quarks JQ using the
so-called Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs).
GPDs were introduced a decade ago as a unified description of hard exclu-
sive processes in the Bjorken regime [M+94, Rad96]. As a generalization of
the usual PDFs they contain additional information about quark and gluon
distributions in the plane transverse to the direction of motion of the nucleon.
This is a consequence of the off-forward nature of GPDs that unifies prop-
erties of both PDFs and nucleon form factors. Strong interest in GPDs was
triggered by the work of X. Ji [Ji97b, Ji97a] who demonstrated that in the
forward limit GPDs can give information about the total angular momen-
tum JQ (JG) carried by quarks (gluons) in the nucleon. With the knowledge
of ∆Σ available from experiments it can allow to access the orbital angular
momentum of quarks LQ for the first time.
The presently cleanest way to access GPDs is to study Deeply Virtual
Compton Scattering (DVCS), the hard exclusive electroproduction of a real
photon. This process has a final state identical to that of the Bethe-Heitler
(BH) process where the photon is radiated from either the incoming or the
outgoing lepton. Both processes are experimentally indistinguishable as their
amplitudes interfere. The interference term involves linearly the amplitudes
of the DVCS process. It can be measured through certain cross section
asymmetries that allow to access the real and the imaginary part of DVCS
amplitudes. Since the BH process is exactly calculable in terms of QED,
the measurement of the interference term is very informative because it is
sensitive to both magnitudes and phases of the DVCS amplitudes.
In this work the analysis of the single-spin asymmetry in the DVCS cross
section with respect to the polarization of a longitudinally polarized proton
target is discussed. The asymmetry is also referred to as Longitudinal Target
Spin Asymmetry (LTSA). Interest in the LTSA comes from its sensitivity to
the polarized GPDs. These GPDs are not involved in the determination
of the total angular momentum of quarks in the nucleon, but they appear
in the description of the other processes, as e.g. meson production. The
measurements are based on data taken by the HERMES experiment in the
years 1996 and 1997.
The HERMES experiment located in the HERA storage ring was origi-
nally designed to study the spin structure of proton and neutron using deep
inelastic electron-nucleon scattering. It is a fixed-target experiment that uses
the longitudinally polarized electron or positron beam of HERA at an energy
3of 27.5 GeV. The main advantage of the HERMES experiment with respect
to most other spin experiments is its polarized gas target. Its low density
allows to reduce bremsstrahlung and secondary interactions providing clean
experimental conditions to study final state particles.
A new recoil detector (RD) [HER02] is presently being commissioned
at HERMES to allow for more detailed studies of hard exclusive processes.
Located around the target, it is designed to detect the recoiling reaction
products and to suppress background. The main objective of the RD is to
detect the recoiling proton from the BH/DVCS process. The recoil detector
consists of three main components: a silicon detector, located in the vacuum
of the HERA beam, a scintillating fibre tracker and a photon detector. In
order to discriminate protons from pions, the silicon detector is used not
only for tracking but also for the measurement of the energy deposited by
the traversing particles. This brings strict requirements to the readout elec-
tronics. As a significant part of the work on this thesis the production tests
of the readout chip HELIX128 3.0 of the silicon detector were performed. A
special selection procedure was developed in order to select chips that fit the
project requirements.
The structure of this thesis is as follows. The formalism of GPDs and
their theoretical models are introduced in chapter 2. DVCS and its azimuthal
asymmetries that allow access to GPDs are discussed in chapter 3. The HER-
MES detector is described in chapter 4. Criteria used in this analysis for data
selection are discussed in chapter 5. The Monte Carlo simulation of the pro-
cesses contributing to the selected sample is described in chapter 6. The
method used for asymmetry extraction, systematic studies and systematic
uncertainties are given in chapter 7. The final result on the measured LTSA,
its comparison with the deuteron data and theoretical calculations are dis-
cussed in chapter 8. Conclusions and outlook follow in chapter 9. In addition,
the production tests of the HELIX chip are discussed in appendix A.
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Chapter 2
Generalized Parton
Distributions
2.1 General Formalism in Deep Inelastic Scat-
tering
One of the cleanest ways to study the nucleon structure is to use a virtual
photon produced in Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS). In lowest order QED
this process can be described by one-photon exchange as shown in figure 2.1.
The virtual photon γ∗, produced by the incoming electron e, interacts with
γ *
X
Wµν
q*
e’Lµνe
N
p
k
k’
θ
Figure 2.1: Diagram of the inclusive DIS process in lowest order QED. Here
k (k′) is the 4-momentum of the incoming (scattered) electron e (e′), q∗ and p
are the 4-momenta of the virtual photon γ∗ and the nucleon N , respectively.
the nucleon’s constituents. In case of inclusive DIS only the scattered elec-
tron e′ is analyzed and the other products of the reaction are ignored. The
kinematics of the reaction is defined by the 4-momenta k, k′, q∗ and p of
the incoming and scattered electrons, the virtual photon and the nucleon,
respectively. In case of a fixed-target experiment Lorentz invariant variables
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needed for the process description can be written as:
s ≡ (k + p)2,
Q2 ≡ −q∗ 2 ≡ −(k − k′)2 = 4EE ′ sin2 θ
2
,
ν ≡ p q
∗
M
= E − E ′, (2.1)
W 2 ≡ (p+ q∗)2 =M2 + 2Mν −Q2,
where E and E ′ are the energies of the incoming and scattered electrons, M
is the nucleon mass, θ is the scattering angle as shown in figure 2.1, s is the
center-of-mass energy squared of the lepton-nucleon system, Q2 denotes the
virtuality of the produced photon, W 2 is the square of the invariant mass of
the virtual photon-proton system and ν is the energy loss of the scattered
electron in the laboratory system. Two additional dimensionless variables
are defined:
xB =
Q2
2p q∗
=
Q2
2Mν
and
y =
p q∗
p k
=
ν
E
. (2.2)
Here xB denotes the fraction of the 4-momentum of the nucleon carried by
the struck quark. In the laboratory system the variable y has a meaning of
the relative energy loss of the scattered electron. Both variables are allowed
within the range 0 < xB, y ≤ 1.
The DIS cross section can be written in the form [AEL95]:
d2σ
dΩ dE ′
=
α2
2MQ2
E ′
E
LµνWµν , (2.3)
where Lµν is the leptonic tensor, which is calculable in QED, and Wµν is the
hadronic tensor that contains information about the nucleon structure. At
present there is no way to calculate the hadronic tensor from first principles.
In order to describe the interaction of the virtual photon with the nucleon
the optical theorem is used. It relates the cross section of the virtual photon
absorption (γ∗p → X) and the imaginary part of the forward Compton
scattering amplitude, AfC(γ∗p→ γ∗p), (figure 2.2, left) as:
σγ∗p→X ∼ Im
[
AfC(γ
∗p→ γ∗p)
]
. (2.4)
The factorization of the amplitude AfC allows the separation of the process
of hard virtual-photon scattering, calculable in perturbation theory; the re-
maining part is the phenomenological Parton Distribution Function (PDF)
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q(xB):
AfC =
∑
q
Cq(xB, x)⊗ q(x), (2.5)
where Cq(xB, x) is a hard scattering coefficient for scattering off a parton
of type q and x is the momentum fraction of the parton. The symbol ⊗
denotes convolution. In case of forward Compton scattering the final and
initial states of the process are identical, hence there is no momentum transfer
(Mandelstam t = 0) and the PDF q(xB) represents the probability density
for finding a parton of the flavor q with a specific momentum fraction xB in
the nucleon.
2.2 Formalism of Generalized Parton Distri-
butions
(q) (q’)(q)(q)
x−ξx+ξ
∗γ ∗γ∗γ
p p’
γ
p
x
p
x
Figure 2.2: Left: Diagram of forward Compton scattering (γ∗p → γ∗p).
Right: Diagram of deeply virtual Compton scattering (γ∗p → γ p). In the
diagrams p (q) and p′ (q′) are the 4-momenta of the proton (photon) in the
initial and final states, respectively. The diagrams are taken from [Die03].
Generalized Parton Distributions (GPDs) can be defined based on the
factorization of the amplitude of the Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
(DVCS) process (γ∗p → γ p) (figure 2.2, right). The factorization theorem
proven in Ref. [CF99] for the Bjorken limit (Q2, s  M2, with xB fixed)
allows to represent the amplitude in analogy to the case of inclusive DIS (see
Eq. 2.5) with GPD functions F q(x, ξ, t) instead of PDFs
ADV CS =
∑
q
Cq(ξ, x)⊗ F q(x, ξ, t), (2.6)
where Cq(ξ, x) is a hard scattering coefficient as in Eq. 2.5, t is the momentum
transfer (Mandelstam t) between the initial and final photons and x is an
unobservable internal variable that together with ξ defines the longitudinal
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momentum fractions of the partons in the process (x ± ξ, as it is shown in
figure 2.2, right). The variable ξ is a fraction of the longitudinal momentum
transfer between both partons, known also as the skewness parameter, which
in the Bjorken limit is given by:
ξ = xB
1 + t
2Q2
2− xB + xB tQ2
' xB
2− xB . (2.7)
GPDs contain more information than PDFs, because DVCS is not a sym-
metric process, as compared to forward Compton scattering (see figure 2.2).
This allows a small but finite momentum transfer between initial and final
states (t 6= 0) making GPDs sensitive to additional partonic degrees of free-
dom. Being defined in such a way GPDs can not be interpreted as probability
functions anymore, but rather as two-parton correlation functions in the nu-
cleon that have various partonic interpretations depending on the relation
between x and ξ (see figure 2.3):
ξ < x GPDs describe emission and reabsorption of partons
with the longitudinal momentum fraction x± ξ,
−ξ ≤ x ≤ ξ GPDs are sensitive to parton-antiparton correlations
in the nucleon,
x < −ξ GPDs describe emission and reabsorption of antipartons.
ξ− x−ξ− x
x
−ξ ξ0 1−1
+ξxxξ− x+ξ x−ξ
Figure 2.3: Dependence of the partonic interpretation of GPDs on the rela-
tion between x and ξ. The diagram is taken from [Die03].
2.2.1 Definition of Generalized Parton Distributions
GPDs parameterize matrix elements of quark (and gluon) bilocal operators
between nucleon states with non-equal momenta [Ji98]:
∫ dz−
2pi
eixP
+z−〈p′|q¯(−1
2
z)γ+q(
1
2
z)|p〉
∣∣∣
z+=0,z=0
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=
1
P+
[
Hq(x, ξ, t)u¯(p′)γ+u(p) + Eq(x, ξ, t)u¯(p′)
iσ+α∆α
2m
u(p)
]
,∫ dz−
2pi
eixP
+z−〈p′|q¯(−1
2
z)γ+γ5q(
1
2
z)|p〉
∣∣∣
z+=0,z=0
=
1
P+
[
H˜q(x, ξ, t)u¯(p′)γ+γ5u(p) + E˜q(x, ξ, t)u¯(p′)
γ5∆
+
2m
u(p)
]
, (2.8)
where q(1
2
z) is the quark field operator andH(x, ξ, t), E(x, ξ, t) and H˜(x, ξ, t),
E˜(x, ξ, t) are the twist-2 GPDs. Here u¯(p′) and u(p) are the Dirac spinors
corresponding to the final and initial nucleons and p and p′ are the momenta
of the nucleon in the initial and final states (see figure 2.2). The superscripts
+ and − denote the positive and negative light-cone coordinates, P = (p +
p′)/2 is the average nucleon momentum and z is the light cone coordinate.
The pairs of GPDs H(x, ξ, t), E(x, ξ, t) and H˜(x, ξ, t), E˜(x, ξ, t) intro-
duced in (2.8) are related to the off-forward matrix elements of the vector
and axial-vector quark operators, respectively. Hence the former pair of func-
tions (H, E) conserves the target helicity and the latter (H˜, E˜) does not.
These new distributions are more general than ordinary parton distribu-
tions, because they combine the concepts of both PDFs, defined also through
the bilocal operators for processes with no momentum transfer between the
initial and final states, and elastic form factors, defined only in case of fi-
nite momentum transfer. The latter give the dependence of GPDs on the
four-momentum transfer t.
Gluon GPDs can be introduced in analogy to quark GPDs. Since gluon
GPDs are beyond the scope of this work, all further considerations of GPDs
concern only quark GPDs. More details about gluon GPDs can be found in
e.g. [Ji98].
2.2.2 Twist-three Generalized Parton Distributions
The definition of twist-two GPDs in Eq. 2.8 is done in LO of perturbative
QCD. When power corrections are taken into account at leading order αs,
for every twist-two function F = {H, E, H˜, E˜} a pair of twist-three GPDs
F 3± = {H3±, E3±, H˜3±, E˜3±} is defined for the generalized current operators.
The subscript ± denotes the even (−) and odd (+) parity functions.
Operators defining twist-three functions can be decomposed in a gauge
invariant way into two parts [BM00], one of them is solely expressed in
twist-two GPDs, and the other, the “genuine twist-3” part, is related to
quark-gluon correlations in the nucleon. Hence every twist-three GPD can
be decomposed into two parts, as well
F 3± = F
WW
± + F
qGq
± , (2.9)
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where FWW± is the so-called Wandzura-Wilczek (WW) term expressed in
twist-two GPDs and F qGq± is the twist-three part carrying new information
about dynamic processes in the nucleon.
2.3 Basic properties of Generalized Parton
Distributions
PDFs are limiting cases of GPDs, because PDFs and GPDs are defined as
diagonal and non-diagonal matrix elements of the same light-cone bilocal
operators (see Eq. 2.8). In the forward limit (t→ 0, ξ → 0) twist-two GPDs
are reduced to the regular unpolarized (q(x)) and polarized (∆q(x)) PDFs:
Hq(x, 0, 0) = q(x), H˜q(x, 0, 0) = ∆q(x) for x > 0,
Hq(x, 0, 0) = −q¯(−x), H˜q(x, 0, 0) = ∆q¯(−x) for x < 0. (2.10)
From the definition of the matrix elements of the bilocal operators it
follows that its integration over the momentum fraction x gives matrix el-
ements of local quark operators. Hence x-moments of GPDs are related to
the corresponding form factors as:∫ 1
−1 dxH
q(x, ξ, t) = F q1 (t),
∫ 1
−1 dxE
q(x, ξ, t) = F q2 (t),∫ 1
−1 dxH˜
q(x, ξ, t) = gqA(t),
∫ 1
−1 dxE˜
q(x, ξ, t) = gqP (t),
(2.11)
where F q1 (t) and F q2 (t) are the Dirac and Pauli form factors and gqA(t) and
gqP (t) are the axial and pseudoscalar ones, respectively.
A non-trivial and important property of GPDs used in their factorization
is the polynomiality of their Mellin moments [Ji97b, Ji97a]. Due to Lorentz
invariance the Mellin moments of the GPDs H and E are polynomials in ξ
of the order of n+ 1 [Die03]:
∫ 1
−1
dx xnHq(x, ξ, t) =
n∑
even i=0
(2ξ)iAqn+1,i(t) + mod(2, n)(2ξ)
n+1Cqn+1(t),∫ 1
−1
dx xnEq(x, ξ, t) =
n∑
even i=0
(2ξ)iBqn+1,i(t)−mod(2, n)(2ξ)n+1Cqn+1(t).
(2.12)
Here the terms with the highest ξn+1 for odd n are equal and opposite for
moments of Hq and Eq . This property leads to introduction of the so-called
D-term in GPDs discussed in section 2.4.
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For spin-dependent GPDs the sum rules are similar to those in Eq. 2.12:
∫ 1
−1
dx xnH˜q(x, ξ, t) =
n∑
even i=0
(2ξ)iA˜qn+1,i(t),∫ 1
−1
dx xnE˜q(x, ξ, t) =
n∑
even i=0
(2ξ)iB˜qn+1,i(t), (2.13)
where the highest power of ξ is n instead of n + 1 making the D-term con-
tribution absent in the GPDs H˜q and E˜q.
2.3.1 Ji’s Relation
Strong interest in GPDs was triggered by the work of X. Ji [Ji97b, Ji97a],
where he demonstrated that in the forward limit GPDs give information
about the total angular momentum JQ (JG) of quarks (gluons) in the nucleon.
According to Ji’s relation the total angular momentum carried by every quark
species is related to the second moment of the sum of the corresponding
unpolarized GPDs as:
Jq =
1
2
lim
t→0
∫ 1
−1
dx x
[
Hq(x, ξ, t) + Eq(x, ξ, t)
]
. (2.14)
The contributions to the spin 1
2
of the nucleon can be written in gauge
invariant form as:
1
2
=
1
2
∆Σ + LQ︸ ︷︷ ︸
JQ
+JG, (2.15)
where ∆Σ is the contribution of quark spins, LQ is the orbital angular mo-
mentum of all quarks and JG is the total angular momentum of gluons in
the nucleon. Using Ji’s relation for Jq (see Eq. 2.14) and information about
∆Σ, known from inclusive and semi-inclusive polarized DIS measurements
(e.g. Refs. [A+98b, A+99]), LQ can be obtained based on the knowledge of
the total angular momentum of quarks:
JQ =
∑
q
Jq =
1
2
∆Σ + LQ. (2.16)
Hence Ji’s relation opens access to the orbital momentum of quarks for the
first time. As it follows from Eq. 2.15, the knowledge of JQ reveals, in
principle, the total angular momentum JG of gluons as well.
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2.4 Models of Generalized Parton Distribu-
tions
The first model calculations of GPDs were performed in the MIT bag model
[JM97]. This approach does not take into account the chiral symmetry,
also its non-field-theoretical nature leads to negative antiquark distribu-
tions [GPV01]. The quark-soliton model [Dia98] used already for the cal-
culation of PDFs and form factors treats these problems correctly, opening
the way for the calculation of GPDs [P+98, PPG00]. Although model calcula-
tions are very important for understanding the non-perturbative mechanisms
accessible through GPDs, presently it is more common to use phenomenologi-
cal parameterizations of GPDs in order to estimate the expected observables.
In this work the phenomenological approach developed in [GPV01] is
used. Based on the known basic GPD properties and on the available models
it can be used for the parameterization of the twist-2 GPDs Hq, Eq, H˜q and
E˜q for each quark flavor q (u, d, s) in the region of relatively small values
of −t (< 1 GeV2). Twist-3 GPDs are partially taken into account by the
Wandzura-Wilczek (WW) term FWW± . The correlation term F qGq is not
included, since no reliable theoretical approach exists yet to model it.
2.4.1 Parameterization of the Generalized Parton Dis-
tributions H and E
Due to their polynomiality property GPDs can be represented in terms of
so-called double distributions (DDs) [GPV01]:
F (x, ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dβ
∫ 1−|β|
−1+|β|
dα δ(β + αξ − x) f(β, α, t), (2.17)
where f(y, z, t) is the DD of the corresponding GPD F (x, ξ, t). The advan-
tage of this new function f(y, z, t) is that its dependence on x (s-channel) and
ξ (t-channel) can be separated making the modeling more straightforward.
In such approach the highest power of ξn+1 of the GPDs H and E in the
sum of Eq. 2.12 is zero, making the parameterization incomplete. Adding
the so-called D-term completes the representation of these GPDs in terms of
DDs [GPV01]:
Hq(x, ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dβ
∫ 1−|β|
−1+|β|
dα δ(β + αξ − x)F q(β, α, t) +
+ θ
[
1− x
2
ξ2
]
Dq
(x
ξ
, t
)
,
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Eq(x, ξ, t) =
∫ 1
−1
dβ
∫ 1−|β|
−1+|β|
dα δ(β + αξ − x)Kq(β, α, t)−
− θ
[
1− x
2
ξ2
]
Dq
(x
ξ
, t
)
. (2.18)
As it follows from the polynomiality [GPV01], the D-term contributes to
both GPDs Hq and Eq with opposite sign and its relation to the highest
power of ξ is defined through the Mellin moments:
Cqn+1(t) =
∫ 1
−1
d
x
ξ
(x
ξ
)n
Dq
(x
ξ
, t
)
.
The D-term being defined only in the region |x/ξ| ≤ 1 appears from the
contribution of isolated mesonic states to the GPDs [BMK02].
The t independent part of the GPD, F q(x, ξ) ≡ F q(x, ξ, t = 0), is modeled
using the factorization of the DD as
F q(β, α) = h(β, α) q(β), (2.19)
where q(β) is the regular parton density function and h(β, α) is a profile
function parameterized through a one-parameter ansatz [Rad01]:
h(β, α) =
Γ(2b+ 2)
22b+1Γ2(b+ 1)
[(1− |β|)2 − α2]b
(1− |β|)2b+1 . (2.20)
In the forward limit (α = 0) h(β, α) mimics a mesonic-like two-parton state
with a longitudinal momentum β. The parameter b in Eq. 2.20 defines the
“skewness” of the GPD, namely its sensitivity to the dependence on ξ. In
the limiting case b→∞ the GPD becomes independent of ξ and is reduced
to the forward distribution, e.g. Hq(x, ξ) = q(x). In the model b is a free
parameter for the valence quark contribution (bval) or the sea/antiquark con-
tribution (bsea) that can in principle be extracted from observables of hard
electroproduction processes, but is still unknown at present.
The main constraint on the t-dependence of GPDs is given by the sum rule
of Eq. 2.11. Elastic form factors for the quark flavor q = u, d in the proton
are related to the proton and neutron form factors, using SU(2) isospin
symmetry. The relations between Dirac form factors and the corresponding
single quark contributions to the proton form factors are defined as:
F u1 = 2F
p
1 + F
n
1 + F
s
1 ,
F d1 = 2F
n
1 + F
p
1 + F
s
1 , (2.21)
where F p1 and F n1 are the proton and neutron Dirac form factors, respectively.
The strangeness form factor of the nucleon F s1 is expected to be small and
set to zero. A similar relation holds for the Pauli form factors F2.
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For the axial vector form factors the isospin decomposition gives
guA =
1
2
gA +
1
2
g0A , g
d
A = −
1
2
gA +
1
2
g0A , (2.22)
where gA (g0A) are the isovector (isoscalar) axial form factors of the nucleon.
A similar relation exists for the pseudoscalar form factor gqP .
The t-dependence of the DD part of the GPD H can be modeled in two
ways. The simplest parameterization valid in the small −t region is the
factorized ansatz:
Hu(x, ξ, t) = Hu(x, ξ)F u1 (t)/2 ,
Hd(x, ξ, t) = Hd(x, ξ)F d1 (t) ,
Hs(x, ξ, t) = 0 , (2.23)
where F u1 (t) and F d1 (t) are the elastic form factors for the quark flavors u and
d in the proton, respectively. The factorized ansatz satisfies both the sum
rule constraints (see Eq. 2.11) and the forward limits of the distributions (see
Eq. 2.10).
Another approach in modeling the t-dependence of GPDs is the so-called
Regge ansatz. In the small −t region the t-dependence can be described by a
simple Regge-theory motivated ansatz. In this approach the DD defined in
Eq. 2.18 is modeled as:
F q(β, α, t) = h(β, α) q(β)
1
|β|α′t , (2.24)
where h(β, α) is the same profile function as in Eq. 2.20 and α′ is the slope
of the Regge ansatz, which can be extracted from the cross section measure-
ments of hadron-hadron reactions [Col77].
The odd nature of the D-term allows to expand its t independent part
D(x/ξ) in odd Gegenbauer polynomials. Its parameterization includes odd
terms of the expansion up to the fifth power in x/ξ, estimated using the
calculation of GPDs in the quark soliton model. The t dependence of the
D-term is assumed to be the same as that of the DD part of the GPD H.
The parameterization of the GPD Eq is similar to that of Hq apart from
the fact that there is no analogy to the function Eq in the forward limit. It
can only be constrained by the sum rules defined in Eqs. 2.11 and 2.14. The
DD Kq(β, α) (see Eq. 2.18) of the function Eq can be written in analogy with
Eq. 2.19 as:
Kq(β, α) = h(β, α) eq(β), (2.25)
where the profile function h(β, α) was defined in Eq. 2.20 and the forward
distribution eq(β) is a function based on the forward quark distribution
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q(β) [GPV01]. Ji’s relation (see Eq. 2.14) can be used to constrain the
GPD Eq resulting in a dependence of the constructed function eq(β) on the
total angular momentum Jq of quark flavor q. Hence Jq enters the param-
eterization of the GPD Eq as a free parameter that can be extracted from
experimental observables [ENVY05].
The t-dependence of the GPD Eq is modeled in analogy with that of Hq,
namely with either factorized or Regge-inspired ansätze.
2.4.2 Parameterization of the Generalized Parton Dis-
tribution H˜
As it was discussed in section 2.3, the D-term does not contribute to the spin
dependent GPDs H˜ and E˜. Hence the GPD H˜ can be expressed in terms of
double distributions (see Eq. 2.17) as:
H˜q(x, ξ) =
∫ 1
−1
dβ
∫ 1−|β|
−1+|β|
dα δ(β + αξ − x) F˜ q(β, α), (2.26)
where F˜ q(β, α) is the corresponding DD that is parameterized in analogy to
Eq. 2.19 with the forward polarized parton distribution ∆q(β). With the
factorized t-dependence in the small −t region the corresponding DDs are
F˜ u(β, α, t) = h(β, α)∆uV (β) g
u
A(t)/g
u
A(0) ,
F˜ d(β, α, t) = h(β, α)∆dV (β) g
d
A(t)/g
d
A(0) , (2.27)
where h(β, α) is the profile function defined in Eq. 2.20 and gqA(t) is the axial
quark form factor related to the nucleon ones as given in Eq. 2.22. The
antiquark contribution to H˜q is not taken into account in this model.
2.4.3 Parameterization of the Generalized Parton Dis-
tribution E˜
The GPD E˜q is constrained only through the sum rule of Eq. 2.11 by the
pseudoscalar form factor gqP (t). Due to the spontaneously broken chiral sym-
metry, in the region of small t this form factor is dominated by the contri-
bution of the pion pole. In chiral quark-soliton model calculations the pion
pole part of E˜q dominates over a wide range of t and ξ values, and in the
limit of t→ m2pi it exactly reduces to the pion pole contribution.
Based on these findings, the GPD E˜q is assumed to be governed by the
pion pole:
E˜u = −E˜d = 1
2
E˜pi−pole. (2.28)
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The t-dependence of E˜pi−pole is defined by the sum rule of Eq. 2.11 in terms
of gqP (t). According to the partonic interpretation of GPDs discussed in
section 2.2, quarks and antiquarks couple to the pion field of the nucleon in
the region −ξ ≤ x ≤ ξ. Hence E˜pi−pole is modeled as:
E˜pi−pole = θ(−ξ ≤ x ≤ ξ) gqP (t)
1
2
Φas
(
x
ξ
)
, (2.29)
where Φas
(
x
ξ
)
is the asymptotic representation of the pion distribution am-
plitude as introduced in Ref. [GPV01].
Chapter 3
Deeply Virtual Compton
Scattering
3.1 Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering in Terms
of Generalized Parton Distributions
Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering is the process of hard electroproduction
of a real photon (see figure 2.2):
γ∗(q) +N(p)→ γ(q′) +N(p′),
where p (q) and p′ (q′) are the 4-momenta of the proton (photon) in the initial
and final state, respectively. In the general case of Compton scattering with
a virtual photon in the final state (γ∗p→ γ∗p) the helicity amplitudes of the
process are given by [Die03]:
Mλ′µ′,λµ = α T
αβ ′∗β , (3.1)
where  (′) and µ (µ′) denote the polarization vector and helicity state of
the initial (final) photon, respectively, and λ (λ′) is the helicity of the initial
(final) proton. The hadronic tensor Tαβ is given by the time-ordered product
of the electromagnetic currents of quarks Jem, sandwiched between hadronic
states with different momenta:
Tαβ = i
∫
d4x ei(q+q
′)x/2〈p′|TJαem(−
1
2
x)Jβem(
1
2
x)|p〉. (3.2)
Note that in Eq. 3.1 the polarization vectors  and ′ and the hadronic tensor
Tαβ define the helicity states of the photons (µ, µ′) and the protons (λ, λ′)
in the initial and final states.
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In leading order of perturbation theory the amplitudes are represented
as:
M++,++ =
√
1− ξ2
(
H + H˜ − ξ
2
1− ξ2 (E + E˜)
)
,
M−+,−+ =
√
1− ξ2
(
H− H˜ − ξ
2
1− ξ2 (E − E˜)
)
,
M++,−+ =
√
t0 − t
2m
(E − ξE˜) ,
M−+,++ = −
√
t0 − t
2m
(E + ξE˜) , (3.3)
where t0 is the minimum possible value of −t at given ξ, and m is the mass
of the nucleon. The functions H, E , H˜ and E˜ introduced in Eq. 3.3 are
Compton Form Factors (CFFs), which are flavor sums of convolutions of
the corresponding leading-twist GPDs H, E, H˜ and E˜ with hard scattering
amplitudes (known up to NLO in pQCD). For the case of the production of
a real photon the twist-two CFFs read as:
{H, E}(ξ, t) =∑
q
e2q
∫ 1
−1
dx {Hq, Eq}(x, ξ, t)
( 1
ξ − x− i0 −
1
ξ + x− i0
)
+O(αs),
{H˜, E˜}(ξ, t) =∑
q
e2q
∫ 1
−1
dx {H˜q, E˜q}(x, ξ, t)
( 1
ξ − x− i0 +
1
ξ + x− i0
)
+O(αs), (3.4)
where the curly brackets indicate that the equation is valid for one of the
elements enclosed.
The unpolarized cross section of the DVCS process depends on CFFs as:
1
2
∑
λ′λ
|Mλ′+,λ+|2 = (1− ξ2)(|H|2 + |H˜|2)−
(
ξ2 +
t
4m2
)
|E|2 − (3.5)
− ξ2 t
4m2
|E˜ |2 − 2ξ2Re(H∗E + H˜∗E˜),
the corresponding polarized combinations for it read:
1
2
∑
λ′
(
|Mλ′+,++|2 − |Mλ′+,−+|2
)
= (3.6)
= 2Re
[
(1− ξ2)H∗H˜ −
(
ξ2
1+ξ
+ t
4m2
)
ξE∗H˜ − ξ2(H∗E + H˜∗E˜)
]
.
The CFFs F = {H, H˜, E , E˜} have different relations of their real and
imaginary parts to the corresponding GPDs F = {H, H˜, E, E˜}. In leading
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order of perturbation theory the imaginary part follows from the definition
of CFFs (see Eq. 3.4) [BMK02]:
ImF = pi∑
q
e2q
(
F q(ξ, ξ, t)∓ F q(−ξ, ξ, t)
)
, (3.7)
i.e. it is sensitive to the respective GPDs along the line x = ±ξ. The real
part of CFFs can be written as:
ReF = −∑
q
e2q
[
P
∫ 1
−1
dxF q(x, ξ, t)
(
1
x− ξ ±
1
x+ ξ
)]
, (3.8)
where P denotes Cauchy’s principal value. The integrand in Eq. 3.8 con-
tributes mainly in the region close to the line x = ±ξ, being enhanced there
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Figure 3.1: The γ∗p→ γp cross section as a function of Q2 at fixed W = 82
GeV (left) and as a function of W at fixed Q2 = 8 GeV2 (right), |t| < 1
GeV2. The inner error bars represent the statistical and the full error bars
the combined statistical and systematic uncertainty. The figures are from
Ref. [A+05b].
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by the propagators 1/(x ∓ ξ). Hence the DVCS process being described in
terms of CFFs is sensitive to GPDs mainly in the region of x = ±ξ.
First measurements of the DVCS cross section were performed by the
HERA experiments H1 [A+05b] and Zeus [C+03]. In figure 3.1 the obtained
dependences of the DVCS cross section on Q2 and W are shown. The results
are compared with the theoretical predictions made by Freund et al. [FMS03]
at NLO QCD for two different sets of PDFs (MRST 2001 and CTEQ6) used
for modeling GPDs.
3.2 Interference with the Bethe-Heitler Pro-
cess
e’e’ ee
γ
γ
γ∗γ∗
p p’ p p’ p p’
(a) (b)
e
e’
γγ∗
Figure 3.2: Diagrams of the DVCS process (a) and of initial and final state
radiation of the scattering lepton (BH process) (b).
The DVCS process has an identical final state with the Bethe-Heitler
(BH) process where the photon is radiated from incoming or outgoing lepton
(see figure 3.2). This makes them experimentally indistinguishable and leads
to the interference between their amplitudes. This yields the following cross
section for real photon production:
dσ
dxBdQ2d|t|dφ =
α3em
8pi
xBy
2
Q4
1√
1 + 4x2Bm
2/Q2
1
e6
[
|τBH |2+|τDV CS|2+I
]
, (3.9)
where φ is the azimuthal angle defined by the lepton scattering plane and the
photon production plane (see figure 3.3). The amplitude of the BH process
τBH is exactly calculable in Quantum Electrodynamics with the knowledge
of the Dirac and Pauli form factors [MT69, E+01].
The interference term
I = τDV CS τ
∗
BH + τ
∗
DV CS τBH
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x
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φ
Figure 3.3: Kinematics of the DVCS process. The momenta of the incoming
and scattered positrons (k and k′) define the scattering plane. The momenta
of the virtual and real photons (q∗ and q) define the production plane. The
azimuthal angle φ is the angle between the scattering and the production
plane.
can be written at leading twist accuracy as:
I ∝ ±1
P (cosφ)
(
cosφReM̂++ − Pl
√
1− 2 sinφ ImM̂++ −
− SL[ sinφ ImM̂L++ − Pl
√
1− 2 cosφReM̂L++]
)
, (3.10)
where the sign ± is the charge of the lepton beam with polarization Pl,
scattered on a target with longitudinal polarization SL. Here  is the ratio
of fluxes of longitudinal to transverse initial virtual photons in the DVCS
process and the factor P (cosφ) coming from the lepton propagators in the
Bethe-Heitler process gives an additional φ dependence as [Die03]:
P (cosφ) = 1− 2 cosφ
√
2(1 + )

1− ξ
1 + ξ
t0 − t
Q2
+O
( 1
Q2
)
. (3.11)
In case of an unpolarized target (SL = 0) the amplitude M̂++ is a linear
combination of the CFFs H, H˜ and E :
M̂++ =
√
1− ξ2
√
t0 − t
2m
[
F1H + ξ(F1 + F2)H˜ − t
4m2
F2E
]
, (3.12)
where F1 and F2 are the Dirac and Pauli form factors, respectively.
In case of a polarized target (SL 6= 0) the amplitude M̂L++ is defined by
another linear combination of CFFs H, H˜, E and E˜ :
M̂L++ =
√
1− ξ2
√
t0 − t
2m
[
F1H˜ + ξ(F1 + F2)(H + ξ
1 + ξ
E)− (3.13)
− ( ξ
1 + ξ
F1 +
t
4m2
F2)ξE˜
]
.
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Figure 3.4: The dependence of the cross sections of the DVCS and BH pro-
cesses and their interference term on the angle between the virtual and real
photons θγ∗γ in the HERMES acceptance. The panels a), b), c) correspond
to numerical model calculations A), B), D) in Ref. [KN02], respectively. The
dotted line corresponds to the BH process, the dashed one to the DVCS pro-
cess, the dash-dotted one to the interference term and the solid one to the
total cross section. The figures are taken from Ref. [Kor05].
Note that the subscripts ++ in Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13 denote positive helicity of
both initial (virtual) and final (real) photons.
Numerical calculations in Ref. [KN02] show the relation between the BH
and DVCS cross sections and the interference term for the average kine-
matics in the HERMES acceptance. The results for an unpolarized proton
target and an unpolarized positron beam, shown in figure 3.4, demonstrate
the dominance of the BH process in most of the HERMES kinematic region.
This implies that direct measurements of the DVCS cross section at HER-
MES would lead to big systematic uncertainties due to the subtraction of
the BH process. At HERMES, the CFFs can be accessed best through the
interference term I in asymmetry measurements. Since CFFs contribute to
the interference term linearly such approach gives an additional advantage
over cross section measurements because it provides information about both
magnitude and phase of CFFs.
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3.3 Angular Dependence of the Photoproduc-
tion Cross Section
The squared amplitudes |τBH |2 and |τDV CS|2 and the interference term I
introduced in Eq. 3.9 can be represented at next-to-leading order accuracy
as sum of the sine and cosine harmonics in the azimuthal angle φ as [BMK02]:
|τBH |2 = e
6
x2By
2(1 + 2)2 t P (φ)
×
×
{
cBH0 +
2∑
n=1
cBHn cos (nφ) + s
BH
1 sin (φ)
}
, (3.14)
|τDV CS|2 = e
6
y2Q2
{
cDV CS0 +
2∑
n=1
[
cDV CSn cos (nφ) + s
DV CS
n sin (nφ)
]}
,(3.15)
I =
±e6
xBy3P (φ) t
{
cI0 +
3∑
n=1
[
cIn cos (nφ) + s
I
n sin (nφ)
]}
, (3.16)
where the + (−) sign in the interference term stands for a negatively (posi-
tively) charged lepton beam and the factor P (φ) is defined in Eq. 3.11.
The Fourier coefficients cDV CS0 , cI0, cI1 and sI1 contribute to the amplitudes
at twist-two and cDV CS1 , sDV CS1 , cI2 and sI2 at twist-three level. The coefficients
cI3 and sI3 and cDV CS2 , sDV CS2 get contributions from twist-two double helicity-
flip gluon GPDs discussed in detail in Ref. [BMK02].
The coefficients of higher harmonics of the DVCS amplitude and of the
interference term are kinematically suppressed with respect to the lower ones
with the factor Ksup. defined as:
Ksup. '
√
− t
Q2
(1− xB)(1− y). (3.17)
The factor enters the coefficients (c, s)n=1,2,3 as (Ksup.)n.
A detailed discussion on the contributions of CFFs to all Fourier coeffi-
cients at NLO accuracy can be found in Ref. [BMK02].
3.4 Longitudinal Target-Spin Asymmetry
The Longitudinal Target Spin Asymmetry (LTSA) AUL is calculated for an
unpolarized beam BU as difference of cross sections for target helicity states
antiparallel (T+) and parallel (T−) to the beam direction
AUL =
σB
UT+ − σBUT−
σBUT+ + σBUT−
, (3.18)
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where σ is the photoproduction cross section introduced in Eq. 3.9. The
φ dependence of the asymmetry with respect to the target spin can be ex-
panded in Fourier series, as shown in Eqs. 3.14, 3.15, 3.16, giving the main
contributions of the harmonics to the asymmetry as [BMK02]:
AUL(φ) '
KI
P (φ)
(
∑3
n=1 s
I
L,n sinnφ)−KDV CS(
∑2
n=1 s
DV CS
L,n sinnφ)
KBH
P (φ)
(cBHunp,0 + c
BH
unp,1 cosφ+ ...) + ...
, (3.19)
where KI , KDV CS and KBH are kinematic coefficients with no dependence
on azimuthal angle and P (φ) as defined in Eq. 3.11 gives an additional φ
dependence due to BH propagators.
To the extent that the leading BH-term cBH0 dominates the denominator
of Eq. 3.19 the azimuthal dependence of the asymmetry can be rewritten as
the sum of sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics that contribute to the asymmetry with
amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL as:
AUL(φ) ' AsinφUL sinφ+ Asin 2φUL sin 2φ. (3.20)
Assuming the dominance of the interference term over the DVCS cross section
for the longitudinally polarized proton target, the amplitudes of the sinφ and
sin 2φ harmonics read:
AsinφUL ∝
1
cBHunp,0
sIL,1,
Asin 2φUL ∝
1
cBHunp,0
sIL,2, (3.21)
where the Fourier coefficient sIL,1 is proportional to the imaginary part of the
polarized amplitude M̂L++ introduced in Eq. 3.13. In terms of CFFs it reads:
sIL,1 ∝ Im
[√
1− ξ2
√
t0 − t
2m
[
F1H˜ + ξ(F1 + F2)(H + ξ
1 + ξ
E)−
− ( ξ
1 + ξ
F1 +
t
4m2
F2)ξE˜
]]
. (3.22)
The kinematically suppressed coefficient sIL,2 gets contributions of GPDs
at twist-three level. It has the same dependence on the CFFs as the coeffi-
cient sIL,1 in Eq. 3.22, but with the twist-two CFFs F = {H, H˜, E , E˜} replaced
by the effective functions F eff = {Heff , H˜eff , Eeff , E˜eff} which are combina-
tions of twist-two and twist-three functions [BMK02] and can be represented
as:
F eff ≡ −2ξ
( 1
1 + ξ
F + F3+ −F3−
)
, (3.23)
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where F3± are twist-tree CFFs that are defined in analogy with twist-two
CFFs (cf. Eq. 3.4). Note that the subscripts − and + denote the even and
odd parts of twist-three GPDs, respectively.
Due to the fact that the values of ξ accessible experimentally in a fixed-
target experiment are small, O(0.1), in measurements of the LTSA the main
contribution to the amplitude M̂L++ arises from the CFF H˜. Hence the am-
plitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL of the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics of the asymmetry
are sensitive to the CFF H˜ at twist-two and twist-three level, respectively,
i.e.:
AsinφUL ∼ ImH˜,
Asin 2φUL ∼ ImH˜eff . (3.24)
According to the relation between the imaginary part of CFFs and the cor-
responding GPDs described in Eq. (3.7) measurements of the LTSA provide
experimental access to the polarized GPD H˜ in the region x ≈ ξ.
As it follows from Eq. 3.19, a sin 3φ harmonic contributes to the interfer-
ence term of the DVCS and BH cross sections. The corresponding amplitude
Asin 3φUL is sensitive to the double helicity-flip gluon GPDs. These GPDs are
defined in term of the gluon bilocal current operator in analogy with quark
GPDs introduced in section 2.2.1. Since the amplitude Asin 3φUL is kinemati-
cally suppressed by a factor of Q
2K2sup.
M(2−xB)2 with respect to the leading amplitude
AsinφUL , the contribution of the sin 3φ harmonic to the interference term is ex-
pected to be negligible at HERMES kinematics. Hence the consideration
of these double helicity-flip gluon GPDs are beyond the scope of this work.
More details can be found in e.g. Ref. [BMK02].
The detailed discussion of the analysis of the LTSA obtained from HER-
MES data, as performed in the context of this thesis, will be presented in
the following chapters.
3.5 Beam-Spin and Beam-Charge Asymme-
tries
In case of an unpolarized target the φ-dependence of the cross section asym-
metry with respect to the charge (spin) of the lepton beam gives access to
the real (imaginary) part of the unpolarized amplitude M̂++ introduced in
Eq. 3.12.
For an unpolarized beam of charge C the Beam-Charge Asymmetry
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Figure 3.5: Beam spin asymmetry ALU (left) and beam charge asymmetry
AC (right) for hard exclusive electroproduction of photons off the proton as
function of the azimuthal angle φ. The solid curves show the results of the
indicated fits with the values given in the plots.
(BCA) is defined as:
AC(φ) =
dσ+(φ)− dσ−(φ)
dσ+(φ) + dσ−(φ)
, (3.25)
where the superscript + and − denote the lepton beam charge. For a longi-
tudinally (L) polarized beam the Beam-Spin Asymmetry is defined as:
ALU(φ) =
dσ→(φ)− dσ←(φ)
dσ→(φ) + dσ←(φ)
, (3.26)
where → and ← denote the beam spin parallel and antiparallel to the beam
direction, respectively.
With the same assumption about the denominators of Eqs. 3.25 and 3.26
as for the LTSA in section 3.4, at leading twist accuracy the azimuthal de-
pendence of BCA and BSA is reduced to sinφ and cosφ as
AC ∝ 1
cBH0,U
cI1,U cosφ ∝ ReM̂++ cosφ,
ALU ∝ 1
cBH0,U
cI1,U sinφ ∝ ImM̂++ sinφ. (3.27)
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Note that in case of the BSA the exact expression of the denominator of
Eq. 3.26 has the same contributions of the Fourier coefficients and of the cor-
responding harmonics as those of the LTSA in the denominator of Eq. 3.18.
In the experimentally accessible region of ξ the main contribution to the
amplitude M̂++ arises from the GPD H. Hence measurements of BSA and
BCA give access to the imaginary and real part of the CFF H, respectively.
The BSA and BCA on an unpolarized proton target were measured at
HERMES [A+01a, Ell04, Now05]. Their azimuthal dependences shown in
figure 3.5 demonstrate the expected sinφ and cosφ behavior. Note that
the sizable sinφ contribution to the BCA arises from the unbalanced beam
polarization (〈Pl〉 6= 0).
3.6 Transverse Target-Spin Asymmetry
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Figure 3.6: Kinematics of the DVCS process for transverse target polariza-
tion. The angle φS denotes the azimuthal angle of the polarization vector
of the transversely polarized target ~S⊥ with respect to the scattering plane,
measured about the direction of the virtual photon.
In case of transverse target polarization the azimuthal dependence of the
interference term ITP of the BH/DVCS cross section becomes sensitive to
the amplitudes M̂N and M̂S (defined below):
ITP ∝ ±e
6
xBy3P (φ)
[
ImM̂N sin (φ− φS) cosφ+ ImM̂S cos (φ− φS) sinφ
]
.
(3.28)
Here φS is the azimuthal angle of the vector of transverse target polarization
~S⊥ with respect to the lepton production plane (see figure 3.6) and the other
notations are the same as in Eq. 3.10. The amplitudes are sensitive to the
following CFFs as:
M̂N ∼ − t
4M2
[F2H− F1E ] ,
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M̂S ∼ − t
4M2
[
F2H˜ − F1ξE˜
]
, (3.29)
where F1 and F2 are Dirac and Pauli form factors, respectively.
The Transverse Target-Spin Asymmetry (TTSA) is defined as:
AUT (φ, φS) =
1
〈|~S⊥|〉
dσ(φ, φS)− dσ(φ, φS + pi)
dσ(φ, φS) + dσ(φ, φS + pi)
. (3.30)
Two leading amplitudes Asin (φ−φS) cosφUT and A
cos (φ−φS) sinφ
UT of the TTSA are
related to the amplitudes defined in Eq. 3.29 as:
A
sin (φ−φS) cosφ
UT ∝ ImM̂N ,
A
cos (φ−φS) sinφ
UT ∝ ImM̂S. (3.31)
Hence the amplitude Asin (φ−φS) cosφUT of the TTSA is sensitive to the GPD E
that contributes to Ji’s relation (see section 2.3.1) and thus a measurement
of the TTSA together with the BSA and BCA can give an access to the total
angular momentum of quarks in the nucleon [ENVY05].
Chapter 4
The HERMES Experiment
HERMES (HERA MEasurement of Spin) is a fixed-target experiment, one
of the four experiments using the HERA (Hadron Electron Ring Anlage)
storage ring at DESY in Hamburg. The HERMES experiment was originally
designed to study the spin structure of proton and neutron, using deep inelas-
tic electron nucleon scattering. It employs the polarized electron or positron
beam of 27.57 GeV energy of HERA. The schematic diagram of the HERMES
spectrometer is shown in figure 4.1. The main advantage of the HERMES ex-
periment with respect to most other spin experiments is its polarized internal
gas target. Located in the vacuum of the HERA beam the target gas has very
high purity. The low density of the target allows to reduce bremsstrahlung
and secondary interactions, providing clean experimental conditions to study
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Figure 4.1: Schematic diagram of the HERMES experiment.
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final state particles. Particles produced in the interaction of the beam with
the target are tracked by the drift chambers located before and after the
dipole magnet. The gap of the magnet defines the acceptance of the detector
of 40 mrad < |θy| < 140 mrad and |θx| < 170 mrad in vertical and horizontal
directions, respectively. In order to comply with the particle deflection in
the magnet, the horizontal acceptance is increased to |θx| < 270 mrad be-
hind the magnet. The field of the magnet is mapped and together with the
tracking system the magnet is used for momentum measurements of charged
particles. The momentum resolution is about δP/P ∼ 1%. A lead-glass
calorimeter together with scintillator hodoscopes is used for event triggering.
The calorimeter is also used for detection of photons, providing an energy
resolution of about 5%. Particle identification is based on the responses of
the Transition Radiation Detector (TRD), the preshower hodoscope and the
calorimeter. The efficiency of positron identification is about 98% with a
hadron contamination estimated to be less than 0.5%. The Ring Imaging
Čerenkov Detector (RICH) allows identification of hadrons, namely pions,
protons and kaons. Note that a threshold Čerenkov detector was used until
the RICH was installed in 1998. The luminosity is measured by a small elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (luminosity monitor) located around the positron
beam pipe. A detailed description of the HERMES detector can be found in
Ref. [A+98a]. In this chapter the detector components used for this analysis
will be discussed.
4.1 The HERA Beam
HERA is a 6.3 km circumference storage ring located at DESY in Hamburg.
It provides a positron or electron beam with a momentum of 27.57 GeV/c and
a proton beam with a momentum of 920 GeV/c (see figure 4.2). HERMES
makes use of the polarized electron/positron beam only. The polarization
of electrons/positrons at HERA is built up due to self-polarization of the
beam in bremsstrahlung: the so-called Sokolov-Ternov effect [ST64]. The
effect is based on a small asymmetry in the spin-flip probability with respect
to the spin direction of the particle, due to synchrotron radiation in the
magnetic field. The probability for the particle spin to flip into a state with
the spin parallel to the magnetic field is higher than to flip into a antiparallel
state. Hence with time the beam becomes self-polarized in the direction of
the magnetic field of the bending magnets of the storage ring. The beam
polarization increases with time as:
PB = Pmax(1− e−t/τ ), (4.1)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic diagram of the HERA accelerator layout until 2000.
where Pmax is the maximum polarization that can be reached due to this
effect and τ is a time constant. The theoretical value of Pmax does not
depend on the characteristics of the machine and is equal to about 92%. The
time constant depends on the bending radius in the magnetic field ρ and on
the Lorentz factor of the particle γ = E/me as:
τ = Pmax
me
h¯c2re
ρ3
γ5
, (4.2)
where re is the classical electron radius. In case of HERA the average bending
radius is about ρ = 707 m and for the beam energy E = 27.5 GeV the factor
γ = 53 800 [Dür95]. The corresponding time constant is about 37 min.
Various depolarization effects influence the beam in a real machine. Due
to imperfections of the magnetic field and the alignment of the magnets,
beam-beam interaction between the electron/positron and proton beams,
the maximum polarization is reduced to about 60% with the rise time being
about 25 min.
Transverse polarization of the beam is rotated to longitudinal one and
then back by spin rotators [BS86] located before and after the HERMES
experiment area (see figure 4.2). The relativistic motion of the spin vec-
tor is described by the Thomas-Bargmann-Michel-Telegdi (T-BMT) equa-
tion [BMT59]. Since the spin vector precesses about the direction of the
magnetic field, the spin direction is rotated by 90◦ by a set of horizontal and
vertical bending magnets (see Ref. [BS86] for detail), called spin rotator.
4.1.1 Beam Polarization Measurement
The beam polarization is monitored by two polarimeters. The Transverse
POLarimeter (TPOL) [B+93, B+94] is located in the region of HERA-West
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(see figure 4.2) and measures the transverse polarization of the beam. The
Longitudinal POLarimeter (LPOL) [B+02], located in the HERMES area in
between the two spin rotators, measures the longitudinal beam polarization.
Both polarimeters employ polarized Compton scattering for their measure-
ments.
In case of transverse (Py) and longitudinal (Pz) polarization of the posi-
tron beam, the differential cross section for Compton scattering of polarized
photons off positrons can be written as:
dσC
dΩ
=
1
2
r2e
(
kf
ki
)2 [
Σ0 + S1Σ1 + S3(PyΣ2,y + PzΣ2,z)
]
, (4.3)
where ki and kf are the initial and final photon momenta in the positron rest
frame and S1 and S3 are the linear and circular components of the polariza-
tion of the initial photon, respectively. Unpolarized and polarized terms of
the Compton cross section are denoted with Σ0 and Σ1,2, respectively. Spin
dependent terms of the cross section are essential for the beam polarization
measurements.
Both the TPOL and the LPOL make use of a circularly polarized photon
beam. In case of the TPOL a 10W argon-ion laser is used to provide photons
with an energy of 2.41 eV. The linearly polarized continuous photon beam is
converted by a Pockels cell to circularly polarized light. The beam helicity
is switched between left and right with a frequency of about 90 Hz. For the
LPOL a Nd:YAG pulse laser is used with a photon energy of 2.33 eV. The
linearly polarized photon beam is converted to a circularly polarized one with
a Pockels cell, alternating helicity at each pulse. The transport of the photon
beams to their interaction area (with the positron beam) is accomplished by
remotely controlled sets of mirrors.
The energy of the positron beam is very high with respect to the energy
of the photons produced by the lasers, hence in the laboratory system the
photons are backscattered in a narrow cone. In case of the TPOL a tungsten
scintillator sandwich calorimeter is used for the detection of the photons.
The calorimeter is separated into two halves above and below the beam pipe
allowing to measure the energy and vertical hit position of the photons. In
case of the LPOL, the photons are detected by a calorimeter consisting of
four Čerenkov NaBi(WO4)2 crystals arranged in a 2× 2 matrix.
In the measurement of the transverse beam polarization the TPOL em-
ploys the fact that the Σ2,y term of the Compton cross section has an az-
imuthal dependence [Bec00]. The vertical spatial asymmetry measured by
the TPOL calorimeter is related to the beam polarization as:
∆y(Eγ) =
〈y(Eγ)〉− − 〈y(Eγ)〉+
2
= ∆S3 · Py · Πy(Eγ), (4.4)
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where 〈y(Eγ)〉± is the mean vertical position of the distributions of the Comp-
ton photons in the respective helicity state and ∆S3 = (S+3 − S−3 )/2 is the
mean magnitude of the circular light polarization. The analyzing power
Πy(Eγ) is derived from the knowledge of the cross section of the Compton
scattering.
In case of the longitudinally polarized beam the Compton cross section
has almost no azimuthal dependence. Since the energy spectrum of the
backscattered Compton photons depends on their helicity states, the beam
polarization is extracted through a measurement of the asymmetry of the
energy deposited by the photons in the calorimeter of the LPOL. The asym-
metry is related to the positron beam polarization as:
A(∆S3, Pz) = ∆S3 · Pz · Π, (4.5)
with the same notations as in Eq. 4.4.
The accuracy of the beam polarization measurement is dominated by the
systematic error, both for TPOL and LPOL. The fractional systematic error
of the measured polarization is about 3.4% in 1996/1997 for the TPOL and
about 4.0% in 1997 for the LPOL [Bec00].
4.1.2 Luminosity Monitor
The LUMInosity monitor (LUMI) [B+01a] is a pair of calorimeters mounted
close to the beam pipe 7.2 m downstream of the HERMES target (see fig-
ure 4.1). The calorimeters are Čerenkov NaBi(WO4)2 crystals arranged in a
3 × 4 matrix and coupled to individual photo-multipliers. Each calorimeter
is 66× 88 mm2 at its front side.
The luminosity of the positron beam is obtained from the measurement
of the coincidence rate of the processes with well known cross sections. The
measured processes are elastic scattering of beam electrons off the atomic
target electrons e++e− → e++e− (Bhabha scattering) and their annihilation
e+ + e− → 2γ. The cross sections of both processes can be calculated up to
third order accuracy in QED. The luminosity is extracted as the ratio of the
integrated coincidence rate measured by the LUMI to the sum of the cross
sections (for details see section 5.5).
The systematic uncertainty for the absolute luminosity measurements is
6.3 − 6.4% and that for the relative luminosity measurements 0.9 − 1.5%
[B+01a].
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4.2 HERMES Internal Gas Target
The HERMES experiment employs an internal polarized gas target [A+05a]
located inside the HERA vacuum. The main advantage of such a target
with respect to an external gaseous, liquid or solid target is the purity of
the target material. The lay-out of the target as an open-ended storage cell
allows to avoid beam depolarization caused by traversing additional material.
An additional advantage of the HERMES target is its ability to flip the
target polarization within milliseconds. The storage cell can also be fed with
unpolarized gases. Unpolarized data with gaseous targets 1H2, 2H2, 3He,
14N, 20Ne and 84Kr were taken. Until 2000 the experiment was operated
with the longitudinally polarized 3He, 1H2 and 2H2 targets. Over the HERA
long shutdown the target was modified and from 2002-2005 transverse target
polarization was used. In this analysis the data taken with the longitudinally
polarized proton target in 1996 and 1997 is used.
4.2.1 The Longitudinally Polarized Gas Target
The main disadvantage of a polarized gas target is its low density. When
the density of the gas in the target increases, the depolarization processes
increase as well. A special construction of the target cell is needed to keep
both the target thickness and the target polarization reasonably high. The
HERMES storage cell is a 40 cm long, open-ended aluminum tube with an
elliptical cross section of 30 × 10 mm2. The wall thickness of the cell is
made less than 100 µm in order to reduce multiple scattering of the particles
produced in interactions between beam and target gas. A schematic view of
the longitudinally polarized target is shown in figure 4.3. The polarized gas
from the Atomic Beam Source (ABS) is injected into the storage cell at its
center and pumped out by a differential pumping system at its both ends.
The diffusion of the gas through the storage cell increases the way of the beam
through the target gas. The polarization of the gas in the storage cell is kept
by a magnetic field of high uniformity of 335 mT (for the proton), aligned
antiparallel to the positron beam. The main source of depolarization of the
gas in the storage cell are collisions of the atoms with the walls of the cell.
Since the probability of such collisions decreases with lower gas temperatures,
the storage cell is cooled cryogenically to 100 K, allowing to increase the gas
density. In case of the proton the typical polarized gas thickness is about
1014 atoms/cm2.
The longitudinally polarized proton target was employed at HERMES in
1996 and 1997. The polarized atomic gas was produced by the ABS from
hydrogen gas over several steps. Hydrogen atomized from the molecular gas
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Figure 4.3: Schematic view of the HERMES longitudinally polarized target.
From left to right: Atomic Beam Source (ABS), target chamber with cell and
magnet, and diagnostic system composed by Target Gas Analyzer (TGA) and
Breit-Rabi Polarimeter (BRP). The locations of the radio-frequency transi-
tion (RFT) units are indicated.
by a radio frequency discharge is injected into the ABS (from left to right
in figure 4.3). Sextupole magnets separate the atoms with two hyperfine
states |ms,mI〉 (see figure 4.4) with electron spin polarization ms = +12 with
respect to the beam direction, namely |1〉 = |+ 1
2
,+1
2
〉 and |2〉 = |+ 1
2
,−1
2
〉.
The other two states |3〉 = | − 1
2
,−1
2
〉 and |4〉 = | − 1
2
,+1
2
〉 are rejected
and pumped away. Two Radio Frequency Transitions (RFT) are used for
selection of either positive or negative nuclear spin polarization mI . Weak
field transition and strong field transition (the first and second RFTs in
figure 4.3) allow hyperfine transitions of the states |1〉 ↔ |3〉 and |2〉 ↔ |4〉,
respectively. Hence by activating one of these RFTs, the nuclear polarization
with respect to the target holding field can be flipped quickly. In order to
keep the systematic errors caused by the target in asymmetry measurements
low, the nuclear polarization of the target is reversed about every 60 seconds
at HERMES.
The target polarization is monitored by the Target Gas Analyzer (TGA)
and by the Breit Rabi Polarimeter (BRP). A small fraction of the target
gas is transported through the sampling tube to the TGA and BRP (see
figure 4.3). The TGA allows to measure the fraction of the atoms recom-
bined to molecules. The measurements are carried out by the Quadrupole
Mass Spectrometer (QMS). The BRP measures the relative population of the
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Figure 4.4: Hyperfine energy levels of hydrogen atoms as a function of the
magnetic holding field (Breit-Rabi diagram) and corresponding labeling. The
field values are scaled with the corresponding critical field BC = 11.7 mT and
energy values with the corresponding hyperfine energy.
hyperfine states of atomic hydrogen. The construction of the BRP is simi-
lar to that of the ABS which allows to separate the atomic hyperfine states
and then to analyze them with the QMS. Based on these measurements, the
polarization of the target gas can be calculated as:
PT = α0 · PBRP · [αR + (1− αR) · β], (4.6)
where α0 is the fraction of atoms injected by the ABS to the target cell, and
(1− αR) is the fraction of atoms in the target cell recombined to molecules,
as measured by the TGA. The polarization of the atoms PBRP is measured
by the BRP and β denotes the fraction of the polarization carried by the
recombined molecules. For the longitudinally polarized proton target in 1997
the measured values from Eq. 4.6 are as follows: α0 = 0.960 ± 0.010, αR =
0.945 ± 0.035 and 〈|PBRP |〉 = 0.908 ± 0.016 for both spin states. The value
of β is not accessible in a direct measurement at HERMES. Its upper limit is
estimated from inclusive asymmetry measurements as β = 0.68±0.09 (stat.)
±0.06 (syst.) [A+05a].
In 1997 the resulting polarization of the target is 〈|PT |〉 = 0.850± 0.032
for both spin states corresponding to a relative measurement uncertainty
of about δ〈|PT |〉/〈|PT |〉 = 3.8% [Bec03]. Since in 1996 the operation of
the target was not optimal due to the limited performance of the monitoring
system, the target polarization is calculated as polarization measured in 1997
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scaled by the ratio of the inclusive asymmetries measured in 1997 and 1996.
As result for 1996 the relative error of the target polarization measurement
is increased to about 5.5% and the target polarization is 〈|PT |〉 = 0.759 ±
0.042 for both spin states. The average target polarization for the 1996
and 1997 data taking periods is calculated as averaged polarizations of each
year weighted by the corresponding integrated luminosities. It results in
〈|PT |〉 = 0.824± 0.035 (δ〈|PT |〉/〈|PT |〉 = 4.2%) for both spin states [Bec03].
4.3 Tracking System
Charged particles produced in interactions of the beam with the target are
detected in the upper and lower halves of the HERMES spectrometer by the
tracking system that consists of two sets of drift chambers located before and
after the dipole magnet (see figure 4.1). The horizontally deflecting magnet
operated with an integrated field strength of 1.3 Tm separates the detector
into the front and back parts. Together with the tracking system the magnet
is used for the momentum measurements of the particles.
In the front part of the detector the chambers FC 1/2 [B+01b] are em-
ployed for the reconstruction of vertices and scattering angles of the produced
particles. In the back part the chambers BC 1/2 and BC 3/4 [B+98] are used
for the reconstruction of particle tracks after their deflection by the magnet.
The information about the particle track is used for the calculation of the
momentum of the particle and for its identification. Each BC or FC detector
has two times three planes, namely one plane with vertical wires (X plane)
for the measurement of the horizontal coordinate x and two planes with wires
tilted by +30◦ and −30◦ (U and V planes) with respect to the vertical wires.
The size of the drift cells is 7 mm and 15 mm for FCs and BCs, respectively.
The chambers use a gas mixture of 5% CO2, 5% CF4 and 90% Ar at a pres-
sure slightly above the atmospheric one. The spatial resolution per plane is
about 225 µm for the FCs and 275 (300) µm for the BCs 1/2 (3/4).
In 1997 the Drift Vertex Chambers (DVCs) [A+98a] were installed in
addition in the front region of the detector. Since the resolution of the
tracking turned out to improve only slightly, the DVCs are not used in this
analysis due to compatibility reasons. The chambers MC 1-3 [A+01b] are
located in the gap of the magnet. Since the chambers are operated in a
strong magnetic field, they are built as Multi-Wire Proportional Chambers
(MWPC). Originally the MCs were designed to match between the front and
back tracks. Due to the improved track reconstruction procedure (so called
“force bridge” method) [Wan97], now they are mainly used for tracking of
the low energy particles (P < 2 GeV) that are deflected in the magnet away
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of the acceptance of the back part of the detector. The MCs are not used in
this analysis.
A momentum resolution δP/P < 2.2 % and an angular resolution δθ <
1.4 mrad was achieved for the HERMES configuration with the Čerenkov
detector installed until 1998. With the RICH detector installed the resolution
became δP/P < 2.6 % and δθ < 1.8 mrad.
4.4 Particle Identification
Four detectors are employed for the particle identification at HERMES,
namely the RICH (Čerenkov before 1998) detector, the Transition Radia-
tion Detector (TRD), the preshower detector (H2) and the calorimeter (see
figure 4.1). In order to discriminate an electron/positron (further referred to
as a lepton) from a hadron, for the response of each PID detector to every
reconstructed track a conditional probability Le (h)d is calculated that the sig-
nal measured by the detector is caused by a lepton (hadron). The magnitude
Le (h)d calculated with the maximum likelihood method [Wen03] is related to
the probability Pe (h)d of the detected particle to be a lepton (hadron) by
Bayes’ theorem:
Pe (h)d =
φe (h)Le (h)d
φhLhd + φeLed
, (4.7)
where φe (h) is the lepton (hadron) flux. For each detector a PID parameter
can be defined as the ratio of the lepton and hadron conditional probabilities,
related to the ratio of the corresponding probabilities as [Kai97, Wen03]:
PIDd = log10
(Led
Lhd
)
= log10
(Ped
Phd
)
+ log10Φ, (4.8)
where Φ = φh/φe is the flux ratio that has only a small influence in Eq. 4.8
in case of HERMES kinematics. A positive PIDd value indicates that the
track of a detected particle originates more probably from a lepton rather
than to a hadron. A negative value has the opposite interpretation. The PID
parameters can be combined for several detectors in order to increase the
efficiency of the particle identification. In this analysis a combined response
of the preshower and calorimeter, PID2, together with a response of the six
TRD modules, PID5, is used, where
PID2 = log10
(Lepre.Lecalo.
Lhpre.Lhcalo.
)
and PID5 = log10
(∏6
i=1 LeTRD i∏6
i=1 LhTRD i
)
.
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A cut on the total PID parameter PID = PID2 + PID5 > 2 allows to
identify a scattered positron with very high efficiency ( > 98%) with very
low hadron contamination (∼ 1%).
The RICH detector [A+02] is used mainly for hadron identification. Since
it does not influence the PID efficiency of leptons at DVCS kinematics, its
response was not used for PID in previous DVCS analyses [Ell04, Kra05]. In
this analysis the Čerenkov detector is not used for compatibility reasons.
4.4.1 Transition Radiation Detector
In order to discriminate leptons from hadrons the TRD [A+98a] employs
Transition Radiation (TR) that is emitted by highly relativistic particles
when traversing the border of two media with different dielectric constants.
This effect is caused by a difference of the Coulomb field induced by a particle
in each medium. In order to keep continuity of the field at the border TR is
emitted. The total energy of TR emitted in the cone with an opening angle
θ ' 1/γ is
E =
2
3
αωp γ, (4.9)
where α is the fine structure constant, ωp is the plasma frequency of the
medium, and γ is the Lorentz factor. At HERMES energies only leptons
emit a significant amount of TR. Hence the lepton/hadron discrimination is
based on the energy deposited by a particle in the TRD.
The intensity of the TR emitted at one boundary is small. In order to in-
crease the number of boundaries traversed by a particle the HERMES TRD
material is made as an irregular mesh of thin polyethylene/polypropylene
fibers arranged in the 6.35 cm thick modules. The energy deposited in
the module is detected by a multi-wire proportional chamber that uses 90%
Xenon and 10% CH4 gas. Xenon is used due to its short absorption length
for soft X-ray mostly emitted as TR at high energies. Each HERMES TRD
half (the upper and lower one) is built from six consecutive modules of such
design.
4.4.2 Preshower and Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Both halves of the preshower hodoscope (H2) installed in front of the calori-
meter (see figure 4.5) consists of 42 vertical 1 cm thick and 9.3 cm wide plastic
scintillator paddles that overlap each other by 2-3 cm for better efficiency.
Each paddle is read out by a photo-multiplier at the outer end. The paddles
are located behind a lead sheet of 1.1 cm thickness (two radiation length)
that initiates electro-magnetic showers from traversing leptons. Hence the
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energy deposited in the preshower by leptons is higher than that deposited by
hadrons, which are minimum ionizing particles, allowing their discrimination.
positron
beam
beam pipe
proton
378 cm (42 paddles)
48 cm
90 cm (10 cells)
90 cm (10 cells)
50 cm
11mm lead
scintillator paddle
Calorimeter
Preshower
photo−multipliers
9x9 cm  lead glass block2
Figure 4.5: Schematic diagram of the HERMES preshower and calorimeter.
The electromagnetic calorimeter [A+98c] is used for several purposes.
Originally designed as a part of the PID and (lepton) trigger systems, it
is also used for photon detection (hit position and energy measurement).
The calorimeter consists of 50 cm long blocks of 9×9 cm2 cross section made
of radiation-resistant F101 lead-glass and arranged in a 40 × 10 array. The
two halves of the calorimeter are located above and below the beam pipe.
Due to the block thickness (about 18 radiation length), the energy of the
leptons converted into electromagnetic showers in the lead glass material is
almost fully deposited in the calorimeter. In contrast to leptons, hadrons de-
posit only a small fraction of their energy due to ionization losses and nuclear
interactions. Hence the measurement of the ratio E/p of the particle’s en-
ergy deposited in the calorimeter to its momentum measured by the tracking
system, can be used as a good criterion for lepton identification.
From test beam measurements of a smaller prototype of the calorimeter
the energy resolution was determined as σ(E)/E [%] = 5.1/
√
E [GeV] + 1.5
with a linearity within 1% for electrons in the energy range from 1 GeV to
30 GeV [A+98c]. The resolution of the HERMES calorimeter turned out to
be slightly worse due to the influence of the preshower detector and imper-
fections in the calorimeter blocks. The coordinate of the hit position of a
lepton or photon can be measured by the calorimeter based on the measure-
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ments of the energy deposited by the particle in a 3 × 3 array of blocks. It
is calculated as average coordinate of the array with the coordinate of each
block weighted by the logarithm of the energy deposited in the block. The
resolution of the measured hit position is about 0.7 cm [Kra05].
4.5 HERMES Trigger
The trigger system selects events related to the physics of interests and it sup-
presses background. At HERMES, a variety of first-level triggers [A+98a] is
used for the discrimination of various physics processes and for the monitor-
ing of the detector. In this analysis trigger 21 is employed for event selection
and trigger 18 is used for systematic studies of possible trigger inefficiencies
(see section 7.4.4). Trigger 21 is the main physics trigger at HERMES. It
selects DIS events requiring a positron with energy above a certain threshold
to not having been bent out of the spectrometer before having traversed one
full detector half. The triggered event is required to have coincident signals
from the hodoscopes H0, H1, H2 (preshower) and the calorimeter (see fig-
ure 4.1). Their responses are required to be synchronized with the HERA
beam. Trigger 18 has the same requirements as trigger 21 except for the
response from H0. The calorimeter and preshower (H2) were discussed in
section 4.4.2. The hodoscope H1 has the same construction as the preshower
detector but without the lead sheet in front of it. Located in the forward
region of the spectrometer, each half of the hodoscope H0 consists of one
plastic scintillator paddle of 3.2 mm thickness. Each half is read out by two
photo-multipliers in order to secure stability in the high-rate environment.
The signal from H0 ensures that the positron traversed the forward part
of the spectrometer before it initiated showers in the preshower and calorime-
ter. This requirement allows to suppress background from the proton beam,
which traverses the HERMES experiment at the same height as the lepton
beam, with an offset of 72 cm. The signal from the hodoscope H1 prevents
the shower initiated by the photon in the preshower and calorimeter to be
associated with the positron. The signal from the preshower is required to be
above the minimum-ionizing signal, ensuring electromagnetic shower devel-
opment. The response of the calorimeter is required to be above a threshold
of 1.4 GeV for polarized, and above 3.5 GeV for unpolarized data taking.
The higher threshold in the latter case is required due to the higher density
of the unpolarized target with respect to that of the polarized one, which
increases the background. The cut on the calorimeter response affects the
energy range of the detected DIS positrons: the thresholds 1.4 GeV and
3.5 GeV correspond to cuts y < 0.95 and y < 0.87, respectively. Note that
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in 1996 the calorimeter threshold was still set to 3.5 GeV also for polarized
data taking. For compatability between the years of data taking this cut is
used for the data analyzed in this thesis.
The time for the trigger decision at HERMES is about 400 ns. After a
trigger has been generated all the relevant data is read out from the HERMES
subdetectors within about 10 ms. Triggers generated over the readout time
are rejected. The dead time of the spectrometer is calculated as a ratio of the
number of rejected triggers to the total number of accepted ones. Typical
values for the dead time at HERMES are well below 10%.
4.6 Recoil Detector
Figure 4.6: Schematic diagram of the HERMES recoil detector.
A new Recoil Detector (RD) [HER02] is presently being commissioned
at HERMES for the study of hard exclusive processes. Located around the
target it is designed to detect the recoiling products of reactions of interest
and to suppress background. The main objective of the RD is to detect the
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recoiling proton from the DVCS process. The RD consists of three main com-
ponents (see figure 4.6): a silicon strip detector surrounding the target cell
inside the beam vacuum, a scintillating fibre tracker and a photon detector
consisting of three layers of tungsten radiator and scintillator. The detectors
are placed inside of the superconducting magnet that generates a longitu-
dinal magnetic field of about 1 Tesla. The silicon detector and the fiber
detector cover a momentum range of the recoiling protons from 0.1 GeV/c to
1.5 GeV/c. The PID of the RD, based on the energy deposition in the silicon
and in the scintillating fibers, allows to discriminate protons from pions for
proton momenta up to 650 MeV/c [Kra05]. In case of the DVCS process the
RD is expected to improve the t-resolution and to suppress the background
by about a factor of 10.
The silicon detector contains four twin modules positioned in a diamond
shape inside the HERA beam vacuum. Every module contains two silicon
sensors of the TIGRE design produced by MICRON Semiconductors Ltd.
The sensors are 300 µm thick, 99×99mm2 double-sided silicon strip detectors
with a readout pitch of 758 µm and 128 readout channels per side. The silicon
sensors are read out by a HELIX128 3.0 chip [FB+97]. The silicon detector
measures the momentum of the recoil protons within the momentum range
from 100 MeV/c to 400 MeV/c. For higher proton momenta it is used as a
tracker. Calibration measurements of the detector demonstrated an energy
resolution of about 2% for protons with kinetic energy between 4.9 MeV and
9 MeV [Pic05] and about 3% for MIPs with a detection efficiency close to
99% [HMG+05].
Proton momenta above 250 MeV/c are measured by the Scintillating Fi-
bre Tracker (SFT), which consists of two barrels of 1 mm Kuraray SCFS-78
fibres. Each barrel has 2 parallel and 2 stereo (10◦) layers. The barrels are
constructed as a self-supporting structure in order to minimize the mate-
rial traversing by the particles. The detector is used for particle momentum
measurements and also for proton discrimination.
The photon detector is a three-layer calorimeter made of plastic scintilla-
tor modules of 28 cm length and of 2× 1 cm2 cross section with a tungsten
converter of 2 cm placed before it as inner layer. The innermost layer of
the scintillators is oriented parallel to the beam axis and the two outermost
layers have stereo angles of ±45◦. The detector is used for the detection of
photons, especially those originating from ∆+ resonances.
A significant part of the work on this thesis was dedicated to the produc-
tion tests of the HELIX128 3.0 chip [KGL+05], which is the frontend readout
chip for the silicon detector in the RD project. First, the production tests
are necessary to spot possible production defects of the chips. About 50% of
the tested chips were found to have various defects. Second, the unique de-
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sign of the HERMES silicon recoil detector brings additional requirements to
the performance of the readout chip. Measurements of the deposited energy
require high uniformity of the chip response. The large size of the readout
pitch of the silicon sensor requires full functionality of every channel of the
chip. Hence the production tests were also used for the selection of those
chips that suit best to the project requirements.
The work made in this thesis in the framework of the HELIX production
tests includes development of the procedure of the production tests, design
and construction of the semi-automatic test stand, analysis of the results of
the chip tests, development of the chip selection criteria and selection of the
chips for the readout of the silicon recoil detector. Details of this work are
discussed in Appendix A.
Chapter 5
Data Selection
5.1 Data Processing
For each triggered event the digital responses of all HERMES detector com-
ponents are stored into a file in Experimental Physics Input Output (EPIO)
format at local discs and at the DESY computer center tape robot. The data
is processed by a series of programs in order to reconstruct every event and
gather all the information necessary for analysis into so called micro-Data
Summary Tape (µDST) file.
Firstly, with the knowledge of the structure of the response of each de-
tector, the raw data stored as EPIO file is decoded by the Hermes De-Coder
(HDC) program. The output of HDC is converted into the database format
Aleph Data Model (ADAMO) and sent to the Hermes Reconstruction Code
(HRC). The HRC performs track reconstruction based on a fast tree search
of the hits in the tracking chambers [Wan97]. With input information about
detector alignment and calibration and the field map of the spectrometer
magnet it calculates vertices and momenta of reconstructed tracks. The out-
put of the program is merged together with the slow control information and
stored as µDST files.
One µDST file corresponds to one run that is defined by the size of about
500 MB of the data stored in EPIO format. Every run is subdivided into so
called bursts. Every burst corresponds to about 10 seconds of data taking
being the typical time of slow control readout. Slow control information
about beam and detector performance normally changes much slower than
the event rate (at HERMES the average trigger rate is about 300 Hz). Hence
for the optimization of the stored information a separation of slow control
and data streams is done.
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5.2 Data Quality
Data from a longitudinally polarized proton target were accumulated in the
years 1996 and 1997 of HERMES running. The corresponding data produc-
tions 96d0 and 97d1 produced by the data quality group based on the best
knowledge of the detector are used in this analysis.
In order to select data of sufficient quality so called bad bits are used.
Bad bits are defined for every burst for the most commonly used slow control
parameters. If a parameter or a combination of parameters related to the
performance of corresponding detector components (e.g. functionality of the
target ABS) are within acceptable ranges, the corresponding bit of bad bits
is set to zero, otherwise to one. A list of bad bits for every burst is provided
by the HERMES data quality group and available as text file.
Bad bits required to be zero in this analysis are shown in table 5.1. Bursts
that passed requirements of bad bits are accepted and several additional cuts
are applied to the detector parameters not encoded in bad bits. All quality
cuts applied to the data can be written as:
• badbits& (0x5DBF97FD) ≡ 0: cut on bad bits.
• g1Quality.iTrdDQ ≡ 3: TRD is correctly checked.
• |g1Beam.rPolFit| < 80%: beam polarization has a reasonable value.
• 0.8 < g1DAQ.rDeadCorr21 ≤ 1: cut on the value of the dead time
correction (dead time of the detector is required to be small).
• 5 < g1Beam.rLumiRate < 3000: reasonable value of LUMI-rate.
• 0.5 < |g1Target.rPol| ≤ 1.5: data with small or illegal values of the
target polarization is rejected.
5.3 Event Selection
The selection of BH/DVCS event candidates among those that passed the
requirements of the data quality cuts is done in several steps. Firstly, events
with exactly one positron that fulfills all the DIS requirements are selected.
These events are referred to as DIS events. Secondly, from the DIS events
those with exactly one photon are selected. Additional cuts are applied
in order to suppress background processes with respect to the BH/DVCS
process. Events passed through these cuts are referred to as one-photon
events. Finally, events originating from the BH/DVCS processes are selected
using the missing mass technique. They are referred to as exclusive events.
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bit number Details
0 select longitudinally polarized target
2 select reasonable dead time of the detector
3 burst length Lburst is within 0 sec. < Lburst ≤ 11 sec.
4 beam current Ibeam is within 5 mA ≤ Ibeam ≤ 50 mA
5 select reasonable luminosity
6 not first burst in a run
7 good µDST records
8 PID information is available
9 data is analyzable
10 polarized data
12 logbook data quality information is available
15 polarized target
16 target is functional
17 no dead blocks is calorimeter
18 no dead blocks is H2 or LUMI
19 TRD is functional
20 no high voltage trips
21 set for consistency with other productions
23 α0 value is reasonable
24 αR value is reasonable
26 set for consistency with other productions
27 set for consistency with other productions
28 valid beam polarization measurements
30 select reasonable dead time
Table 5.1: List of data quality parameters controlled by bad bits that are
required to be zero in the analysis of data with the longitudinally polarized
target.
The cuts used for the selection of every mentioned type of events were
mainly developed in Ref. [Ell04] for the period of HERMES running af-
ter 1998, when the RICH detector was installed instead of the threshold
Čerenkov detector. In this analysis the cuts are confirmed for 1996 and 1997
data taking by Monte Carlo studies that will be discussed in chapter 6.
5.3.1 Selection of DIS Events
Events triggered by trigger 21 (see section 4.5) are required to have exactly
one positively charged track. Its response in the PID detectors should satisfy
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the requirement PID2 + PID5 > 2 (see details in section 4.4) ensuring
the track being 102 times more likely a positron than a hadron. Since the
value PID2 depends on the response of the calorimeter, in order to avoid
inefficiencies that appear at areas close to the calorimeter’s edges, fiducial
requirements are applied. The hit position of the positron in the calorimeter
reconstructed by the tracking system must satisfy the constraints |xcalo| <
175 cm and 30 cm < |ycalo| < 108 cm. In order to ensure correct tracking
and vertex reconstruction by HRC and to reduce external background, the
vertex of the scattered positron is required to be within the dimensions of
the gas target, i.e. |zvertex| < 18 cm and tvertex < 0.75 for longitudinal and
transverse vertex components, respectively.
In order to ensure the hard electroproduction regime of the BH/DVCS
process, the relation Q2  Mp must be kept, where Mp is the proton mass.
As a compromise with the limited statistics a cut Q2 > 1 GeV2 is applied.
Although the cut W 2 > 8 GeV2 does not affect the exclusive sample, it is
introduced in order to reject events from the resonance region that are not
described by the fragmentation model used in the Monte Carlo code of this
analysis. For compatability between the years of data taking with various
calorimeter threshold used, a cut ν < 22 GeV is applied. An upper cut on Q2
and cuts on the xB-range are used in order to fix the range of the variables.
These cuts do not affect the exclusive sample.
The distribution of the selected DIS events in the kinematic ν-Q2 plane
is shown in figure 5.1 (without cuts on xB and the upper cut on Q2). All
cuts applied for the selection of DIS events are
• trigger 21 has fired,
• one positively charged track with PID2 + PID5 > 2,
• fiducial constraints |xcalo| < 175 cm and 30 cm < |ycalo| < 108 cm,
• reconstructed vertex |zvertex| < 18 cm and tvertex < 0.75 cm,
• 1 GeV2 < Q2 < 10 GeV2,
• W 2 > 8 GeV2,
• ν < 22 GeV,
• 0.05 < xB < 0.35.
For positrons the longitudinal position of the calorimeter, with respect to the
target center, is taken at 738 cm, as provided by the HERMES calorimeter
group.
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Figure 5.1: Distribution of DIS events in the kinematic ν-Q2 plane. Dash-
ed and dash-dotted lines indicate requirements on θ and W 2 applied to the
data, respectively. Dotted lines indicate requirements on ν and Q2. Solid
lines demonstrate the dependences of Q2 on ν for certain xB values (shown
in the figure). Note that the cuts on xB and the upper cut on Q2 are not
applied here.
5.3.2 Selection of Exclusive Events
A photon from the BH/DVCS process can be detected only by the calorimeter
at HERMES, while the tracking system is sensitive only to charged particles.
Hence selected DIS events are required to have exactly one trackless cluster
in the calorimeter meaning that no track of a charged particle is associated
to the cluster by the HRC program. A cut on the corresponding preshower
response Epre > 1 MeV is applied to account for the fact that the HERMES
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calorimeter was only calibrated for measurements of energy deposited by
electrons or positrons, not by photons. As it is demonstrated in Ref. [Ell04],
such a cut improves the energy resolution of the detected photon requiring
it to start electro magnetic shower development already in the preshower
and not only in the calorimeter. Also, this cut rejects clusters produced
by background protons originating from the proton beam and by neutrons
from DIS reactions. In order to improve agreement between data and Monte
Carlo in the semi-inclusive region, a cut on the energy of the cluster Eγ >
5 GeV is applied. Note that this cut does not affect the exclusive sample.
Fiducial restrictions |xcalo| < 125 cm and 33 cm < |ycalo| < 105 cm are
applied requiring the photon to hit the effective calorimeter area. Since
the kinematics of the photon is defined by the calorimeter measurements,
the boundaries on ycalo for photons are set more restrictive than those for
positrons. A smaller range of xcalo for photons is chosen due to a difference
in acceptance between photons and positrons. Since trajectories of positrons
are bent by the magnet they can hit a wider range in the calorimeter plane
than photons.
As it was demonstrated in Ref. [Ell04] and as it will be discussed in
chapter 6 of this work, according to Monte Carlo studies an effective way for
background suppression is to set the upper cut on the angle between the real
and the virtual photons as θγ∗γ < 45 mrad. This angle is defined as:
θγ∗γ = arccos
(
~q ∗~q
|~q ∗||~q|
)
, (5.1)
where the vectors ~q ∗ and ~q were defined in section 3.2. Also, a lower cut on
θγ∗γ must be chosen due to the finite resolution. In the region of θγ∗γ values
close to zero the azimuthal angle φ is not defined anymore and therefore this
region should be excluded from the analysis. This is done in Ref. [Ell04]
requiring θγ∗γ to be above its resolution of 2 mrad (see section 6.4). Studies
in Ref. [Kra05] and in section 7.4.8 of this work demonstrate that due to
strong smearing in the region of small θγ∗γ, the lower cut on θγ∗γ must be
increased up to 5 mrad. Hence the angle is required to be within the range
5 mrad < θγ∗γ < 45 mrad.
It will be demonstrated in section 6.3 that the background contribution
to the exclusive sample grows with higher values of transfered momentum
−t. On the other hand, the cut on θγ∗γ rejects most background events in
the exclusive sample reducing statistics at high −t values. Hence the upper
cut on −t is applied mainly in order to limit the t-range.
The resolution in t can be strongly improved if it is calculated under
the assumption of exclusivity of the process [Ell04]. According to its usual
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definition:
t = (q∗ − q)2 = −Q2 − 2Eγ(ν −
√
ν2 +Q2 cos θγ∗γ), (5.2)
where the 4-vectors q∗ and q are defined as in figure 3.3. As it follows from
Eq. 5.2, the resolution in reconstructed t depends strongly on the measure-
ment accuracy of the photon energy Eγ. In order to exclude this dependence,
t can be calculated in three-particle kinematics as:
t =
−Q2 − 2ν(ν −√ν2 +Q2 cos θγ∗γ)
1 + 1
Mx
(ν −√ν2 +Q2 cos θγ∗γ) , (5.3)
where for the exclusive process the missing mass Mx is set to the mass of the
proton Mp. Such a definition improves the t resolution for the BH/DVCS
process while it is meaningless for the background. Distributions of the
variable t calculated according to Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 for the exclusive BH/DVCS
process with either a proton or excited resonances in the final state are shown
in figure 5.2. The distributions are compared with the generated value of t
in each case. Having a proton in the final state of the BH/DVCS process,
the distribution of t calculated in exclusive kinematics (Eq. 5.3) is similar to
that calculated for real t. In this analysis t is calculated as in Eq. 5.3. The
range of −t is limited by −t < 7 GeV2. Events that conform with the cuts
discussed above are referred to as one-photon events.
0 0.5
-t [GeV2]
N
excl.
new
reconstr.
gen.
0 0.5
-t [GeV2]
reson.
Figure 5.2: Distributions of the variable t calculated according to Eqs. 5.2
and 5.3 (dashed and solid lines) for the exclusive BH/DVCS process with
either a proton (left) or nucleon resonance (right) in the final state. The
distributions are compared with the generated value of t (dotted line). The
distributions are based on Monte Carlo studies (see chapter 6).
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Figure 5.3: Missing-mass spectrum of one-photon events for the combined
sample of 96d0 and 97d1 productions. The vertical lines correspond to the
requirement on the exclusive sample.
For the years of data taking used in this analyses the recoiling proton from
BH/DVCS reaction was not detected. For the identification of the exclusive
process the missing mass of the reaction is calculated as:
M2x = (k + P − k′ − q)2, (5.4)
where the 4-vectors k, P , k′ and q are defined as in figure 3.3. The distribu-
tion of missing mass for one-photon events shown in figure 5.3 demonstrates
that an additional cut on missing mass is needed for the selection of the ex-
clusive sample. Boundaries on the missing massMx of the BH/DVCS process
are set around the proton mass as a compromise between the selected statis-
tics and the background contribution to the exclusive sample. According to
Ref. [Ell04] and supported by studies that will be explained in section 6.3,
the exclusive sample in this analysis corresponds to the missing mass range
−1.5 GeV < Mx < 1.7 GeV.
A comparison of the distributions of the above discussed variables for
the exclusive samples of 1996 and 1997 is shown in figure 5.4. Normalized
to the numbers of DIS events accumulated in each year, the distributions
demonstrate consistency between the two years within statistical errors.
Summarizing the above discussion, the cuts used in this analyses for se-
lection of one-photon events are
• requirement on a DIS event (see section 5.3.1),
• one trackless cluster in the calorimeter,
• preshower response Epre > 1 MeV,
• photon energy Eγ > 5 GeV,
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of kinematic variables for the exclusive samples
selected from the data accumulated in 1996 (open points) and 1997 (closed
points). The data is normalized to the number of DIS events accumulated
in each year.
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• fiducial restrictions |xcalo| < 125 cm and 33 cm < |ycalo| < 105 cm,
• 5 mrad < θγ∗γ < 45 mrad,
• −t < 7 GeV2.
Note that in contrast to Refs. [Ell04, Kra05] in this work no correction is
applied to the photon energy Eγ nor to the photon’s hit position ycalo, due
to reasons that will be discussed in section 7.4.6. Nevertheless, due to the
difference in the development of electro-magnetic showers in the calorimeter
for photons and positrons, their average centers are different. According to
the results of a detailed study in Ref. [Kra05] for photons, the calorimeter
position with respect to the target center is taken at 732 cm.
Exclusive events are selected with the cut on missing mass −1.5 GeV
< Mx < 1.7 GeV [Ely02].
5.4 Beam Polarization Balancing
Figure 5.5: Spectrum of beam polarization for 96d0 (dashed line) and 97d1
(solid line) productions. The vertical solid line corresponds to the lower cut
on the beam polarization. The vertical dotted line separates samples with
positive and negative beam polarization.
As it will be discussed in section 7.1, the method used in this analyses for
LTSA measurements requires the average beam polarization to be balanced
according to Eq. 7.2. In order to fulfill the requirement of Eq. 7.2, a lower
cut on the beam polarization PB > −56.5% is applied (see figure 5.5) for the
combined data sample of both years. By convention the sample has positive
beam polarization for PB ≥ 0 and negative one for PB < 0. As a result
for every target-spin state two samples with positive and negative beam
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polarization are selected with the absolute values of the beam polarization
being the same within the error of the beam polarization measurement. The
average beam polarization 〈PB〉, the number of DIS events NDIS and the
number of exclusive events Nexcl., selected for every beam helicity and every
target spin state, are shown in table 5.2.
→⇐ ←⇐ →⇒ ←⇒ total
〈PB〉, % 50.3 -50.2 50.5 -50.1 -
NDIS
96d0 275971 1708 295325 1813 574817
97d1 147898 451748 158624 418356 1176626
total 423869 453456 453949 420169 1751443
Nexcl.
96d0 404 3 433 3 843
97d1 174 661 216 560 1611
total 578 664 649 563 2454
L/C · 10−7
96d0 1.6381 0.0098 1.6533 0.0108 3.3119
97d1 0.9257 2.6334 0.9357 2.5969 7.0917
total 2.5638 2.6432 2.589 2.6077 10.0404
Table 5.2: Average beam polarization 〈PB〉, the number of DIS events NDIS
and the number of exclusive events Nexcl for data sets of every beam helicity
and every target spin state. The ratio L/C is the integrated luminosity L
normalized by the luminosity constant C (see Eq. 5.7). The symbol → (←)
denotes positive (negative) beam polarization, and ⇐ (⇒) denotes target
spin antiparallel (parallel) to the beam direction.
5.5 Data Normalization
In this work the integrated luminosity L for every beam helicity and every
target spin state is used as normalization for the extraction of the asymmetry
(see Eq. 7.4). It is related to the luminosity L by integration over the data
taking period, L =
∫
dtL. For the case of a fixed-target experiment the
luminosity is defined as:
L = Iρ
e
, (5.5)
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where I denotes the current of the beam, ρ denotes the target density and
e is the elementary charge. The observed event rate R of a given process is
related to the luminosity as:
R = σL, (5.6)
where σ is the cross section of the process. As it was discussed in section 4.1.2,
the measurement of the luminosity at HERMES is based on the knowledge
of the cross sections of Bhabha and Møller scattering. The coincidence rate
RLUMI of such events, measured by the luminosity monitor, gives the relation
to the integrated luminosity of every burst with a certain beam helicity and
a given target spin state as:
L = E C A
Z
∫
dtRLUMI , (5.7)
where A (Z) denotes the number of nucleons (protons) per nucleus, E is the
overall efficiency of the HERMES detector, which will be discussed below,
and C is a luminosity constant that contains cross sections of the Bhabha
and Møller processes. In case of a polarized target the knowledge of the
target polarization is needed for the calculation of C, thereby increasing the
systematic error of the measured luminosity.
For the HERMES polarized gas target, which has very stable running
conditions over long time periods, it is possible to use an improved method
that does not require target polarization measurements. For every burst the
ratio of the coincidence rate RLUMI to the beam current I is calculated, so
that together with Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 it can be written as:
RLUMI
I
= σ
ρ
e
. (5.8)
The density of the target ρ can be assumed to be constant over a long time
period, hence the ratio in Eq. 5.8 depends only on the cross section σ and
hence depends on the target spin state. In order to exclude the dependence
on the target spin state, the ratio is averaged over target spin states by fitting
the ratio RLUMI
I
vs. time. The result of this fit, multiplied by beam current,
gives the so-called fitted coincidence rate RfittedLUMI that depends only on the
unpolarized part of the cross section. In this case the same constant C as
for an unpolarized target can be used for the calculation of the integrated
luminosity of data taken with a polarized target.
The efficiency E in Eq. 5.7 is mainly defined by the dead time of the
HERMES detector. It is continously monitored by the DAQ system. The
trigger efficiency to be discussed in section 7.4.4 will be demonstrated to be
very high. Possible sources of inefficiency originating from particle detection
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and track finding are well under control and known to be small. Since for an
asymmetry measurement absolute normalization is not a necessary ingredient
it is more important that the two corresponding efficiencies stay constant over
a long time scale and therefore their contribution to E can be neglected.
As a result the integrated luminosity used for asymmetry normalization
in this analysis can be written for the proton target case as:
L = C Etrig21 tburstRfittedLUMI , (5.9)
where Etrig21 is the detector efficiency due to the dead time measured for
trigger 21 and tburst is the length of the burst. Note that for asymmetry
normalization the knowledge of the constant C is not necessary.
In general, every process with a known cross section can be used for lumi-
nosity calculation. It is convenient to use the DIS process for normalization
with events selected as described in section 5.3.1. As it follows from Eq. 5.6,
the integrated luminosity L is proportional to the yield of DIS events NDIS.
For asymmetry measurements and the relative comparison of various data
samples absolute normalization is not necessary and NDIS can be used for
such normalizations, as long as the DIS cross section is the same for the
selected samples.
Since in general the DIS cross section contains also the “polarized” com-
ponents, DIS yields can not be used for the normalization of data samples
taken with a polarized target. In this case the relation between NDIS and L
is not constant anymore and it depends on the target spin state. Neverthe-
less in this work DIS yields are used for data-to-Monte Carlo comparisons,
on the one hand. This becomes possible due to the relatively fast flipping
of target-spin states at HERMES that makes the resulting sample unpolar-
ized. On the other hand, for LTSA measurements, where data samples with
different target spin states are separated, only the integrated luminosity is
used for normalization.
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Chapter 6
Monte Carlo Studies
Since the recoiling nucleon in the DVCS process was not detected at HER-
MES for data taking until 2005, the exclusive sample is reconstructed using
the missing mass method, as it was discussed in section 5.3.2. In this case
the selected sample receives contributions not only from the processes of in-
terest, but also from background processes that can influence the measured
asymmetries. Additional uncertainties in the measurements can originate
from acceptance effects and smearing due to the finite resolution of the spec-
trometer. In order to study possible influences of these uncertainties onto
the measured asymmetry a Monte Carlo simulation has been used.
6.1 Event Simulation
As processes of different nature contribute to the exclusive sample, several
generators were used, namely:
• DIS_NG for the simulation of the semi-inclusive background.
• gmc_dvcs for the simulation of exclusive DVCS and BH events with-
out and with excitation of resonances in the final state.
• excl_pion for the simulation of “exclusive pi0” background.
Diffractive meson production contributes to the selected exclusive sample
also through decays of e.g. the ω-meson. This process can be simulated
with the PYTHIA [Sjö94] generator. Since its fractional contribution to the
background is expected to be small [Kra05] it is not taken into account in
this analysis.
The program DIS_NG is based on the generator PEPSI [MSV92], a
Monte Carlo program for polarized deep-inelastic leptoproduction that is
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based on the LEPTO [IER97] code used for the simulation of unpolarized
deep-inelastic scattering. The process of hard scattering of a virtual gamma
on a parton is generated according to the polarization-dependent QCD cross-
section in first order of the strong coupling constant αs. The hadronization
of the partons produced in the interaction and any further decay of unsta-
ble particles is done by the JETSET code [Sjö94], using the LUND string-
fragmentation model [AGIS83]. Radiative processes for polarized and un-
polarized DIS were taken into account in the lowest order of QED by the
RADGEN [ABR99] code.
The program gmc_dvcs [Kra05] is used for the simulation of the DVCS
and BH processes at HERMES energies. The BH process is simulated both
for the elastic case and with excitation of resonances from a nucleon in the
final state. The processes are simulated using the knowledge on their cross
sections. In the case of DVCS the model used in the program is based on a
phenomenological approach similar to the one discussed in section 2.4. For
the simulation of the BH process an analytical approach developed by Mo and
Tsai [MT69, E+01] is used. The simulation of the excitation of the resonances
in the BH process is based on the Brasse parameterization [B+78] of the W -
dependence of the corresponding cross section measured at SLAC [S+75].
The program excl_pion [Had04] is based on gmc_dvcs with the same
models for GPDs but modified for exclusive pi0 production. This code to-
gether with the programDIS_NG is used for the simulation of the exclusive
and semi-inclusive pi0 productions that are the main background processes
contributing the exclusive sample.
The products of the reactions simulated by the above mentioned programs
are tracked through the detector by the HMC program that is based on
the GEANT code [CER93]. In this analysis the geometry of the simulated
detector is used according to 1997 settings that corresponds to the HERMES
configuration for the years of running with a longitudinally polarized proton
target.
After simulation of the detector responses, MC events are treated in the
same way as real data, i.e. reconstructed by the HRC program and stored
as ADAMOs tables by the µDST writing program, as it was discussed in
section 5. Additional MC-related tables are stored in order to keep the
information about the type of the event and the history of its development,
giving relations between the particles reconstructed in the detector and the
original ones generated by MC programs.
Due to a known problem in the HMC simulation of the particle energy
deposited in the calorimeter [Ell04, Kra05], instead of using the energy pro-
vided by HMC the knowledge of the real energy of the hit particle is used in
this analysis. The real energy E of the particle known from the MC table
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g1Mtrack was smeared with the documented calorimeter resolution [A+98c]:
σ(E)
E
[%] =
5.1± 1.1√
E(GeV )
+ (2.0± 0.5) + 10.0± 2.0
E(GeV )
, (6.1)
and used for missing mass reconstruction and event selection. For better
agreement with the data the parameters of Eq. 6.1 were increased by 10%,
keeping their values within the declared errors.
6.2 Data-to-Monte Carlo Comparison
The real data is compared with the generated MC data sample. The event
selection for the MC is the same as for the real data as discussed in section 5,
but without data quality cuts. Since the efficiency of particle identification
is very high at HERMES, for MC it was assumed to be 100%. Both MC and
data were normalized to DIS events (for details see section 5.5).
As it was discussed in a previous analysis [Ell04], the fragmentation model
of JETSET fails in the region W < 2 GeV, which in the case of a DIS event
at HERMES energies corresponds to the region of the energy of the detected
photon Eγ < 3 GeV. Later studies demonstrated that this energy limit can
be increased up to 5 GeV without influence on the exclusive sample but with
a much better description of the semi-inclusive region by the fragmentation
model. In this analysis the cut Eγ < 5 GeV is used.
An absolute comparison of the missing mass squared distributions of data
and of MC yields, each normalized to the yields of inclusive DIS events, is
shown in figure 6.1. The MC yield is about 20% higher than that of data
in the exclusive region (note that no additional reweighting is applied to the
MC). The kinematic distributions of the normalized yields for the exclusive
sample, shown in figure 6.3, demonstrate a good agreement in shape between
data and MC except for the azimuthal angle φ, where the shape of the
distribution depends on the calorimeter calibration. As demonstrated in
Ref. [Kra05], a recalibration of the calorimeter for a different position of the
center of the electro-magnetic shower development can slightly improve the
agreement between data and MC in the case of φ.
Note that due to the fact that at HERMES kinematics the DVCS process
is suppressed with respect to the BH process by at least one order of mag-
nitude, the contribution of the DVCS process was omitted in this analysis
for background and resolution studies, using only the BH process. Depend-
ing on the GPD model, used in simulation, DVCS can give an additional
contribution to the MC yields of up to 10%.
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Figure 6.1: Missing-mass squared distributions for data and MC (upper pan-
els) and MC-to-data ratios (lower panels). The full missing mass range and
the exclusive region only are shown in the left and right panels, respectively.
The vertical line corresponds to the requirement on the exclusive sample.
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Figure 6.2: Missing-mass squared distributions for data (right) and MC (left)
fitted with a Gaussian.
The reconstructed missing-mass squared depends on the energy of the
detected photon (see Eq. 5.4). In case of MC the resolution of the photon
energy is defined by Eq. 6.1. The missing mass distributions fitted with a
Gaussian in the exclusive region are shown in figure 6.2 for data and MC.
Similar peak position and width of the M2x distribution for data and for MC
indicate a proper simulation of the energy of the detected photon.
The above demonstrated agreement between real data and MC indicates
that all important processes contributing to the selected exclusive sample are
taken into account. As it will be discussed in section 7.5, the second order ra-
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Figure 6.3: Distributions of kinematic variables of the selected exclusive
sample for data (closed points) and MC (open points)
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diative corrections can reduce the cross section of the BH/DVCS process by
about 20% [V+00]. The MC used in this analysis includes radiative processes
at leading order (LO) QED. Hence in future analyses the MC with radiative
corrections implemented at next-to-leading order may improve the data de-
scription in the exclusive region. Nevertheless, the agreement demonstrated
in this section is good enough for the systematic studies.
6.3 Background Contributions
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Figure 6.4: M2x -dependence of the normalized yields of the simulated pro-
cesses (upper panel) and their fractional contributions (lower panel). The
vertical line corresponds to the cut to define the exclusive sample.
In order to study the influence of the background processes on the mea-
sured asymmetry their fractional contributions to the selected sample were
studied. The dependences of the normalized yields of the processes and of
their relative fractional contributions, on the missing mass M2x are shown in
figure 6.4. The BH process with the proton staying intact in the final state
is called elastic BH, the BH process with resonance excitation is called asso-
ciated BH. Exclusive and semi-inclusive pi0 contributions are shown together
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due to the small fraction of the exclusive pi0 process in the selected sample.
Also in systematic studies (see next chapter) the influence of pi0 production
on the measured LTSA is based on the combined semi-inclusive and exclu-
sive pi0 measurement. The cut on the missing mass M2x < 2.89 GeV2, defined
in Ref. [Ely02], selects the region with dominance of the process of interest.
The contributions of the processes to the selected missing mass region are
shown in table 6.1.
elastic BH associated BH semi-inclusive pi0 exclusive pi0
fraction 85% 10% 4% 1%
Table 6.1: Fractions of the main processes in the selected exclusive sample.
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Figure 6.5: Dependences of the fractional process contributions on t, θγ∗γ,
Q2 and xB, for the selected exclusive sample. Note that the dash-dotted line
represents the sum of all background contributions.
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For the selected exclusive sample the dependences of the process fractional
contributions vs. θγ∗γ, t, Q2 and xB are shown in figure 6.5. The background
behavior obtained with the 1997 settings of the detector geometry used in
the MC simulation of this analysis is compatible with the results of earlier
studies [Ell04, Kra05] performed for the detector geometry with 1999 settings.
Hence all the main cuts used in this analysis for the exclusive event selection
can be considered consistent with those used in Refs. [Ell04, Kra05].
In figure 6.5, a strong dependence of the fractional contribution of the
background processes on t and θγ∗γ can be seen. Note that the similar be-
havior of these two variables is due to their strong correlation at HERMES
kinematics (see figure 6.10). The contribution of the associate BH process
increases for the higher bins, and for the last t-bin it is about 25%.
Although quantitative predictions for Associated DVCS (ADVCS) pro-
duction are available [FPS98, GMV03] these results can not be applied at
HERMES kinematics [Kra05]. Hence the measured asymmetry can not be
corrected for the effect of associated production, and the asymmetry gen-
erated by the associated production is included into the final result for the
LTSA (see following sections). The same approach is used in earlier works
for BSA and BCA in Refs. [Ell04, Kra05].
A separation of elastic DVCS and BH production from the associated one
will be possible at HERMES after installation of the recoil detector [HER02]
that will be able to detect the decay products of the produced resonances
and so help excluding them from the exclusive sample (cf. section 4.6).
6.4 Resolution Studies
The resolution of the DIS-related kinematic variables depends on the accu-
racy of the measurement of the momentum vector of the scattered positron.
The dependence of the resolution in positron momentum and scattering angle
on positron momentum for the elastic BH/DVCS process for 1997 HERMES
geometry is shown in figure 6.6. The better momentum resolution of slower
positrons is due to their bigger deflection by the spectrometer magnet. In
case of the angle resolution the behavior is opposite. As it was mentioned in
section 4.3, the so-called “force bridge” method [Wan97] is used for the front
track reconstruction. This method linearly extrapolates the front and back
tracks of the particle towards the magnet center and matches them there
with a certain accuracy, yielding additional points for the reconstruction of
the front track. Since the slower positrons are stronger deflected by the mag-
net, they traverse a longer distance in the magnetic field of the magnet. Due
to the non-uniformity of the magnetic field, the linear extrapolation of their
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Figure 6.6: The momentum (top) and angular (bottom) resolution of the
HERMES spectrometer for scattered positrons from the elastic BH/DVCS
process (1997 geometry; “force bridge”, NOVC, NODVC reconstruction
method, see Ref. [Wan97]). The momentum resolution in every bin is ob-
tained from Gaussian fits in order to exclude long tails of the distributions
caused by Bremsstrahlung in the detector (see figure 6.7).
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Figure 6.8: Distributions of the longitudinal (vertz) and transverse (vertt)
vertices (left panels) and the dependences of the corresponding resolutions
on the positron momentum (right panels). The resolutions are normalized
to the corresponding dimensions of the target cell.
front and back tracks is less accurate than that for faster positrons. Hence
the angular resolution is better for faster positrons. Note that for the 1997
geometry of the detector the resolutions in momentum and scattering an-
gle are better than those for the 2000 geometry (see e.g. Ref. [Kra05]) due
to installation of the RICH detector in 1998, which introduced additional
material for traversing particles.
Distributions of the longitudinal and transverse vertices and the depen-
dence of their resolutions on the positron momentum are shown in figure 6.8.
Note that the vertex in this context is the interaction point of the beam with
the target. Since the projection of the positron momentum on the transverse
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Figure 6.9: A 2-dimensional (Q2, xB) distribution (top left) and dependence
of 〈Q2〉 on positron momentum (top right) for exclusive BH/DVCS events.
Resolutions in Q2 and xB as functions of the corresponding variables (bottom
left and right panels). The resolutions are obtained from Gaussian fits.
(longitudinal) axis is smaller (larger) for faster positrons, the absolute reso-
lution of the transverse (longitudinal) vertex is better (worse). Note that the
triangular shape of the longitudinal vertex distribution reflects the density
distribution of the target gas in the storage cell.
The fixed-target kinematics defines the relation between Q2 and xB. In
case of the HERMES experiment, xB is correlated with Q2 as it is shown in
figure 6.9. The resolution in xB and Q2 depends on the momentum resolu-
tion of the positron and on the positron scattering angle (see Eqs. 2.1, 2.2).
The mean value of Q2 is inversely related to the value of the momentum of
the scattered positron. The resolution in the variables Q2 and xB and their
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Figure 6.10: Dependence of the resolution in the azimuthal angle φ on the
angle between the virtual and real photons θγ∗γ (top left) and the corre-
sponding resolution of θγ∗γ (top right) for exclusive BH/DVCS events. A
2-dimensional distribution of events vs. θγ∗γ and t (bottom left). Depen-
dence of the t-resolution on t (bottom right).
dependence on the positron momentum is shown in figure 6.9. The contri-
bution of the resolution in the scattering angle dominates and defines the
behavior of the Q2- and xB-resolutions.
The resolution in the azimuthal angle φ depends on the reconstruction
accuracy of the production and scattering planes (see figure 3.3). The scat-
tering plane is defined by the momentum vectors ~k and ~k′ of the initial and
scattered positrons. The production plane is defined by the momentum vec-
tors ~q ∗ and ~q of the virtual and real photons, respectively. In case of the
virtual photon the accuracy of ~q ∗ reconstruction is driven by the measure-
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ment of the vector ~k′. The direction of the momentum vector of the real
photon ~q is defined by the vertex position of the scattered positron and by
the hit position of the photon in the calorimeter. Note that the energy of
the photon measured in the calorimeter is used only for the selection of the
exclusive events. The vertex resolution was discussed above (see figure 6.8).
The resolution of the hit position by the calorimeter is discussed in detail
in Ref. [Kra05]. With the logarithmic weighting technique of the hit coor-
dinate reconstruction [Ell04] the resolution of the photon hit position in the
calorimeter is about 0.76 cm [Kra05].
The accuracy of the scattering plane definition depends on how well the
vectors ~q ∗ and ~q are separated. The closer the vectors are to each other, the
bigger is the ambiguity in the plane definition. Therefore the resolution in the
azimuthal angle φ depends on the angle between virtual and real photons,
θγ∗γ. As shown in figure 6.10, the φ-resolution is better for the region of
larger values of θγ∗γ where the resolution of θγ∗γ improves with respect to
that in the region of small values of θγ∗γ.
The accuracy of the t-measurement also depends on the resolution of the
vectors ~q ∗ and ~q. For the calculation of t the exclusivity of the process is
assumed (see Eq. 5.3) and the resolution in t is mostly driven by the resolution
in θγ∗γ. Since the variable t is correlated with the angle θγ∗γ, the dependence
of the resolution in t is similar to that in θγ∗γ (see figure 6.10). The large
uncertainty of the angle measurement at small θγ∗γ values brings in a large
uncertainty in the measurements of φ and t in the region of small θγ∗γ and
−t.
The resolution in the azimuthal angle explains the large smearing in
the measured azimuthal asymmetry that will be discussed in section 7.4.8.
Smearing effects are especially large in the first t-bin where, as discussed
above, the uncertainty in the definition of the scattering plane is largest.
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Chapter 7
Extraction of the Longitudinal
Target-Spin Asymmetry
7.1 Measurement of the Longitudinal Target-
Spin Asymmetry
As discussed in section 3.4, the Longitudinal Target Spin Asymmetry (LTSA)
must be calculated according to Eq. 3.18 for the case of an unpolarized beam.
Since the positron beam at HERA is polarized additional requirements to
the data must be applied in order to avoid a contribution of the double-spin
asymmetry to the resulting LTSA. Two approaches are possible in this case.
The most straightforward one is to combine data samples with positive and
negative beam polarizations in such a way that the resulting sample has zero
average polarization. The second approach is based on the knowledge (see
detailed expressions for the Fourier coefficients of Eqs. 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 in
Ref. [BMK02]) that for a given target polarization state T the cross section
of unpolarized photoproduction σBUT can be rewritten as:
σB
UT =
σB
+T + σB
−T
2
. (7.1)
The cross sections σB+T and σB−T for data taken with positively and neg-
atively polarized beam, respectively, must be taken with the same absolute
values of their average beam polarizations:
|〈PB+Tbeam 〉| = |〈PB
−T
beam 〉|. (7.2)
Since at HERMES the target polarization flipped between the two states
much faster than the beam polarization, the requirement of Eq. 7.2, once
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fulfilled for one target spin state, is valid for the other state as well. Also the
average beam polarization for every target spin state becomes zero, as it is
required in the first method. In this analysis the second approach is used as
it is more general.
Using the definition of the LTSA for an unpolarized beam in Eq. 3.18
together with Eq. 7.1, with the requirement on the beam-polarization bal-
ancing of Eq. 7.2, the definition of the LTSA can be rewritten for the case of
the polarized beam as:
AUL =
(σ→⇐ + σ←⇐)− (σ→⇒ + σ←⇒)
(σ→⇐ + σ←⇐) + (σ→⇒ + σ←⇒)
. (7.3)
Here → (←) and ⇐ (⇒) denote positive (negative) beam polarization and
target spin, respectively. Note that positive (negative) target spin is antipar-
allel (parallel) to the beam direction. Since the asymmetry depends linearly
on the average target polarization 〈|PT |〉, Eq. 7.3 is normalized by it and can
be rewritten according to Eq. 5.6 as:
AUL(φ) =
1
〈|PT |〉
(
N→⇐(φ)
L→⇐ +
N←⇐(φ)
L←⇐
)
−
(
N→⇒(φ)
L→⇒ +
N←⇒(φ)
L←⇒
)
(
N→⇐(φ)
L→⇐ +
N←⇐(φ)
L←⇐
)
+
(
N→⇒(φ)
L→⇒ +
N←⇒(φ)
L←⇒
) , (7.4)
where NBT and LBT are photon yield and integrated luminosity of the data
set of every beam polarization and target spin state, respectively. The inte-
grated luminosity is calculated as in Eq. 5.9 (for details see section 5.5).
The statistical error of the asymmetry defined in Eq. 7.4 is calculated
assuming Poisson distributions of the input yields NBT and can be written
as:
δAUL(φ) =
2
〈|PT |〉
√√√√( k⇐
(k⇐ + k⇒)2
)2
(δk⇒)2 +
(
k⇒
(k⇐ + k⇒)2
)2
(δk⇐)2,
(7.5)
where k⇐(⇒) = N→⇐(⇒)(φ)
L→⇐(⇒) +
N←⇐(⇒)(φ)
L←⇐(⇒) and its corresponding error is
δk⇐(⇒) =
√√√√ N→⇐(⇒)
(L→⇐(⇒))2
+
N←⇐(⇒)
(L←⇐(⇒))2
. (7.6)
Note that the error of measurement of the integrated luminosity is assumed
to be very small, therefore it is not included in the error of the asymmetry.
7.2 Fit Method
As it was discussed in section 3.4, the azimuthal dependence of the LTSA
allows to access the GPD H˜. The amplitudes of the sinφ and sin 2φ harmon-
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ics are sensitive to the corresponding CFF H˜ at twist-two and twist-three
levels, respectively (see Eq. 3.24). In order to extract these amplitudes the
so called fit method is used in this analysis.
The amplitudes of the asymmetry, calculated for every φ-bin as in Eq. 7.4,
are extracted by a fit to the function:
AUL(φ) = s0 + A
sinφ
UL sinφ+ A
sin 2φ
UL sin 2φ, (7.7)
for a certain number of φ-bins. The amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL of the LTSA
are discussed in detail in section 3.4. Although the constant term s0 has no
physical interpretation, its consistency with zero demonstrates a consistent
normalization of the data samples with opposite target polarizations. The
sin 3φ harmonic is not included in the fit function since its amplitude is
consistent with zero and it has, as also cosine terms, no influence on the
AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL amplitudes (see section 7.4.3).
Fitting the asymmetry with the function defined in Eq. 7.7 and calculating
the statistical error of the fit parameters is accomplished by the MINUIT
program [CER94] that performs minimization of the corresponding χ2 as a
function of the fit parameters.
Such extraction method has two natural limitations. Firstly, it depends
on the number of φ-bins. A study of the dependence of the stability of the fit
result on the number of bins in section 7.4.9 demonstrates that the bigger the
number of φ-bins is, the closer the result of the fit is to the real amplitudes.
On the other hand, for a correct calculation of the errors of the fit parameters
every φ-bin should contain a minimum of 5 events. Since the method works
reliably for ten and more φ-bins and because of limited data statistics, the
number of φ-bins used for extraction of the amplitudes is set to 10 in this
analysis.
For the fit method the result for, e.g., the AsinφUL coefficient of Eq. 7.7 can
be written in the analytical limit as [Kra05]:
AsinφUL =
1
pi
∫ pi
−pi
dσ⇐
dφ
− dσ⇒
dφ
dσ⇐
dφ
+ dσ
⇒
dφ
sinφ dφ, (7.8)
where σ⇐ (σ⇒) is the photoproduction cross section for unpolarized beam
and positive (negative) target spin orientation. Due to the orthogonality of
sine and cosine functions the fit method allows to extract the amplitudes of
the harmonics of interest without interference effects.
The representation of the fit method in Eq. 7.8 demonstrates its advan-
tage compared to the moment method used in earlier DVCS analyses in
e.g. Ref. [Ell04]. In case of the fit method numerator and denominator
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of Eq. 7.8 are integrated thereby canceling the contribution of the BH propa-
gators P (cosφ) to the cross sections (see Eqs. 3.14, 3.16). In case of the mo-
ment method numerator and denominator are integrated separately, adding
an additional φ-dependence from P (cosφ) (see Eq. 3.11) to the measured
asymmetry moments.
A detailed MC study comparing the fit method and the moment method
for the extraction of amplitudes of asymmetries was performed in Ref. [Kra05].
Although the fit method was demonstrated to be clearly superior in the am-
plitude reconstructions, it still has inefficiencies due to acceptance, smearing
and binning effects. The influence of these effects on the measured LTSA
will be discussed in section 7.4.
7.3 Results and Cross Check
For the exclusive events selected as described in chapter 5, the longitudinal
target-spin asymmetry is calculated as defined in Eq. 7.4 for the average
target polarization 〈|Pt|〉 = 0.824± 0.035 (for details see section 4.2.1). The
amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL of the corresponding harmonics of the azimuthal
dependence of the asymmetry are extracted with the fit method as discussed
in section 7.2. The analysis procedure was repeated in an independent anal-
ysis by Z. Ye [Ye05] in order to check its consistency. Hence the results of
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Figure 7.1: Dependence of the LTSA on the azimuthal angle. The result of
this analysis (closed points) was cross checked by Z.Ye [Ye05] (open points).
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Figure 7.2: Dependences of LTSA amplitudes AsinφUL (left) and A
sin 2φ
UL (right)
on Mx, t, Q2 and xB. The result of this analysis (closed points) was cross
checked by Z.Ye [Ye05] (open points).
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Number of DIS / Exclusive Events
B+T+ B−T+ B+T− B−T−
This work 423869 / 578 453456 / 649 453949 / 664 420169 / 563
Z.Ye 423905 / 573 453468 / 647 453989 / 663 420205 / 561
Table 7.1: The numbers of DIS and exclusive events for the two analyses.
the asymmetry measurement discussed in this section are shown together
with the results of the cross check. The numbers of selected DIS events
(see section 5.3.1) as well as exclusive events (see section 5.3.2) for every
beam polarization (B) and target spin state (T ) are shown in table 7.1. The
discrepancy between the two analyses is demonstrated to be less than 1%.
The dependence of the LTSA on the azimuthal angle and the correspond-
ing amplitudes of the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics are shown in figure 7.1.
As it will be discussed in detail in chapter 8, for the average kinemat-
ics 〈Q2〉 = 2.5 GeV2, 〈xB〉 = 0.10 and 〈−t〉 = 0.12 GeV2 the fit of the
asymmetry with the function defined in Eq. 7.7 results in the amplitudes
AsinφUL = −0.071 ± 0.034(stat.) and Asin 2φUL = −0.113 ± 0.034(stat.) (see ta-
ble 8.2). These amplitudes are consistent with the fit result of the cross check
analysis shown in figure 7.1. Note that the constant term of the fit function
s0 is consistent with zero. The dependences of AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL on Mx, t, Q2
and xB, extracted with the fit method for every kinematic bin, are shown in
figure 7.2.
7.4 Systematic Studies
7.4.1 Geometric Stability of the Measured Asymmetry
The dependence of the LTSA on the position of the positron hit in the
calorimeter is studied in order to locate possible geometrical detector ineffi-
ciencies. Since the available statistics is rather limited, only four calorimeter
sections (see figure 7.3, left) are studied. The kinematics of DVCS events at
HERMES sets the relation for the hit position between positron and corre-
sponding photon. The latter hits the opposite quadrant with respect to the
one hit by the positron. Hence the studied detector sectors give information
about possible inefficiencies not only for the tracking system that carries the
positron but also about the calorimeter that is used for the photon detection.
The amplitudes of the measured asymmetry for every detector quadrant
are shown in table 7.2. Due to the deflection by the spectrometer magnet
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positrons are bent towards the left side of the detector. Hence more statistics
are accumulated for the detector quadrants 2 and 3. The amplitude values
measured in every detector section are in agreement within one standard
deviation of the statistical error.
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Figure 7.3: Left: Schematics of the detector sections used for the study of the
geometrical stability. The typical geometry of a DVCS event at HERMES
is shown: the photon hits the quadrant opposite with respect to the one hit
by the positron. Right: Dependence of the beam polarization on the run
number (time). Four time periods (two for each year) are chosen in order to
study the stability of the measurements over the data taking time.
Quadrant Number AsinφUL A
sin 2φ
UL
1 −0.066± 0.082 −0.057± 0.082
2 −0.054± 0.060 −0.094± 0.059
3 −0.100± 0.059 −0.149± 0.059
4 −0.011± 0.086 −0.137± 0.085
all −0.070± 0.034 −0.111± 0.034
Table 7.2: Amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL measured with the requirement on
the hit position of the detected positron to be in one of four calorimeter
quadrants (as defined in figure 7.3).
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7.4.2 Stability of the Result over the Data Taking Pe-
riod
The data used in this analysis was collected over two years of running. In
order to find possible detector inefficiencies that vary over this data taking
period, two periods with a similar amount of collected data are selected for
every year. The limits of the selected periods in run numbers are defined as
(see figure 7.3, right):
• 1996 (96d0):
range 1: from 5000 to 10000
range 2: from 10000 to 14000
• 1997 (97d1):
range 3: from 14000 to 22000
range 4: from 22000 to 30000
The measured amplitudes of the asymmetry for various combinations of the
selected period are shown in table 7.3. Note that, since the sine ampli-
tudes are not affected by the double spin asymmetry (as can be seen e.g.
from Eqs. 58, 59, 60 of Ref. [BMK02]), no beam balancing is done for the
demonstrated results. The results are consistent over the periods within one
standard deviation of the statistical error.
Time Periods AsinφUL A
sin 2φ
UL
3,4 −0.125± 0.048 −0.093± 0.048
4 −0.113± 0.060 −0.073± 0.059
1,(3,4) −0.079± 0.040 −0.074± 0.041
2,(3,4) −0.089± 0.037 −0.129± 0.037
(1,2),4 −0.062± 0.046 −0.106± 0.046
(1,2),3 −0.050± 0.042 −0.132± 0.042
all −0.070± 0.034 −0.111± 0.034
Table 7.3: Amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL measured over various periods of
data taking (see figure 7.3, right). Parentheses indicate the periods of the
same year of data taking.
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7.4.3 Fit Stability
As discussed in section 7.2, the amplitudes extracted with the fit method
are expected to be insensitive to other harmonics that can contribute to
the asymmetry. In order to study the stability of the fit and the possible
influence of other harmonics on the sine amplitudes, the LTSA was fitted
with the following 3, 4 and 5-parameter fit functions:
f3(φ) = s0 + s1 sinφ+ s2 sin 2φ, (7.9)
f4(φ) = s0 + s1 sinφ+ s2 sin 2φ+ s3 sin 3φ, (7.10)
f5(φ) = s0 + s1 sinφ+ s2 sin 2φ+ s3 sin 3φ+ c2 cos 2φ. (7.11)
The 3-parameter fit function (Eq. 7.9) is the same as the function used in this
analysis for the extraction of the amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL (see Eq. 7.7).
The 4-parameter fit function (Eq. 7.10) includes additionally the amplitude
Asin 3φUL (s3) of the sin 3φ harmonic that is sensitive to DVCS amplitudes in-
volving the double helicity-flip gluon GPDs. Note that the amplitude Asin 3φUL
is expected to be kinematically suppressed with respect to the amplitudes
AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL (for details see section 3.4). The 5-parameter fit function
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Figure 7.4: t-dependence of the amplitudes extracted with 3, 4 and 5-
parameter functions defined in Eqs. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11.
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Figure 7.5: xB-dependence of the amplitudes extracted with 3, 4 and 5-
parameter functions defined in Eqs. 7.9, 7.10 and 7.11.
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(Eq. 7.11) includes the cos 2φ harmonic. Although this harmonic does not
have a physical interpretation in case of the LTSA, it is taken into account
in this systematic study, as it has the biggest amplitude among all cosine
harmonics.
The kinematic dependences of the amplitudes extracted with the 3, 4
and 5-parameter fit functions are shown in figures 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6. As it
was expected, the additional harmonics have a weak influence on the ampli-
tudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL . The amplitude A
sin 3φ
UL is consistent with zero, as also
the amplitude c2. Hence the 3-parameter fit function is finally used in this
analysis.
7.4.4 Study of H0 Hodoscope Efficiency
Local radiation damage of the H0 hodoscope can cause an inefficiency of trig-
ger 21 (for details see section 4.5), so that the main trigger for the exclusive
event selection may depend on the performance of the hodoscope. A spatial
dependence of such an inefficiency can generate a false asymmetry.
The influence of the H0 inefficiency on the trigger has been studied with
the method proposed in Ref. [Nar02] and was already used in earlier DVCS
analyses [Ell04, Kra05]. It is based on trigger 18 that is the same as trigger 21
but does not require the response of the H0 hodoscope. Hence the efficiency
of the H0 hodoscope can be measured as:
εH0 = Ntr21/Ntr18,
where Ntr21 and Ntr18 are the yields of the DIS events from trigger 21 and
Figure 7.7: Dependence of AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL on −t with (open circles) and
without (closed circles) correction for H0 inefficiency.
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trigger 18, respectively. The hodoscope efficiency εH0 measured with a step
of 2 cm over the hodoscope’s area is found to be more than 99% for both
96d0 and 97d1 productions everywhere. Such a high efficiency demonstrates
low radiation damage of the hodoscope in the first years of HERMES data
taking. For such a good efficiency the measured asymmetry amplitudes are
affected by less than 0.1%, (see figure 7.7) making the influence of this effect
negligible. Hence no correction for an H0 hodoscope inefficiency is applied
in this analysis.
7.4.5 Contribution from pi0-background
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Figure 7.8: Dependence on z of the analyzing power AsinφUL (z) for pi+, pi0,
and pi− production on the deuteron (upper panel) and on the proton (lower
panel). The figure is taken from Ref.[A+03].
As it was discussed in section 6.3, exclusive and semi-inclusive pi0 produc-
tions together contribute to the selected exclusive sample as background by
about of 5% of events. The measurement of single-spin azimuthal asymme-
tries in semi-inclusive electroproduction of pi0 on a longitudinally polarized
hydrogen and deuterium targets at HERMES [A+03, Sch02] demonstrates a
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sizable amplitude of the sinφ harmonic of the asymmetry (see figure 7.8). It
can contribute to the measured LTSA through one of the photons produced in
the decay of pi0 which is misidentified as the photon from the DVCS process,
because the second one remained undetected, as it left the acceptance.
The measured amplitude has a strong dependence on the fractional energy
of the produced pion zpi0 , defined as:
zpi0 = Epi0/ν, (7.12)
where Epi0 is energy of the pion. In order to estimate the value of zpi0 of back-
ground pi0 particles a MC study was done for the semi-inclusive pi0 sample
that gives the main contribution of produced pi0s to the selected data sample.
The study shows that the average zpi0 of the background pi0s is approximately
Figure 7.9: Distribution of zpi0 (top left) and dependence of 〈zpi0〉 on t (top
right), Q2 (bottom left) and xB (bottom right). Based on a MC study for
semi-inclusive pi0s contaminating the exclusive sample. The error bars corre-
spond to the RMS of the zpi0 distribution in every bin.
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Figure 7.10: From left to right: Distribution of invariant mass for two de-
tected photons, used for event separation in a two-photon analysis; depen-
dence of AsinφUL and A
sin2φ
UL on missing mass (amplitudes have inverted sign
here), calculated for the most energetic photon out of the two detected ones
(error bars represent the statistical error); dependence of 〈zpi0〉 on missing
mass based on the MC study for semi-inclusive pi0 contaminating the ex-
clusive sample (error bars correspond to the RMS of the zpi0 distribution in
every bin).
〈zpi0〉 = 0.9 (at 〈xB〉 = 0.13) and it has a weak dependence on the variables
t, Q2 and xB (see figure 7.9). The amplitudes measured at HERMES which
correspond to this fractional energy of pi0s are AsinφUL = 0.18± 0.06(stat.) and
Asin 2φUL = 0± 0.06(stat.) (for the amplitude Asin 2φUL only the xB-dependence is
published, which is consistent with zero at xB = 0.13).
These results are in good agreement with the so-called two-photon anal-
ysis. With the hypothesis that the original pi0 asymmetry is carried by the
leading (the fastest) photon of the two produced in the decay of the pi0, the
analyses repeats the procedure of asymmetry extraction as for the BH/DVCS
process, but for the leading photons of the detected pi0s. Events selected for
a two-photon analysis pass the same cuts as for the BH/DVCS case, but two
trackless clusters corresponding to two photons are required to be detected by
the calorimeter instead of one. The invariant mass of two detected photons
is required to correspond to the range 0.01 < M2inv < 0.029 providing clean
pi0 separation (see figure 7.10, left panel). About 75% of the semi-inclusive
background events from pi0 decay in the BH/DVCS exclusive sample are sin-
gle photon hits in the calorimeter [Kra05]. Hence the LTSA was calculated
for the most energetic photon out of the two detected ones, assuming that
it carries most of the asymmetry of the parent pi0. The dependence of the
amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL on the missing mass calculated for the leading
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photon as if it originated from the BH/DVCS process, is shown in figure 7.10,
central panel.
The measured behavior of AsinφUL is explained well by the missing-mass
dependence of the relative energy zpi0 of the pi0 from which the detected
photon originated, as extracted from the MC study (see figure 7.10, right
panel). In the missing-mass region corresponding to the selected exclusive
sample of the BH/DVCS process, zpi0 is close to unity, which corresponds to
the quite sizable sinφ amplitude measured for semi-inclusive pi0 production
(see figure 7.8). In the semi-inclusive region of missing mass, zpi0 drops to
much smaller values that is compatible with the slightly positive amplitude
AsinφUL of the asymmetry of the one-photon sample in the non-exclusive region
(figure 7.2 top left panel). The observed Asin 2φUL is consistent with zero over
the full range of missing mass.
Although the two-photon analysis demonstrates good agreement with the
results measured in semi-inclusive pion production, the kinematics of the pho-
tons used for asymmetry measurements of pi0s differs from the kinematics of
those constituting the background to the BH/DVCS process in the selected
exclusive sample. Hence the measurements mentioned above (figure 7.8) can
not be used for a correction of the asymmetry measurement of the BH/DVCS
process and a possible contribution of background pi0 production to the mea-
sured asymmetry is taken into account as a systematic uncertainty. The
impact of the asymmetry Api0UL generated by the background pi0s, on the mea-
sured asymmetry AUL can be estimated as asymmetry corrected for the pi0
contribution as:
Acorr.UL =
1
1− ηpi0AUL −
ηpi0
1− ηpi0A
pi0
UL, (7.13)
where ηpi0 = Npi0/Ntot is the fraction of pi0 production in the exclusive sample.
The value ηpi0 is taken from the MC study (e.g. ηpi0 = 0.05 for the combined
sample, see table 6.1). The systematic uncertainty for every amplitude is cal-
culated as maximum deviation between the corresponding amplitudes of the
measured and corrected asymmetries AUL and Acorr.UL , respectively. The latter
is calculated for the limiting cases of the asymmetry Api0UL of the background
pi0s as it was done in Eq. 7.13. The limiting cases of Api0UL are based on the
results from Ref. [A+03] (figure 7.8) and taken as mean value of the ampli-
tude plus and minus three standard deviations (e.g. Api
0 sinφ
UL ± 3 · δApi
0 sinφ
UL )
measured at zpi0 = 0.9, resulting in 0.18 ± 3 · 0.06 and 0 ± 3 · 0.06 for the
amplitudes Api
0 sinφ
UL and A
pi0 sin 2φ
UL , respectively.
In order to study the influence of the pi0 background on the measured
LTSA, the upper cut on the missing-mass, used for the exclusive sample
selection, was reduced from Mx < 1.7 GeV to Mx < 1.4 GeV. In this
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case the fraction of pi0s contributing the selected sample reduces from 5%
to about 2%. The azimuthal dependence was measured and the sine am-
plitudes were extracted for this reduced sample. The resulting amplitudes
AsinφUL = −0.078 ± 0.039(stat.) and Asin 2φUL = −0.116 ± 0.040(stat.) are con-
sistent with the amplitudes measured in the original missing-mass range.
Hence the contribution of pi0s to the exclusive sample does not have a strong
influence to the measured LTSA.
7.4.6 Calorimeter Miscalibration and Misalignment
Intense studies of the calorimeter performance carried out in Refs. [Ell04,
Kra05] demonstrate the following problems for scattered positrons at the
kinematics of the DVCS process at HERMES:
• the energy of the positron measured in the calorimeter differs from the
energy provided by the tracking system.
• the hit position of the positron reconstructed by the upper half of the
calorimeter differs from the hit position provided by the tracking sys-
tem.
In this analysis the photon is required to be converted into an electro
magnetic shower already in the preshower detector (see section 5.3.2) in order
to improve the resolution in the photon energy. Nevertheless the response
of the calorimeter to the positron differs from its response to the electro
magnetic shower caused by the photon in the preshower detector. Hence
results of the analysis on the difference between the tracking system and the
calorimeter derived for the positron case can not be applied to the photon
case for a correction of the above mentioned problems. Still, this information
can be used in order to estimate corresponding systematic errors.
Reconstruction of the Photon Energy
In order to estimate the miscalibration of the energy measurement in the
calorimeter with respect to the one from the tracking system, the ratio of
the positron energy measured by the calorimeter to the positron momentum
measured by the tracking system is formed for positrons that passed all
exclusive cuts. Due to the lack of statistics the missing-mass cut is not
applied, nevertheless the energy range of the selected positrons is similar to
the energy range of the photons in the exclusive sample.
In order to measure the average miscalibration factor the distribution
of the corresponding ratio (see figure 7.11) is fitted with a convolution of
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Figure 7.11: Distributions of E/P ratios of detected exclusive positrons (no
missing-mass requirements) for 96d0 (left) and 97d1 (right) data productions.
The fit is done with a sum of Gaussian and polynomial. The parameter P2
of the fit represents the mean value of the Gaussian.
Gaussian and polynomial. The biggest miscalibration of the calorimeter with
respect to the tracking system is measured for the 97d1 production. The
calorimeter underestimates the energy of the detected positron by a factor
1.014. Due to the above mentioned reasons the results shown in figure 7.11
can not be applied directly for the correction of the photon energy. The
number 1.014 is taken as a typical scale of the miscalibration in the studied
data sample and used for the calculation of the corresponding systematic
error.
In this analysis the photon energy Eγ is used only for missing-mass cal-
culations and its scaling affects only the number of events in the exclusive
data sample and the fractions of the contributing processes. The systematic
error is estimated as maximum possible deviation of the asymmetry caused
by the deviation of the fractional contributions of the processes to the exclu-
sive sample. Using MC studies the fractions of the processes were calculated
for the data samples with the photon energy corrected by factors 1.014 and
1/1.014. The corresponding deviations of the process fractions are shown
in table 7.4. Note that the shift of the peak position of the missing-mass
distribution caused by the correction of the photon energy is about 150 MeV
down (up) for the scaling factor 1.014 (1/1.014). The deviation of the asym-
metry of every process (pr.) is calculated by scaling the maximum possible
asymmetry Amaxpr. contributed by the process to the selected sample with the
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ηel., % ηass., % ηpi0 , % Nexcl.
not corr. 84.5 10.4 5.0 2454
∆(Eγ · 1.014) -0.7 -0.1 0.8 134
∆(Eγ/1.014) 0.8 0.1 -0.9 -166
Table 7.4: The fractions of the elastic (ηel.), associated (ηass.), exclusive and
semi-inclusive pi0 processes (ηpi0) and the number of events (Nexcl.) in the
exclusive sample (not corr.) and the corresponding deviations for the samples
with the the photon energy Eγ corrected by factors 1.014 and 1/1.014.
corresponding deviation of its fraction ∆ηpr. as:
δAcalopr. = ∆ηpr.A
max
pr. . (7.14)
For the exclusive and semi-inclusive pi0s the maximum possible asymme-
try is estimated as contribution of pi0s to the systematic error of the measured
LTSA, which was calculated in section 7.4.5. In case of elastic BH/DVCS
production the result of the measurement is used. Setting the asymmetry
of the associated BH/DVCS to its extreme cases Amaxass. = ±1, the maximum
possible asymmetry of the elastic production Amaxel. is extracted from the
relation:
Amaxel. ηel. + A
max
ass. ηass. = AUL ± 3 · δAUL, (7.15)
where AUL and δAUL are the measured LTSA and the corresponding statis-
tical error and ηel. (ηass.) is the fraction of the elastic (associated) BH/DVCS
production in the selected sample. The signs ± in Eq. 7.15 are set to plus or
minus so that the absolute value of Amaxel. gets its maximum.
The contributions of all the processes to the total systematic error caused
by the photon energy measurement in the calorimeter are calculated for every
kinematic bin and added quadratically.
Reconstruction of the Photon Hit Position
In Ref. [Kra05] it was demonstrated that for scattered positrons the hit po-
sition in the calorimeter reconstructed by the upper half of the calorime-
ter y(>0)calo. is related to that given by the tracking system ytrack. by ytrack. =
y
(>0)
calo. − 0.5 cm. As it was discussed above, this result can not be applied for
a correction of the photon hit position. Hence this knowledge is used for the
calculation of a systematic uncertainty. The deviation between the asymme-
tries measured with and without correction (see table 7.5) is assigned as the
systematic error caused by the misalignment of the calorimeter. Note that
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AsinφUL A
sin 2φ
UL # of excl. events
no correction −0.071± 0.034 −0.113± 0.034 2454
y(>0)γ − 0.5cm −0.069± 0.034 −0.114± 0.034 2422
deviation 0.002 0.001
Table 7.5: Amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL and the number of exclusive events
for corrected and not corrected measured photon hit position y(>0)γ . The
last line of the table shows the deviation of the asymmetry caused by the
correction.
this correction affects not only the number of events in the exclusive sample,
but also the measurement of the azimuthal angle. Hence in order to estimate
with MC studies its impact on the measured LTSA, addition model assump-
tions are required on the azimuthal dependence of the measured asymmetry.
Hence this uncertainty is estimated from data as described above.
7.4.7 Contribution from the Transverse TSA to the
Longitudinal TSA
x
y
z
γ
θγ∗ ~S⊥
~S
l
l′
γ∗
φ
Figure 7.12: Kinematics of the DVCS process for a longitudinally polarized
target. The angle θγ∗ denotes the angle between the virtual photon and the
polarization vector of the longitudinally polarized target ~S, aligned along the
direction of the incoming positron.
The polarization vector of the longitudinally polarized target is aligned
either parallel or antiparallel to the beam direction at HERMES. Due to
the kinematics of the reaction (figure 7.12) there is a small, but finite angle
θγ∗ between the beam and the virtual photon directions, which projects the
longitudinal polarization of the target into a certain transverse one with
respect to the virtual photon. Therefore, the generated TTSA AUT (for
details see section 3.6) can contribute to the measured LTSA AUL.
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This effect was analytically studied in Ref. [DS05] with the result that
the measured asymmetry AUL gets a contribution from the “genuine” LTSA
A∗UL and the “genuine” TTSA A∗UT as:
AUL = cos θγ∗A∗UL − sin θγ∗A∗UT (φS = 0), (7.16)
where φS is the azimuthal angle of the vector of transverse target polarization
with respect to the lepton production plane (see figure 3.6). Note that φS = 0
for the kinematics shown in figure 7.12. At the average kinematics of this
analysis the angle θγ∗ is measured as 〈sin θγ∗〉 = 0.08, that makes the LTSA
sensitive to a contribution of the generated TTSA, but a possible dilution
of the real A∗UL in Eq. 7.16 is negligible as the value of 〈cos θγ∗〉 is close to
unity.
The azimuthal dependence of the TTSA (see Ref. [DS05]) makes the am-
plitude AsinφUL not sensitive to the generated TTSA, and the amplitude A
sin 2φ
UL
gets contributions from the two leading azimuthal amplitudes Asin (φ−φS) cosφUT
and Acos (φ−φS) sinφUT as:
Asin 2φUL = cos θγ∗A
∗ sin 2φ
UL − sin θγ∗
(
A
∗ sin (φ−φS) cosφ
UT + A
∗ cos (φ−φS) sinφ
UT
) ∣∣∣∣∣
φS=0
.
(7.17)
Preliminary measurements of the TTSA at HERMES yield the amplitudes
[Y+05]:
A
sin (φ−φS) cosφ
UT = −0.133± 0.054(stat.)± 0.038(syst.),
A
cos (φ−φS) sinφ
UT = 0.038± 0.051(stat.)± 0.015(syst.),
which according to Eq. 7.17 indicates only a small contribution of the gen-
erated TTSA to the measured LTSA. Note that this contribution tends to
decrease the absolute value of Asin 2φUL due to the negative value of the ampli-
tude Asin (φ−φS) cosφUT that enters Eq. 7.17 with a negative sign.
Since the measurements of the TTSA amplitudes are still preliminary and
the effect of a contribution of the TTSA to the LTSA is seen to be small, the
final LTSA is not corrected for this effect, which the small generated TTSA
contribution has to the amplitude Asin 2φUL .
7.4.8 Smearing Effects
The influence of smearing effects on the measured asymmetry is studied
with MC generators that allow to compare the asymmetry of the data set
before and after tracking and reconstruction. There are two possible ways to
generate the asymmetry of the BH/DVCS process in MC.
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The method used in Ref. [Kra05] is based on model predictions for these
GPDs which contribute to the asymmetry. This method has the advantage
that it takes into account the kinematic dependence of the asymmetry and
reproduces the experimental conditions, although this information is model
dependent.
The other method is based on generating an artificial asymmetry of the
BH process that has no LTSA. Since the experimental results demonstrate
sizable contributions only from sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics to the LTSA, the
cross section of the BH process σBH is to be weighted with
1± A sin (Nφ), (7.18)
in order to generate the asymmetry in MC data. This is applied to data with
positive and negative target polarization, respectively, where N = 1, 2 selects
the sine harmonic of interest, A is the amplitude of the selected harmonic
and φ is the non-smeared azimuthal angle. Within such an approach the
introduced asymmetry has no kinematic dependence, nevertheless it can be
used as a good estimate of the expected smearing effects. The results are
found to be compatible with those of the first method.
Although the first approach is more preferable and can be implemented
using the generator gmc_dvcs (see section 6.1), at the time of making
this analysis, the CFF H˜ necessary for the simulation of the LTSA was not
modeled in the generator. Hence the second approach is used for the MC
studies with the input amplitude value A = −0.5.
In order to study the smearing of the amplitude of a certain harmonic
and its cross talk to the other harmonic, two MC samples with only the
elastic BH process are produced with an asymmetry generated separately
for the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics. The results are shown in table 7.6 as
fractions of the reconstructed amplitudes with respect to the input amplitude
A = −0.5 generated with either sinφ or sin 2φ input harmonic of the LTSA,
at average kinematics. The measured smearing reduces the absolute values
of the amplitudes both for the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics, but gives them
input harmonic
reconstructed sinφ sin 2φ
AsinφUL /A -2% 17%
Asin 2φUL /A 2% -15%
Table 7.6: Fractions of reconstructed amplitudes to the input amplitude
A = −0.5 generated with either sinφ or sin 2φ input harmonic.
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Figure 7.13: Dependence of the reconstructed LTSA amplitudes AsinφUL and
Asin 2φUL on θγ∗γ (left) and−t (right). The input asymmetry is a sin 2φ harmonic
with the amplitude A = −0.5 (indicated with dash-doted lines).
an additional contribution due to cross talk. Although AsinφUL is smeared only
by about −2% (diagonal element in table 7.6), the amplitude is affected by
the large cross talk from the sin 2φ harmonic, 17% (non-diagonal element).
The situation is opposite in the case of the amplitude Asin 2φUL that is affected
mostly from smearing.
The dependence of the reconstructed Asin 2φUL and its cross talk contribution
to AsinφUL , on θγ∗γ and −t is shown in figure 7.13. Large smearing and cross
talk from Asin 2φUL dominate in the region of small θγ∗γ (figure 7.13, left) mainly
due to the momentum resolution of the scattered positron, which results in
an uncertainty in θγ∗γ of 3 mrad (for details see section 6.4). Due to the
discussed correlation between the variables θγ∗γ and t (see figure 6.10), the
region of small θγ∗γ corresponds to the first t-bin, where largest smearing and
cross talk are observed (figure 7.13, right).
Increasing the lower θγ∗γ cut up to 0.015 would reduce the average smear-
ing and cross talk by about a factor of 2. Since most of the accumulated data
corresponds to the small θγ∗γ and −t-region, increasing the cut would reduce
the number of accepted events by a factor of 2, as well. Due to the limited
statistics and due to the fact that the systematic error caused by smearing
and cross talk is of about 3 times smaller than the statistical one, the cut is
kept at the lower value.
A study of the smearing effect with an input amplitude A = −0.2 (see
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Eq. 7.18) reproduces the discussed results.
7.4.9 Number of Bins in φ
As it was discussed in section 7.2, the amplitudes of the asymmetry harmon-
ics extracted with the fit method depend on the number of φ-bins used for
the calculation of the azimuthal dependence. In order to study such bin-
ning effect, MC data is used with an asymmetry generated as described in
section 7.4.8. In order to exclude the influence of the smearing effect from
the result, the non-smeared value of the azimuthal angle φ is used for the
extraction of the amplitude.
Since the amplitude Asin 2φUL is more sensitive to the binning effect than
AsinφUL , results of the study of the binning effect are shown only for an asym-
metry with a generated sin 2φ harmonic. The dependence of the relative
difference between reconstructed and initial amplitudes on the number of
φ-bins is shown in table 7.7. Although a better reconstruction is clearly
seen for 14 φ-bins and more, even for 10 φ-bins the systematic shift of the
Asin 2φUL reconstruction is still much smaller than the one from the smearing
effect. The number of φ-bins should be selected in such way that every bin
contains at least 5 events to ensure a reliable calculation of the statistical
error. This limitation is especially important for measurements of kinematic
dependences of the asymmetry where statistics in the last Q2- and xB-bins
are rather limited. Due to this reason the number of φ-bins used in this
analysis is set to be 10, as in earlier DVCS analyses [Ell04, Kra05].
Number of φ-bins
10 12 13 14 16(
A− Asin 2φUL
)
/A 6.4% 5.0% 4.0% 2.6% 2.0%
Table 7.7: Relative difference between the reconstructed amplitude Asin 2φUL
and the initial amplitude A = −0.5, depending on the number of φ-bins.
The smearing effect is excluded.
The stability of the measured asymmetry amplitudes extracted with the
fit method for various numbers of φ-bins is shown in figure 7.14. The extracted
amplitudes are consistent for all numbers of φ-bins.
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Figure 7.14: Dependence of the measured amplitudes AsinφUL and A
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UL ex-
tracted with the fit method, on the number of φ-bins.
7.5 Systematic Uncertainties
Based on the studies discussed above, the following systematic uncertainties
were found to make a sizeable contribution to the overall systematic error:
Target Polarization Measurement: the uncertainty due to the mea-
surement of the target polarization. The average target polarization
for 1996 and 1997 data tacking period used in this analyses is 〈|Pt|〉 =
0.824±0.035 (for detail see section 4.2.1) that results in a relative error
of the measured asymmetry about 4.2%.
Calorimeter Miscalibration: the uncertainty due to the miscalibration
of the calorimeter used for photon energy measurement, with respect to
the tracking system used for measurement of the positron momentum
(see section 7.4.6).
Calorimeter Misalignment: the uncertainty due to the misalignment of
the calorimeter with respect to the tracking system used for photon
and positron trajectory measurement, respectively (see section 7.4.6).
Smearing and Binning Effects: the uncertainty due to the finite de-
tector resolution and due to limitations of the fit method used in the
extraction of asymmetry amplitudes (see sections 7.4.8 and 7.4.9).
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Background Asymmetry: the uncertainty due to the contamination of
semi-inclusive and exclusive pi0 background into the selected sample
(see section 7.4.5).
The corresponding systematic uncertainties are calculated for every kine-
matic bin separately. Their contributions to the total systematic uncertainty
are added quadratically. Numerical results are summarized in table 7.8. As
can be seen, the main two contributions to the overall systematic uncertainty
are from the smearing effects and from the background asymmetry.
Radiative effects are not taken into account in the systematic uncertainty.
Although these effects can lead to a reduction of the cross section of the BH
process up to 20% (see Ref. [V+00]), it was demonstrated in Ref. [AKM05]
that one-loop QED corrections to the leptonic part of the interaction give
a negligible contribution to the LTSA at HERMES energies. This kind of
correction is the only model-independent correction to the BH/DVCS cross
section that can generate a single spin asymmetry (other corrections require
model assumption on the nucleon structure). Therefore no error is assigned to
the uncertainty caused by the radiative effects. Note that external radiation
is taken in account by the simulation of the particle tracking through the
detector in MC studies. Therefore possible contribution of external radiation
to the systematic uncertainty is taken into account by the smearing.
Another uncertainty not included into the overall systematic error is
the so-called “bin-centering” effect of the fit-method, discussed in detail in
Ref. [Kra05]. The asymmetry measured in this analysis depends on several
kinematic variables but due to the limited statistics it can be binned only in
one or two of them at the same time. In this case amplitudes of the asymme-
try extracted with the fit-method are integrated over the not binned variables.
As a result, the measured amplitudes at the average kinematics differ from
the integrated ones due to the contribution of the acceptance function to the
latter. As it was demonstrated by MC studies in Ref. [Kra05], in case of
considering the t-dependence of the measured amplitudes the amplitude of
the sinφ harmonic can be underestimated by this effect by up to 10% of its
absolute value (the distortion for the sin 2φ case is smaller). For the case of
the cosφ and cos 2φ harmonics this effect is much bigger due to their possible
coupling to the acceptance function which itself has a cosφ dependence. It
was demonstrated by MC studies in Ref. [Kra05], since their results have very
strong model dependences, hence it is unclear how to apply this information
to the measured results and no correction is applied to the measured LTSA.
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Systematic Error
kinematic bin total 1. 2. 3. 4. 5.
A
sin(φ)
UL
0.00 - 0.06 0.019 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.014 0.013
−t, 0.06 - 0.14 0.043 0.003 0.004 0.019 0.014 0.035
GeV2 0.14 - 0.30 0.061 0.006 0.008 0.021 0.017 0.054
0.30 - 0.70 0.079 0.008 0.016 0.007 0.009 0.076
1.0 - 1.5 0.031 0.003 0.003 0.000 0.008 0.029
Q2, 1.5 - 2.3 0.042 0.001 0.003 0.002 0.033 0.025
GeV2 2.3 - 3.5 0.036 0.003 0.005 0.003 0.009 0.035
3.5 - 6.0 0.044 0.003 0.005 0.008 0.029 0.032
6.0 - 10. 0.172 0.013 0.020 0.157 0.010 0.066
0.03 - 0.07 0.015 0.000 0.002 0.005 0.007 0.012
0.07 - 0.10 0.053 0.006 0.004 0.012 0.040 0.031
xB 0.10 - 0.15 0.037 0.000 0.004 0.004 0.020 0.031
0.15 - 0.20 0.112 0.010 0.012 0.005 0.014 0.110
0.20 - 0.35 0.172 0.008 0.023 0.116 0.028 0.122
all 0.035 0.003 0.003 0.002 0.017 0.030
A
sin(2φ)
UL
0.00 - 0.06 0.019 0.003 0.001 0.004 0.017 0.008
−t, 0.06 - 0.14 0.030 0.005 0.004 0.013 0.013 0.022
GeV2 0.14 - 0.30 0.047 0.007 0.008 0.017 0.023 0.036
0.30 - 0.70 0.055 0.004 0.016 0.038 0.009 0.035
1.0 - 1.5 0.034 0.003 0.003 0.026 0.015 0.015
Q2, 1.5 - 2.3 0.044 0.007 0.005 0.021 0.030 0.022
GeV2 2.3 - 3.5 0.021 0.003 0.004 0.006 0.010 0.016
3.5 - 6.0 0.047 0.007 0.006 0.019 0.034 0.025
6.0 - 10. 0.035 0.000 0.019 0.024 0.011 0.013
0.03 - 0.07 0.013 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.009 0.007
0.07 - 0.10 0.053 0.010 0.005 0.002 0.044 0.026
xB 0.10 - 0.15 0.035 0.004 0.005 0.018 0.018 0.023
0.15 - 0.20 0.045 0.003 0.009 0.006 0.019 0.040
0.20 - 0.35 0.095 0.005 0.023 0.064 0.028 0.060
all 0.028 0.005 0.003 0.001 0.020 0.019
Table 7.8: Contributions of various systematic uncertainties to the total sys-
tematic uncertainty for the sinφ and sin 2φ amplitudes of the LTSA measured
on the proton from 1996-97 data. Here the sources of the uncertainties are:
1. - target polarization measurement, 2. - calorimeter miscalibration, 3. -
calorimeter misalignment, 4. - smearing and binning effects, 5. - background
asymmetry.
Chapter 8
Results and Discussion
The measurement of the longitudinal target spin asymmetry in exclusive
real photon production is the main topic of this thesis. The data sample was
accumulated at HERMES over the years 1996 and 1997 with a longitudi-
nally polarized positron beam and a longitudinally polarized proton target.
The asymmetry extraction is discussed in detail in chapter 7. The LTSA
is measured at HERMES kinematics in the missing mass region −1.5 GeV
< Mx < 1.7 GeV. The range of kinematic variables and their mean values
for the exclusive sample are shown in table 8.1.
−t, GeV2 xB Q2, GeV2
range 0.00 - 0.70 0.03 - 0.35 1.0 - 10.0
mean 0.12 0.10 2.5
Table 8.1: The range of kinematic variables and their mean values for the
exclusive sample.
The LTSA measured at average kinematics as a function of the azimuthal
angle φ is shown in figure 8.1. The amplitudes of the sine expansion of the
LTSA are shown in table 8.2, as extracted with the fit method. Here and in
the following the results of an analysis of the year 2000 deuteron data [Ye05]
are included in the discussion, to allow for a more complete comparison with
theoretical models. The dependence of the amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL on
the variables t, Q2 and xB is shown in figure 8.2. Bin ranges and their average
kinematics together with the measured amplitudes are shown in tables 8.3
and 8.4. Additionally the kinematic dependence of the amplitude Asin 3φUL is
shown in table 8.5. The amplitude of the sin 3φ harmonic is extracted with a
4-parameter fit function defined in Eq. 7.10. Since this amplitude is expected
to be kinematically suppressed with respect to the leading amplitude by a
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proton deuteron
AsinφUL −0.071± 0.034(stat.)± 0.035(sys.) −0.036± 0.024(stat.)± 0.009(sys.)
Asin 2φUL −0.113± 0.034(stat.)± 0.028(sys.) −0.039± 0.023(stat.)± 0.007(sys.)
Table 8.2: The amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL of the sinφ and sin 2φ har-
monics of the longitudinal target-spin asymmetry on the proton and the
deuteron [Ye05] for the average kinematics of the exclusive sample, as given
in table 8.1.
factor of 0.03 and the measurement demonstrates its consistency with zero.
The systematic uncertainty was not estimated for this amplitude.
The LTSA shown in figures 8.1, 8.2 is measured for the exclusive sam-
ple selected as discussed in section 5. In case of the proton the measured
asymmetry receives contributions from exclusive production with either a
proton or with a ∆-resonance in the final state (about of 85% and 10% in
the exclusive sample, respectively). The contribution of the exclusive and
semi-inclusive pi0 background is about of 5% in the exclusive sample. It is
Figure 8.1: The longitudinal target spin asymmetry AUL for hard electro-
production of photons on proton (left) and deuteron (right), as a function of
the azimuthal angle φ for the exclusive sample. The solid curves represent
the results of the indicated fits, numerical values are given in the figure as
well. The shown central values and statistical errors are exactly the same as
HERMES preliminary results released in May 2005 [KY+05, Kop05].
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Figure 8.2: The longitudinal target spin asymmetry AsinφUL (left) and A
sin 2φ
UL
(right) vs −t, Q2 and xB as measured on proton and on deuteron. The
error bars (bands) represent the statistical (systematic) uncertainty. The
shown central values and statistical errors are exactly the same as HERMES
preliminary results released in May 2005 [KY+05, Kop05], while systematic
errors are updated.
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taken into account in the systematic uncertainty (see section 7.4.5).
For the case of the deuteron target, exclusive production can originate
from either the coherent or the incoherent process. Coherent production
is electroproduction from the deuteron as a whole with spin 1, where the
deuteron stays intact in the final state. The parameterization of this process
requires a set of 9 GPD functions H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, H˜1, H˜2, H˜3, H˜4 that
are discussed in detail in Ref. [KM03]. In the case of incoherent production,
within impulse approximation [Kra05] the virtual photon interacts with pro-
ton or neutron separately, as if they are in a free state (the binding energy of
the deuteron is neglected). Within this approach, the LTSA on the deuteron
can be written as:
ADUL ≈
σpA
p
UL + σnA
n
UL
σp + σn
, (8.1)
where σp (σn) and ApUL (AnUL) are the cross section of the hard photoproduc-
tion off the proton (neutron) and the corresponding LTSA, respectively.
One reason to study the incoherent process is that the neutron contribu-
tion to the asymmetry makes it more sensitive to d-flavor GPDs. Another
important reason is that the LTSA on the neutron is dominated by other
GPDs: although the neutron asymmetry depends on the same GPDs as for
the proton case, due to the fact that for the neutron the Dirac form fac-
tor F1 is suppressed with respect to the Pauli form factor F2, as follows from
Eq. 3.22, the contribution of the GPD H˜ to the asymmetry is also suppressed.
Hence the LTSA on the neutron becomes more sensitive to the GPD H, and
also to E˜ at higher t.
Since recoiling particles from the DVCS process were not detected at
HERMES up to now, the only way to separate the coherent from the incoher-
ent process is to use their different t-behavior, as it was shown in Ref. [Kra05].
From MC studies it was found that the contribution of the coherent process
on the deuteron is sizable only in the first t-bin, being there about 40% of
the total cross section. For higher t-values the contribution of the coherent
process is strongly suppressed and can be essentially neglected.
The results show no difference between the measurement on proton and
deuteron in the first t-bin (see figure 8.2), where an effect from coherent
scattering on the deuteron can be expected. For higher t-bins, where the
scattering is mostly incoherent, the asymmetry on proton and deuteron tends
to be different. This can be due to different contributions of various GPDs
to the LTSA for proton and neutron, as indicated above.
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8.1 Comparison with Theoretical Calculations.
Results of the LTSA measurement on proton and deuteron are compared with
calculations based on the phenomenological approach that was developed in
Ref. [GPV01] and discussed in section 2.4. Calculations of GPDs can be
done up to twist-3 accuracy within the Wandzura-Wilczek approximation,
with either the Regge inspired or factorized ansatz of the t-dependence. For
valence quarks the parameter of the profile function bv (see Eq. 2.20) is set
to 1 and for sea quarks bs is set either to 1 or to infinity (the latter meaning
no skewness of GPDs).
In figures 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5, respectively, are shown the amplitudes of the
LTSA measured on proton and deuteron, together with corresponding results
of model calculations [GPV01] carried out at the average kinematics of every
t-, Q2-, xB-bin. The calculations were performed in the context of this thesis
using the computer code [VGG01].
The amplitudes of the sinφ harmonics AsinφUL are well described by the
model both for proton and deuteron. The skewness of sea quark GPDs
does not strongly influence the behavior of the LTSA and with the present
statistical accuracy the data can not yet distinguish between different values
of model parameters.
The deuteron is more sensitive to the ansatz of the t-dependence. This
can be explained by the fact that AsinφUL on the proton is dominated by the
contribution of the GPD H˜ that in this model has only the factorized ansatz
and hence the difference between both ansätze for the proton is ruled by the
suppressed contributions of the GPDs H and E (see Eqs. 3.19, 3.22). In
case of the deuteron, due to the neutron contribution the asymmetry gets a
sizable contribution from the GPD H that is directly sensitive to the selected
ansatz for the t-dependence.
The cross section σn is smaller than σp by a factor of 8 in the first t-
bin, where the electric form factor dominates, and by a factor of 4 at higher
t, where the magnetic form factor becomes sizable and hence leads to an
increase of the neutron cross section. This fact, according to Eq. 8.1, reduces
the influence of the neutron on to the deuteron asymmetry. Nevertheless the
above mentioned reasons explain the difference of model calculations of the
LTSA between deuteron and proton targets. The measured difference of the
amplitudes AsinφUL between the proton and the deuteron tends to agree with
the difference predicted by the model.
The observed amplitude of the sin 2φ harmonic Asin 2φUL tends to be of
the same size or even bigger in magnitude than AsinφUL , both for proton and
deuteron. According to the GPD formalism Asin 2φUL is expected to be kine-
matically suppressed with respect to AsinφUL by the factor Ksup. (see Eq. 3.17)
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Figure 8.3: The sinφ (top) and sin 2φ (bottom) amplitudes of the longitudi-
nal target-spin asymmetry on the proton (left) and the deuteron (right) as a
function of −t. The inner error bars represent the statistical uncertainty and
the full error bars the quadratic superposition of statistical and systematic
uncertainties. The measurement is compared with theoretical calculations
[GPV01]. For details on the model parameters see text.
that is of the order of 0.2 [Mül04] at the average HERMES kinematics. The
value of Ksup. is big enough to make it possible to have sizable contributions
from higher than twist-two effects to the LTSA. The similar magnitude of the
leading amplitude compared to that of the kinematically suppressed one can
be due to the possibly big contribution of sea quark GPDs to the CFF H˜ with
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Figure 8.4: The sinφ (top) and sin 2φ (bottom) amplitudes of the longitudi-
nal target-spin asymmetry on the proton (left) and the deuteron (right) as a
function of Q2. Notations are the same as in figure 8.3.
a sign opposite to that from GPDs of valence quarks, hence compensating
each other in case of the sinφ amplitude [Mül04].
In order to demonstrate the influence of the WW twist-three term (see
Eq. 2.9) on the amplitude Asin 2φUL , all model calculations were performed in
two different scenarios: a) WW twist-three and b) only twist-two accuracy.
The parameters of the profile function (see Eq. 2.20) bv and bs were fixed
to 1, as the influence of the skewness of sea quarks on the amplitude was
found to be negligible. The measured amplitudes tend to disagree with the
model; the influence of the WW term on the amplitude is not strong and
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Figure 8.5: The sinφ (top) and sin 2φ (bottom) amplitudes of the longitudi-
nal target-spin asymmetry on the proton (left) and the deuteron (right) as a
function of xB. Notations are the same as in figure 8.3.
the data tend to prefer the model without it. As discussed in section 2.2.2,
the WW approximation describes twist-three effects only partially, taking
into account only their twist-two part. The other part of twist-three GPDs
related to quark-gluon correlations in the nucleon is poorly known from the
theoretical point of view and can therefore not be reliably parameterized at
the moment.
The proton measurement is also compared with the model prediction
made by D. Müller [Mül04]. The model used for calculations is based on the
phenomenological approach similar to the one discussed above in this work,
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Figure 8.6: The sinφ (left) and sin 2φ (right) amplitudes of the longitudinal
target-spin asymmetry on the proton as a function of−t. The inner error bars
represent the statistical uncertainty and the full error bars the statistical and
systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. The measurement is compared
with theoretical calculations [BMK02, Mül04].
with some differences discussed in detail in Ref. [BMK02]. These calculations
are very informative for the interpretation of the measured LTSA on the
proton due to two reasons. First, the contributions of valence and sea quark
GPDs to the asymmetry are separated so that one can demonstrate their
influence on the sinφ amplitude. Second, an upper estimate of the dynamical
twist-three contribution is included to the GPDs, which as such represents
unique information available at the moment. This allows to demonstrate the
sensitivity of the sin 2φ amplitude of the LTSA to full twist-three effects.
In this model, the unpolarized GPDs have no skewness neither for valence
nor for sea quarks (bv = bs = ∞). In case of the GPD H˜, valence quarks
have skewness (bv = 1) and sea quarks do not (bs =∞). Such settings of the
model parameters for the unpolarized GPDs and the GPD H˜ correspond to
the models B and GS A in Refs. [BMK02, KM03], respectively. Note that
GS stands for the type of the parameterization of polarized PDFs defined in
Ref. [GS96].
The model of GPDs calculated up to the twist-three level within WW
approximation with contribution both valence and sea quarks is denoted
here as B. Without sea quark contribution the model is denoted as B’. An
estimate of the influence of the dynamical twist-three term F qGq± (see Eq. 2.9)
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Figure 8.7: The sinφ (left) and sin 2φ (right) amplitudes of the longitudi-
nal target-spin asymmetry on the proton as a function of xB (top) and Q2
(bottom). Notations are the same as in figure 8.6.
on the asymmetry is included into the models Bp and Bm where F qGq± (φqGq =
−pi/4, see Eq. 179 in Ref. [BMK02]) is added to and subtracted from GPDs
calculated in model B, respectively.
The t-dependence of the measured LTSA together with the model cal-
culations according to Ref. [Mül04] is shown in figure 8.6. The model B
demonstrates good agreement with the measured amplitude AsinφUL . A siz-
able contribution of sea quarks to the CFF H˜ can be seen in the case of the
model B’ that gives a somewhat large magnitude for the amplitude without
sea quark GPDs. As it can be expected, the influence of the twist-three
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GPDs on AsinφUL is very small and the amplitudes predicted by models Bp and
Bm are very close to the one of model B.
For the amplitude Asin 2φUL the situation seems to be opposite. Sea quarks
do not play an important role in this case. Although the model B predicts
an amplitude with a sign opposite to that of the measured result, the con-
tribution of the dynamical twist-three GPDs can have a sizable influence on
the amplitude. Hence, despite the fact that twist-three effects are expected
to be suppressed, this can give a sizable contribution to the sin 2φ amplitude.
Still, the t-dependence of Asin 2φUL shown by the data can not be reproduced by
any version of this model, as it was the case for the model discussed before.
The xB- and Q2-dependences of the amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL are com-
pared with the model in figure 8.7. Similar to the case of the t-dependence,
the amplitude AsinφUL is in good agreement with the model predictions. The
amplitude Asin 2φUL in mostly tends to have opposite sign with respect to the
model prediction.
8.2 Comparison with the CLASMeasurements
The latest results from the CLAS experiment (JLAB) [M+03] was reported
recently (May 2006) on the single-spin asymmetry in DVCS with respect
to the longitudinally polarized proton target [CABE06] (this asymmetry is
also referred to as the LTSA). The azimuthal dependence of the LTSA was
measured with an electron beam at 5.7 GeV beam energy. The average
kinematics accessible by CLAS is 〈Q2〉 = 1.82 GeV2, 〈−t〉 = 0.31 GeV2
and 〈ξ〉 = 0.16 (for the ξ-definition see Eq. 2.7) which differs from that at
HERMES 〈Q2〉 = 2.5 GeV2, 〈−t〉 = 0.12 GeV2 and 〈ξ〉 = 0.05. In order
to extract the amplitudes of the sine harmonics of the LTSA, its azimuthal
dependence was fitted with a function α sinφ+β sin 2φ, where the azimuthal
angle φ is defined as in this thesis in figure 3.3, but with an inverted sign.
The extracted amplitudes α = 0.252 ± 0.042(stat.) ± 0.020(sys.) and β =
−0.022 ± 0.045(stat.) ± 0.021(sys.) correspond to the amplitudes reported
in this thesis −AsinφUL = 0.071 ± 0.034(stat.) ± 0.035(sys.) and −Asin 2φUL =
0.113 ± 0.034(stat.) ± 0.028(sys.), respectively. Note that the amplitudes
measured by the two experiments are related to each other with inverted
sign due to the difference in the definition of the angle φ.
The amplitudes of the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics of the LTSA measured
at CLAS are different from those measured at HERMES. The magnitude of
the amplitude α tends to be bigger than that of AsinφUL . The sin 2φ term β
is consistent with zero, while the amplitude Asin 2φUL measured at HERMES
tends to be negative. The observed difference in the amplitudes can be
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Figure 8.8: The sinφ amplitudes of the longitudinal target-spin asymme-
try as functions of −t (left) and ξ measured at HERMES and CLAS. The
measurements are compared with theoretical calculations [VGG01] using the
ξ-dependent GPD parameterization (bval = bsea = 1). The dash-dotted
(dashed) lines correspond to the calculations at the HERMES (CLAS) kine-
matics. The CLAS measurements and the corresponding model calculations
are reproduced from Ref. [CABE06].
presumably explained by the different kinematic domains accessible in the
two experiments.
The t- and ξ-dependences of the sinφ amplitude measured by HERMES
and CLAS are shown in figure 8.8. Also shown in figure 8.8 is the difference
in the ranges in t and ξ accessible by the two experiments. The measure-
ments are compared with calculations based on the phenomenological ap-
proach [GPV01] discussed in section 2.4 of this thesis. The code [VGG01]
was used for calculations with similar settings of the main model parameters
at the kinematics of both experiments. Note that the model calculations
made using this code were already discussed in section 8.1 of this thesis.
In case of the t-dependence the results of the measurements are consistent
within statistical accuracy over the common t-region of both experiments.
The model calculations, also shown in figure 8.8, demonstrate the difference
in the magnitude of the sinφ amplitude at HERMES and CLAS kinematics
due to the difference in corresponding 〈Q2〉 and 〈ξ〉 at these experiments. In
case of the ξ-dependence the results of CLAS can be compared with those of
HERMES only in the last ξ-bin of the ξ-region accessible by HERMES. In
this ξ-bin the amplitudes measured by the two experiments are consistent.
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Since no kinematic dependence is published by CLAS for the amplitude of
the sin 2φ harmonic, only results at the average kinematics can be compared.
As it can be seen in figure 8.8, the higher t values of the t-range accessible by
HERMES correspond to the t-range of CLAS. In order to compare the sin 2φ
amplitude at 〈−t〉 similar for both experiments, the Asin 2φUL amplitude was
extracted for HERMES data in the t-range 0.18GeV2 < −t < 0.7GeV2 which
corresponds to 〈−t〉 = 0.30 GeV2. The corresponding average kinematics is
〈Q2〉 = 3.2 GeV2 and 〈ξ〉 = 0.06. The sin 2φ amplitude measured at this
kinematics is Asin 2φUL = −0.149 ± 0.074(stat.). The difference between this
amplitude and that measured by CLAS is −0.171±0.076 which is consistent
with zero within 2.25 standard deviations.
The difference in the amplitudes of the sine harmonics at the average
kinematics of the two experiments tends to be more sizable in case of the
LTSA than in case of the BSA. The comparison of the BSA measurements
made earlier by HERMES and CLAS shows better agreement between the
corresponding amplitudes of the leading sinφ harmonics. The measured am-
plitudes α = 0.202± 0.021(stat.)±0.013(sys.) (CLAS) [S+01] and −AsinφLU =
0.18 ± 0.03(stat.) ±0.03(syst.) (HERMES) [ESV03] agree within one stan-
dard deviation. Note that data used for the BSA measurements at CLAS
were accumulated at the beam energy 4.5 GeV (〈Q2〉 = 1.25 GeV2, 〈−t〉 =
0.19 GeV2 and 〈ξ〉 = 0.1) that differs from that for the LTSA measurements.
One of the possible reasons of the higher sensitivity of the LTSA to the
kinematics of the two experiments than in case of the BSA can be the con-
tributions of the kinematically suppressed GPDs to these asymmetries. The
contribution of the GPD H (H˜) to the LTSA (BSA) is suppressed by a factor
of ξ with respect to the GPD H˜ (H) (see Eqs. 3.12 and 3.13). Since in case
of the LTSA (BSA) measurements 〈ξ〉 at CLAS is about 3 (2) times as big as
that at HERMES, the contribution of the GPD H (H˜) to the LTSA (BSA)
is less suppressed at CLAS than at HERMES. Due to the dominance of the
unpolarized GPD H over the polarized GPD H˜, the contribution of H to the
LTSA is more sizable than that of H˜ to the BSA. Hence the LTSA is more
sensitive to the kinematic difference between CLAS and HERMES.
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−t Bin 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 〈Q2〉 AsinφUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.00 - 0.06 0.03 0.08 2.0 0.005 ± 0.053 ± 0.019
0.06 - 0.14 0.10 0.10 2.6 -0.078 ± 0.063 ± 0.043
0.14 - 0.30 0.20 0.11 2.9 -0.160 ± 0.074 ± 0.061
0.30 - 0.70 0.41 0.12 3.5 -0.191 ± 0.118 ± 0.079
Q2 Bin 〈Q2〉 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 AsinφUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.0 - 1.5 1.2 0.08 0.06 -0.078 ± 0.063 ± 0.031
1.5 - 2.3 1.9 0.10 0.08 -0.023 ± 0.064 ± 0.042
2.3 - 3.5 2.8 0.12 0.11 -0.087 ± 0.071 ± 0.036
3.5 - 6.0 4.4 0.17 0.15 -0.086 ± 0.087 ± 0.044
6.0 - 10.0 7.2 0.23 0.25 -0.328 ± 0.201 ± 0.172
xB Bin 〈xB〉 〈−t〉 〈Q2〉 AsinφUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.03 - 0.07 0.05 0.10 1.4 -0.010 ± 0.057 ± 0.015
0.07 - 0.10 0.08 0.10 2.1 -0.147 ± 0.065 ± 0.053
0.10 - 0.15 0.12 0.12 3.1 0.003 ± 0.075 ± 0.037
0.15 - 0.20 0.17 0.17 4.3 -0.259 ± 0.122 ± 0.112
0.20 - 0.35 0.24 0.21 6.2 -0.193 ± 0.155 ± 0.172
Table 8.3: The amplitude AsinφUL of the sinφ harmonic of the longitudinal
target-spin asymmetry on the proton per kinematic bin in −t, Q2 and xB at
the respective average kinematics.
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−t Bin 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 〈Q2〉 Asin 2φUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.00 - 0.06 0.03 0.08 2.0 -0.066 ± 0.054 ± 0.019
0.06 - 0.14 0.10 0.10 2.6 -0.118 ± 0.063 ± 0.030
0.14 - 0.30 0.20 0.11 2.9 -0.185 ± 0.073 ± 0.047
0.30 - 0.70 0.41 0.12 3.5 -0.104 ± 0.118 ± 0.055
Q2 Bin 〈Q2〉 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 Asin 2φUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.0 - 1.5 1.2 0.08 0.06 -0.080 ± 0.064 ± 0.034
1.5 - 2.3 1.9 0.10 0.08 -0.170 ± 0.062 ± 0.044
2.3 - 3.5 2.8 0.12 0.11 -0.063 ± 0.073 ± 0.021
3.5 - 6.0 4.4 0.17 0.15 -0.184 ± 0.088 ± 0.047
6.0 - 10.0 7.2 0.23 0.25 0.008 ± 0.182 ± 0.035
xB Bin 〈xB〉 〈−t〉 〈Q2〉 Asin 2φUL ± stat. ± sys.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.03 - 0.07 0.05 0.10 1.4 -0.059 ± 0.057 ± 0.013
0.07 - 0.10 0.08 0.10 2.1 -0.258 ± 0.066 ± 0.053
0.10 - 0.15 0.12 0.12 3.1 -0.100 ± 0.073 ± 0.035
0.15 - 0.20 0.17 0.17 4.3 -0.082 ± 0.126 ± 0.045
0.20 - 0.35 0.24 0.21 6.2 0.124 ± 0.162 ± 0.095
Table 8.4: The amplitude Asin 2φUL of the sin 2φ harmonic of the longitudinal
target-spin asymmetry on the proton per kinematic bin in −t, Q2 and xB at
the respective average kinematics.
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−t Bin 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 〈Q2〉 Asin 3φUL ± stat.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.00 - 0.06 0.03 0.08 2.0 0.038 ± 0.053
0.06 - 0.14 0.10 0.10 2.6 0.006 ± 0.063
0.14 - 0.30 0.20 0.11 2.9 -0.081 ± 0.077
0.30 - 0.70 0.41 0.12 3.5 0.140 ± 0.122
Q2 Bin 〈Q2〉 〈−t〉 〈xB〉 Asin 3φUL ± stat.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
1.0 - 1.5 1.2 0.08 0.06 0.059 ± 0.063
1.5 - 2.3 1.9 0.10 0.08 -0.034 ± 0.064
2.3 - 3.5 2.8 0.12 0.11 0.011 ± 0.072
3.5 - 6.0 4.4 0.17 0.15 -0.040 ± 0.089
6.0 - 10.0 7.2 0.23 0.25 0.274 ± 0.204
xB Bin 〈xB〉 〈−t〉 〈Q2〉 Asin 3φUL ± stat.
(GeV2) (GeV2) (GeV2)
0.03 - 0.07 0.05 0.10 1.4 0.076 ± 0.057
0.07 - 0.10 0.08 0.10 2.1 -0.121 ± 0.066
0.10 - 0.15 0.12 0.12 3.1 0.062 ± 0.076
0.15 - 0.20 0.17 0.17 4.3 -0.040 ± 0.122
0.20 - 0.35 0.24 0.21 6.2 0.080 ± 0.170
Table 8.5: The amplitude Asin 3φUL of the sin 3φ harmonic of the longitudinal
target-spin asymmetry on the proton per kinematic bin in −t, Q2 and xB at
the respective average kinematics. The amplitude is extracted with the fit
function defined in Eq. 7.10.
Chapter 9
Conclusions and Outlook
In this thesis the measurement of the single-spin asymmetry in the cross
section of Deeply-Virtual Compton Scattering (DVCS) with respect to the
polarization of a longitudinally polarized proton target is described for the
first time. The asymmetry, also referred to as the Longitudinal Target Spin
Asymmetry (LTSA), allows access to the Generalized Parton Distribution
(GPD) H˜. The amplitudes AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL of the corresponding harmonics
of the azimuthal dependence of the asymmetry are sensitive to the twist-two
and twist-three part of the GPD H˜, respectively.
The LTSA is measured at average HERMES kinematics (〈−t〉 = 0.12
GeV2, 〈xB〉 = 0.10 and 〈Q2〉 = 2.5 GeV2) in the range −t < 0.7 GeV2,
0.03 < xB < 0.35 and 1 GeV2 < Q2 < 10 GeV2. The measured amplitudes
AsinφUL and A
sin 2φ
UL tend to be both negative. Although A
sin 2φ
UL is expected to be
suppressed with respect to AsinφUL by a factor of 0.2, the measured magnitude
of Asin 2φUL tends to be not smaller than that of A
sinφ
UL . This can be due to
possible sea quark contributions to the latter, which are expected to reduce
it.
The azimuthal dependence of the asymmetry on the variables −t, x, Q2
is measured as well. The results on the proton are compared with the results
of the LTSA measurements on the deuteron from Ref. [KY+05]. In case of
the t-dependence no difference is observed between proton and deuteron in
the first t-bin, where a sizable contribution of coherent scattering on the
deuteron is expected. For the other t-bins the azimuthal dependence of the
LTSA tends to be different between proton and deuteron. This could be
due to the contribution of the neutron to the incoherent scattering on the
deuteron. The LTSA on the neutron is more sensitive to the GPD H than
to H˜, compared to the proton case.
The kinematic dependences of the LTSA on proton and deuteron are com-
pared with theoretical calculations from Refs. [VGG01, Mül04]. The models
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used in these calculations are based on the phenomenological approach devel-
oped in Refs. [GPV01, BMK02]. The calculations are done with and without
skewness of the quarks, and with either the Regge-inspired or the factorized
ansatz for the t-dependence. The amplitude AsinφUL is found to be in good
agreement with both model calculations. The skewness has a weak influence
on the asymmetry. Due to limited statistics the data can not separate the
ansatz of the t-dependence. The proton results of these calculations are less
sensitive to the ansatz of the t-dependence because in the available models
the GPD H˜ has only a factorized t-dependence.
The measured amplitude Asin 2φUL tends to disagree with the model calcu-
lations that include only twist-two or Wandzura-Wilczek twist-three parts of
GPDs. The difference could be due to that part of twist-three GPDs which is
related to quark-gluon correlations in the nucleon and which is poorly known
from the theoretical point of view, at the moment. The upper estimate for
the full twist-three effects that contribute to the GPD H˜ is included in the
model calculations in Ref. [Mül04]. Although in case of Asin 2φUL also this model
tends to disagree with the data, it demonstrates that the dynamical twist-
three part of GPDs could be a possible explanation of the sizable amplitude
Asin 2φUL measured in this work. Hence more theoretical activity is needed in
this direction.
The measured LTSA is compared with the measurement of the LTSA in
DVCS on proton by the CLAS collaboration (JLAB) [CABE06]. The am-
plitudes of the sinφ and sin 2φ harmonics measured at average kinematics
of CLAS tend to be different from those reported in this thesis. The pos-
sible difference can be due to the different kinematic regions accessible by
the two experiments. The energy of the electron beam exploited by CLAS is
much smaller than that used by HERMES. Due to this fact the mean ξ at
CLAS is higher than that at HERMES, hence increasing the contributions of
other GPDs to the LTSA, with respect to the case of HERMES kinematics.
The −t and ξ-dependences of the sinφ amplitudes measured by both exper-
iments, together with theoretical calculations based on the formalism from
Ref. [GPV01], are compared. Although the calculations show differences in
the amplitudes at the kinematics of HERMES and CLAS, in the kinematic
regions of −t and ξ common for both experiments the measured amplitudes
are consistent.
Since the recoiling proton was not detected in the data sample used for
this analysis, the missing-mass technique is used for the selection of exclu-
sive BH/DVCS events. Monte-Carlo studies are done in order to estimate
the contribution of background processes to the measured asymmetry. Due
to the finite spectrometer resolution, the contribution of associated produc-
tion (excitation of nucleon resonances) to the selected sample is about 10%.
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Semi-inclusive DIS and exclusive pi0 production contribute at the level of 4%
and 1%, respectively. Since presently nothing is known about the asymmetry
of resonances produced in the DVCS process, their contribution to the mea-
sured asymmetry is included into the result. Exclusive and semi-inclusive pi0
background is taken into account in the systematic uncertainty.
With a newly installed Recoil Detector (RD) [HER02] at HERMES most
of the produced recoiling particles will be detected. This will strongly im-
prove the event selection in BH/DVCS analyses. The contribution of asso-
ciated production to the selected exclusive sample is expected to be reduced
to 1% and that of semi-inclusive background to much less than 1% [Kra05].
Hence a clean event separation will allow to improve earlier HERMES mea-
surements of beam-spin and beam-charge asymmetries [A+01a, Ell04]. The
RD will be operated only with an unpolarized target. Since the RD is sup-
posed to be used until the end of HERMES running, the LTSA measured
in this analysis uses all the data with longitudinally polarized target ever
accumulated at HERMES, and hence constitutes a final result.
The data with transverse target polarization taken in the period 2002-
2005 allow to measure the transverse target-spin asymmetry at HERMES. It
is expected to constrain the total angular momentum of u and d-quarks for
the first time [ENVY05].
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Appendix A
HELIX128 3.0 Production
Tests
A silicon recoil detector (see figure A.1) is presently being commissioned
at the HERMES experiment [HER02]. The main goal of the detector is
to detect and to measure the energy deposited by recoiling protons that
originate from exclusive processes like Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering
or meson production (see details in section 4.6). The detector contains 8
detector modules positioned around the target cell inside of the HERA beam
vacuum. Every silicon detector module contains two silicon sensors of the
Figure A.1: HERMES Silicon Recoil Detector
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TIGRE design produced by MICRON Semiconductors Ltd. The sensors are
300 µm thick, 99×99 mm2 double-sided silicon strip detectors with a readout
pitch of 758 µm and 128 readout channels per side. The silicon detector is
designed to detect protons within the momentum range from 0.1 GeV/c to
1.5 GeV/c that corresponds to the dynamic range of the energy deposited in
the silicon of 1 - 70 Minimum Ionizing Particles (MIPs).
The HELIX128 3.0 chip was chosen as frontend electronics for the silicon
sensor readout [KLS+02]. The dynamic range of the HELIX chip is not
sufficient for proton detection within the desired momentum range. A charge
division method was proposed to be used in order to fit the dynamic range
requirement [HER02]. The charge from the silicon sensor is shared between
a high and a low gain chip. The high gain chip gets most of the charge
and is needed to measure particles whose deposited energy in the sensor is
up to 20 times the amount deposited by a MIP. For lower energy particles
this chip is saturated and the low gain chip that gets a smaller fraction of
the deposited charge is used. This method was proven to be functional for
the first HERMES silicon recoil detector prototype [GKW+02], and it was
implemented to the final detector as well [HMG+05].
Because of the charge division lay-out the number of readout channels is
doubled. It results in 512 readout channels (4 HELIX chips) per module side
and 8192 channels (64 HELIX chips) for the whole silicon detector. On each
side of the silicon module the chips are daisy chained (4 chips) in order to
reduce the number of readout lines (1 readout line instead of 4). The total
number of required chips for the HERMES silicon recoil project is 104. It
includes 64 chips for the final detector readout plus 40 spare. These chips
were selected out of 6 wafers. Each wafer contains approximately 62 chips
to be tested.
Because of various possible production defects the chips can not be used
for the final detector without a full check of their functionality. This appendix
describes the procedure of chip selection, according to certain test and quality
criteria. The HELIX chip has been used by other experiments before. But
the unique design of the HERMES silicon recoil detector brings additional
requirements to the chip selection: The large sensor pitch requires that all
chip channels are fully functioning and the energy measurement requires a
uniform response to the injected charge over the channels.
The structure of this appendix is as follows. A short overview of the
silicon detector module is given in section A.1. The HELIX chip is described
in section A.2. The requirements to the chip are described in two sections,
the first one is about the test method (section A.3) and the other one about
the analysis of the chip’s response (section A.5). The test procedure and the
production test stand are described in section A.4. Chip sorting is discussed
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in section A.6.
A.1 Layout of the Silicon Module Control
Every silicon detector module is connected trough the Analog Clock Control
(ACC) module with the HeLix Control Unit (HLCU) and the Helix ADC
(HADC) (see figure A.2).
Tigre Sensors Hybrid HELIX
A
CC
HADC
HLCU
VM
E
Figure A.2: Schematic diagram of the silicon module control sequence. The
module contains 8 chips for readout, 4 chips per side.
The two silicon sensors of the module have 512 channel to be read out.
Because of the charge division lay-out the number of the readout channels
doubles, resulting in 1024 channels for one module.
The frontend readout chip HELIX128 3.0 has 128 input channels. For
reading out one module 8 chips are needed. The readout of the sensor’s p-
side and n-side is done via 4 daisy chained chips on every side. Every daisy
chain of chips is mounted on a separate circuit carrier, the so-called hybrid.
The hybrid is needed to distribute power, control and token signals among
the chained chips. It contains line drivers, pitch adaptor and charge division
capacitors. The hybrid is vacuum compatible and it was designed at DESY
especially for this project [R+04].
HLCU and HADC are VME modules. They were designed at NIKHEF
for the control and readout of the HELIX chips [LW ]. The HLCU supplies
the module with all the necessary clock and control signals. One HLCU
channel is needed for the module control. Every of eight chips of the module
has a unique address that allows the HLCU to access every chip separately.
The HADC digitizes the HELIX output. Additionally it can perform online
zero suppression and signal correction (see details in section A.5.1).
The ACC module is a repeater. It provides an interface for long signal
cables which will be used in the final setup.
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A.2 HELIX128 3.0
The HELIX128 3.0 [FB+97] was designed by the ASIC laboratory of Heidel-
berg University and manufactured in the 0.8 µm CMOS process by Austria
Mikrosysteme International GmbH. The chip contains 128 channels, each
of them (see figure A.3) has a charge sensitive preamplifier, followed by a
shaper whose output is sampled with the sampling clock Rclk into an analog
memory with 136 cells. The memory stores the charge until the trigger signal
arrives. Once the trigger arrives, the slice of the memory, which is defined by
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Figure A.3: Schematic diagram of the HELIX128 chip
a programmable chip parameter latency, is read out. The parameter latency
defines the number of Rclk clocks between the moment the event happened
and the moment when the trigger signal was received by the chip.
For all 128 channels of the chip the analog data from the selected memory
slice are transferred via a multiplexer to a serial readout line. The output
signal is synchronized with a readout clock Rclk (figure A.4). After the chain
of 128 analog output values a sequence of 8 digital ones follows, referred to
as trailer. This is digital information that contains the binary address of the
triggered memory slice. Altogether the chip’s output is a sequence of 136
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AnalogOut
AnalogOutDummy
DataValid
RClk
00 02 0 011 13 1 1
LSB MSB
127
Analog data Trailer
Figure A.4: Schematics of the HELIX serial readout.
values (128 analog + 8 digital values, not to be mixed up with the number
of memory slices) and it is referred to as AnalogOut.
In order to reduce the sensitivity of the output signal to the chip’s internal
fluctuations there exists an additional channel which has no input. This
extra channel has a complete electronic chain apart from the preamplifier.
The signal from this channel, referred to as AnalogDummyOut, is read out
in parallel to the other channels. It can be subtracted from the AnalogOut
signal in order to cancel the signal’s fluctuations generated by the chip.
Over the chip’s output the logic signal DataValid is generated. Since the
multiplexer gives an uncertainty in the readout moment of up to 4 clock
cycles, the chip’s output is not synchronized with the event trigger. Hence
the signal DataValid can be used as a trigger for the readout system.
Several HELIX128 chips can be daisy-chained in order to use one serial
line for their output readout. The output synchronization is done via a set
of readout tokens sent between chips in the daisy chain (see figure A.5).
The right side tokens (HTI, RTO, RTO) stand for communication with the
previous chip in the daisy chain and the left side tokens (HTO, RTI, RTI)
stand for communication with the next chip. For the last chip in the chain
HTO, RTI must be either short cut or for the chip versions 3.0 or higher
the chip must be programmed as the last one in order to get the daisy chain
running.
A special feature of the HELIX128-3.0 version is a failsafe mechanism
that allows to exclude broken chips from the readout chain (e.g. the central
chip on figure A.5). This is implemented via introduction of a second set of
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input padsinput pads input pads
Figure A.5: Schematics of the HELIX daisy chain tokens and fail safe tokens.
For the broken chip, fail safe tokens of the next and the previous chips are
used. In this case the broken chip is excluded from the readout in order to
keep the chain running.
synchronization tokens (FHTO, FRTI, FRTI and FHTI, FRTO, FRTO)
that can be switched on separately for the left or the right side, in order to
leave out the next or the previous (faulty) chip.
A set of programmable DAC registers allows to adjust the analog char-
acteristics of the chip. This makes it possible to select the most appropriate
operating point for the chip and reduce the negative effects of radiation dam-
age. Additionally, a set of programmable registers is available for the chip’s
timing adjustment (e.g. latency sets the number of clock cycles between the
moment the event was acquired and the moment of the system trigger deci-
sion). In order to program the chip’s parameters, the chip must be switched
to a programmable mode by a serial load (Sload) signal. The chip’s address,
the register’s code and the register’s setting are sent in series as a sequence
of digital signals through the line of the trigger signal. Six address pads can
be used to set the individual addresses for up to 64 chips.
For testing of the chip’s amplification stages, the HELIX can work in the
Test Pulse (TP) mode. With the rising edge of an externally supplied signal
(called TP signal) the charge equivalent to
• +2 MIP is injected into channels 1, 5, 9 ...
• +1 MIP is injected into channels 2, 6, 10 ...
• -1 MIP is injected into channels 3, 7, 11 ...
• -2 MIP is injected into channels 4, 8, 12 ...
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Figure A.6: Oscilloscope picture of the chip’s test pulse output for two TP
signal cycles. The output signal has a stair case shape that correspond to
the shape of the injected charge. For every next TP cycle the chip’s response
swaps the charge.
with 1 MIP being the charge equivalent to that produced by a Minimum
Ionizing Particle (MIP) traversing a silicon layer of 300 µm thickness (the
most probable amount of deposited charge is 24.000 e−). With every next
incoming TP signal the polarity of the injected charge is swapped. In the
TP mode the chip’s output looks like a stair case that goes up or down with
every new externally supplied TP signal (see figure A.6).
The comparator circuit implemented in the chip for the fast trigger op-
tion is beyond the scope of this work because this feature is be used in the
HERMES recoil silicon detector.
A.3 Test Method
Being an advanced electronic device the HELIX chip has a big variety of
parameters that must be checked before the chip can be used. The production
test procedure and chip selection criteria were developed based on test results
of the first 30 chips. The test procedure was done in two steps. First, the
online chip tests were performed and data were taken to test the chip’s analog
signal properties offline. This section describes the test method for those chip
parameters that can be checked online. Then an offline analysis of the taken
data was performed, which will be discussed in section A.5.
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A.3.1 Programming of the Chip’s Registers
In total 17 DAC registers allow to control the chip’s performance. They can
be divided into two groups. The first and the largest group is a set of DACs
that controls the chip’s behavior through all the amplification stages. The
second group controls the chip’s communication within the daisy chain. The
test methods for these two groups are different.
DAC Registers
Out of 17 chip registers 12 ones control the analog signal characteristics,
namely Ipre, Isha, Ibuf, Icomp, Ipipe, Isf, Idriver, Vfp, Vfs, Vd, Vdcl and
Voffset. There are several methods to check the proper register programming
and DAC settings. Their advantages and disadvantages are discussed below:
i) Measurements of output voltage levels of the DACs (the corresponding
pads are available on the chip).
+ the most direct and simple method to check the DAC settings.
− long cables and a voltmeter are needed, bringing additional noise
and instability to the system.
− most of the pads are located in the central part of the chip. That
makes the probability for an accidental chip scratch too high.
ii) Signal offline analysis for the default register settings.
+ No additional hardware is needed.
− Since data for at least two settings of every register must be taken,
the test time of every chip increases drastically. The amount of
stored information and the complexity of the offline analysis in-
creases as well.
iii) Power consumption measurements.
+ Almost no additional influence on the system.
− Not all the DAC registers can be checked via this method.
Method i) was rejected because of the technical problems mentioned above.
A combination of methods ii) and iii) was used for checking DAC settings.
The signal analysis is a general method of the overall control of the chip
functionality and it is described later in section A.5. It was used as a cross
check to the power consumption method.
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Register setting
Register Min. Current Max. Current Default
Ipre not reliable 80
Isha 20 220 40
Ibuf 10 220 40
Icomp 10 210 40
Ipipe 10 220 32
Isf 10 220 40
Idriver 10 220 36
Vfp not sensitive 142
Vfs not sensitive 208
VcompRef not needed −
Vref 220 10 142
Vd not sensitive 80
Vdcl 10 220 186
Voff not sensitive 186
Table A.1: Register settings for the maximum and minimum chip’s power
consumption for the power line +2 V. The last column shows the default
settings of the chip registers.
The settings of the chip’s registers influence the chip’s behavior and its
power consumption. With a DC meter connected to the power line +2 V
the difference between the maximum and minimum power consumption of
the chip was measured for every register (while the other registers were pro-
grammed to their default values) in order to make a decision on the proper
functionality of the register’s DAC. Settings of the chip’s registers for the
maximum and minimum power consumption were determined from the mea-
surements of the first 30 tested chips, where every register was scanned over
its DAC setting range (from 0 to 220) with a step of 10 (see figure A.7). The
results of the measurements together with chip’s default settings are given
in table A.1.
As it follows from the power scan results, the method can not be used for
the registers Ipre, Vfp, Vfs, Vd and Voff. Those need a special treatment:
Ipre The chip was switched into TP mode and Ipre was set to 1 (minimal
register value). In this case the chip’s preamplifiers do not work and
only pedestal levels are at the chip’s output. The absence of the TP
at the chip’s output was used as a criterion for the proper register
programming.
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Ipre Isha Ibuf
Icomp Ipipe Isf
Idrv Vfp Vfs
Vref Vd Vdcl
Voff
Figure A.7: Dependence of the chip’s current consumption vs. the register
setting. The other registers are set to their default values. The current
consumption for the default register settings 309±56 mA is subtracted. The
measurements are done for the power line +2 V.
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Vfs, Vd, Voff For these registers there are ranges in their settings within
which the chip is not functional. In order to check the proper program-
ming of these registers they were programmed to be in such a mode,
namely Vfs was set to 80, Vd to 20, Voff to 220. The absence of any
output from the chip was the required criterion.
Vfp This register doesn’t affect the chip’s behavior until the chip is irra-
diated [Vel03]. Hence for a non irradiated chip the only way to check
the proper Vfp DAC setting is to probe the pad # 271 [FB+97] that is
located in the middle of the chip. This method was not used because
of the danger to scratch the chip during probing and this register was
left unchecked.
Communication Registers
There are several other registers used for timing adjustment, control of the
functionality of the chip’s logics and the communication of the daisy chain:
latency The timing of the system must be carefully adjusted in order to
readout the chip’s response to the injected charge correctly. The chip
was switched to TP mode (for detail see section A.4.2) and the proper
TP running mode was a criterion of the correct register programming,
clkdiv switches the chip between normal daisy chain running mode and
fail safe mode. Its proper programming was checked together with the
chip’s tokens (see section A.3.2),
SyncReg defines the generated Error signal (for detail see section A.3.4).
This feature is not used in the project, therefore it was not checked,
TokenDelay defines the number of Rclk cycles until the chip starts its
analog output. For the production test stand this means the delay in
output between the driver chip and the chip under test in the daisy
chain (for detail see section A.3.2). The proper chip’s trailer digitaliza-
tion assured the proper register programming.
A.3.2 Running Modes and Control Tokens
In the final silicon detector 4 chips are daisy chained. This brings the re-
quirement of a full check of the synchronization token set (HTO, RTI, HTI,
RTO) as well as the fail safe token set (FHTO, FRTI, FHTI, FRTO) (see
figure A.5). For every chip its ability to run as the first and as the last in
the daisy chain was checked as well.
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In order to check these two sets of synchronization tokens a daisy chain of
two chips was made allowing to run in both regular and fail safe mode. The
first chip in the daisy chain is referred to as the driver chip. It was used
as the reference chip with proved functionality of the daisy chain tokens and
Fail Safe Mechanism (FSM). The second chip was the Chip Under Test
(ChUT). In this case the proper functionality of the right side tokens (HTI,
RTO, FHTI, FRTO) was checked automatically, for the left side tokens
(HTO, RTI, FHTO, FRTI) a jumper between HTO and RTI was imple-
mented (see figure A.9). Programming of the two chips in various running
modes together with the opened or closed jumper allowed to check the func-
tionality of the tokens of the ChUT. The settings of the chips and the jumper
position used for the token tests are shown in table A.2. The chip’s running
modes were varied by setting the register clkdiv, therefore proper program-
ming of this register was checked automatically. As result the ChUT was
checked for the following possible problems:
• RTO or HTI token is out of order,
• can not run as the last chip,
• always runs as the last chip,
• does not switch into right side FSM,
• does not switch into right side FSM when the chip is the last one,
• does not switch into left side FSM,
• left side FSM doesn’t work when the chip is the first one,
• HTO or RTI token is out of order,
• does not run as the first chip,
• can not run being programmed as the first and the last chip in the
chain,
• always runs as the last chip being programmed as the first one,
• left side FSM works only when the chip is the last one,
• can switch into right FSM but does not work in this mode,
• can not run as the first chip,
• can not run being completely switched into fail safe mode (both sides).
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Two interesting features of the FSM were found from the chip token test:
- Being programmed as the last chip it does not work in right side FSM
(communication with the previous chip in the daisy chain). As a
workaround of this problem the pads of RTI and HTO tokens
must be bonded together for the last chip in the daisy chain.
This allows the chip to run not being programmed as the last chip in
the daisy chain.
- The chip stops running when both its left and right sides are pro-
grammed to work in FSM. No workaround of this feature was found
but for the silicon recoil detector, where the daisy chain is made out of
4 chips, this mode is never needed.
A.3.3 Reset
The memory slice counter is reset once the chip receives the reset (low level
of reset) signal. In order to test it the timing of the reset signal and the
latency were adjusted in such a way that in the case of the proper chip reset
the second memory slice of the chip’s memory was read out (for detail see
section A.4.2). Hence the corresponding trailer information was a proof of
the chip’s proper reset.
A.3.4 Synchronicity Monitor
The synchronicity monitor circuit checks the signals of the neighboring chips
in the daisy chain to assure synchronous operation. Depending on the setting
of the register SyncReg and the input signals SyncIn<i> from the next chip
in the daisy chain the chip generates the set of output synchronization signals
SyncOut<i> (i = 1...5). An error signal is generated in the case of some
system deviations, allowing to trace problems. In the case of the HERMES
silicon recoil detector this monitoring feature is used only partially. The
error signal is not read out and only the SyncOut<5>, SyncIn<5> and
SyncOut<4>, SyncIn<4> signals are used in order to make the system’s
Data Valid signal, needed for ADC triggering (see section A.4.2 for details).
The output synchronization signals SyncOut<5> and SyncOut<4> were
probed by an oscilloscope in order to check their levels and widths.
A.3.5 Addressing
Every chip can be set into the most appropriate running conditions by varying
the programmable registers. A unique address can be assigned to the chip
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by applying high (+2 V, logical 1) or low (−2 V, logical 0) levels to its 6
address pads (Id<0> ... Id<5>). These pads were checked by setting all
possible address combinations for the chip under test. For each combination
the chip was programmed and its response was detected.
A.4 Production Test Stand
Figure A.8: Production test stand
For the HELIX production tests a test stand was designed and assembled
at DESY Zeuthen (see figure A.8). The test stand included a pulse generator
that simulated the HERA clock (10.4 MHz) needed for running the chip. A
power supply module with floating ground provided the power levels +2 V
and −2 V. A multimeter Keithly 2001 was used for measurements of the
chip’s power consumption. The main components of the stand were the
HELIX probe card and the HELIX driver card mounted on the probe station,
connected through the test board to the HLCU and ADC.
The HELIX probe card gave access to all the necessary pads of the ChUT
(see figure A.10), the driver card supplied all the control signals and voltage
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levels to the reference HELIX chip (driver chip) mounted on the card and to
the probe card (see figure A.9). The driver chip and the ChUT run in daisy
chain mode. This allowed to make tests of the daisy chain tokens and fail
safe tokens of the ChUT without direct measurements of the token signals
(see section A.3.2). The driver chip was also used for monitoring the system
stability.
In order to test the parameters of the final ACC module (see figure A.2),
the test board was used for the signal transfer and power supply interface.
Since the output of the HELIX chip has an uncertainty of up to four clock
cycles with respect to the event trigger, an additional signal is needed to
trigger the ADC. Important feature of the test board was the generation of
the signal correlated with the output of the daisy chain; this is referred to
as Data V alid (not to be mixed up with the data valid signal generated by
the HELIX chip).
Figure A.9: Driver card with the driver chip mounted on top of it and the
probe card. The insert shows a magnification of the chip under test.
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Figure A.10: Probe Card Map. The dark pads are probed by the card.
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A.4.1 Hardware Components
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Figure A.11: Schematics of the production test stand.
The electronics scheme of the test stand is shown in figure A.11. The
HERA clock frequency was imitated with a pulse generator. The trigger
signal for the chip was produced from the prescaled clock signal via a pro-
grammable prescaler SIS3802. The test pulse and the HELIX reset signals
were delivered from the delayed trigger signal. A programmable delay (fig-
ure A.12) was set up for the automatization of the production tests. Using
this delay the data taking process for the chip latencies 10 and 100 did not
need manual timing adjustments.
Control signals were supplied to the chain of two chips (through the test
board) by the HLCU module. This module with a VME interface was de-
signed by NIKHEF [LW ] and produced by Glasgow University. The chip’s
address levels were set remotely by the I/O register SIS 3610. The output
signal of the two daisy chained chips was digitized by a CAEN V729A ADC
(originally the readout of the test stand was supposed to be done via HADC,
but because of its production delay another ADC was finally used in the test
stand). Additionally, various NIM electronics have been used, namely 4 dual
timer modules from CAEN for fine time tuning.
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Figure A.12: Schematics of the programmable delay. The delay is based on
the programmable prescaler, therefore the step of the delay is defined by the
clock frequency (for 10.4 MHz the delay step is 96 ns). Delay limitations:
The maximum delay length is defined by the width of the signal after the
dual timer module. The trigger period should be at least twice as shorter as
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A.4.2 Test Stand Timing
The HELIX chip requires several control signals, namely the sampling clock
(Sclk), readout clock (Rclk), trigger, test pulse (TP), serial load (Sload),
reset signals (reset) (for detail see section A.2). Synchronization of these
signals is essential for proper chip functionality.
The input signal after amplification and shaping must be sampled possibly
at its maximum as shown in figure A.13. The sampling moment is defined by
the delay Sclk Delay of the falling edge of the Sclk clock with respect to the
event moment. For the production tests the test pulse of the chip was used
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Figure A.13: HELIX timing
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for the simulation of the charge produced due to a physics event at the chip’s
input. Hence the delay Sclk Delay between the rising edge of the test pulse
(event moment) and the falling edge of the sampling clock must be adjusted
in such a way that the chip’s output signal gets its maximum. Note that
since Sclk and Rclk are the same signals for the silicon recoil detector, the
readout moment of the chip also depends on the delay Sclk Delay.
Another important issue is the parameter latency programmed into the
chip for proper event readout. In general, this value can be evaluated as:
latency = trigger decision time · sampling clock frequency,
where the trigger decision time is the time needed by the system for the
trigger decision after the moment when the event happened. Since for the
test stand the event was simulated by the test pulse, the latency parameter
can be calculated as:
latency = (trigger moment− test pulse moment) · clock frequency.
The chips were tested with the latency 10 and 100, meaning 10 and 100 Sclk
cycles between the event moment and the moment the chip receives trigger.
The timing of the control signals, chip tokens and chip’s output signal
for two daisy chained chips are shown in figures A.14 and A.15. The time
related requirements to the HELIX control signals at the production test
stand are as following (see figure A.11):
Sclk is the same as the HERA clock but delayed by HLCU. Since Sclk also
defines readout clock Rclk, in order to simplify timing adjustment of
the test stand, Sclk was used as a reference for adjustment of other
signals.
Test pulse is a prescaled clock signal. It passes through the HLCU without
modification. TP was additionally delayed within one clock cicle with
respect to the Sclk, in order to set the proper sampling moment of the
of the injected charge. Note that the TP signal must be longer than
the chip’s output in order to avoid its influence on the chip’s output.
Trigger is a prescaled clock signal as the TP. It must be additionally delayed
with respect to the TP signal in order to comply with the latency value
100 (100 · 96 ns = 9.6 µs). Since the trigger is synchronized by the
HLCU with Sclk [LW ], in order to avoid ambiguity in synchronization
the trigger signal must contain exactly one full clock cycle of the HERA
clock.
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Figure A.14: Oscilloscope plots for the control signals of the chip under test.
The uppest curve stands for the Data Valid signal, generated by the test
board. The middle curve for the output signals of the driver chip and CHuT.
The lowest curve for the measured signal.
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Figure A.15: Oscilloscope plots for the control signals of the chip under test.
Notations are the same as in figure A.14
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Serial load is generated by the HLCU and is synchronized with Sclk. Nor-
mally no adjustment is needed.
Reset is supplied externally and is synchronized with Sclk by the HLCU.
At the test stand this signal was derived from the TP signal.
Note that the HLCU synchronizes almost all the HELIX control signals.
Hence the signals must be measured after the HLCU module. The module
allows also additional fine timing adjustments via its programmable delays.
As it was mentioned before the chip’s output signal is not synchronized
with the event trigger signal because of the up to 4 Rclk cycles ambiguity in
the multiplexer output. There are several ways of getting the HELIX readout
trigger synchronized with the chip’s output, namely:
1. Using the chip’s internal data valid signal.
2. Making it out of SyncOut<4> or SyncOut<5>. These two signals are
the logical multiplication of the data valid signals of all the chips in
the daisy chain (SyncOut<4> is the logically inverted SyncOut<5>).
This method is more suitable for daisy chained chips.
3. Producing the trigger out of the chip’s output signal.
Since in the silicon recoil detector daisy chains are implemented, the second
method is used there. For the production test stand the third method was
used because of its simplicity.
Finally one should take care about the proper signal sampling at the ADC
input.
A.4.3 Labeling of Chips
The chips supplied for tests were originally produced on wafers. Then the
wafers were cut and the chips were glued onto a special “blue tape”. Only
after that the chips were labeled and tested. Being on the “blue tape” the
chips kept the position they had on the wafer. The schematics of the wafer
and the labeling method is shown in figure A.16. For every column a letter
from “A” to “G” and for every row a number from 1 to 14 was assigned and
therefore every chip on the wafer got a unique label, for instance “D8” meant
the chip from the column D and the row 8.
To every wafer a number from 1 to 6 was assigned:
- Wafer # 904 6DA00 015 → # 1
- Wafer # 904 6DA00 002 → # 2
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Figure A.16: Schematics of the chip’s labeling. The wafer’s labels are located
on its bottom side.
- Wafer # 904 6DA00 021 → # 3
- Wafer # 920 3EA00 034 → # 4
- Wafer # 920 3EA00 032 → # 5
- Wafer # 920 3EA00 033 → # 6
The final chip’s label contained both the wafer number and the chip’s location
on the wafer, for instance W2B8, where W2 stands for the wafer and B8
stands for the location on the wafer.
A.4.4 Test Sequence
During the production test most of the chip parameters were checked fully
automatically. The whole test procedure was done by one program that
navigated the test stand operator through the procedure, asking to perform
various actions needed for the test. The test procedure was set up in the
following way:
1. The operator puts a new untested chip under the probe card and gets
the system of two daisy chained chips running. Note that the first chip
in the daisy chain is the chip on the driver card (driver chip), it remains
the same for testing all other chips. The last chip in the chain is a Chip
Under Test (ChUT).
2. The program requires to enter the unique chip label. All information
related to the test is stored in the directory named as the ChUT.
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3. Both chips are initially programmed to the default values by the pro-
gram. The latency is set to 10, the ChUT is NOT programmed as the
last chip in the daisy chain.
4. Check of the control tokens of the ChUT (see section A.3.2).
5. The operator is asked to check the SyncOut<4> and SyncOut<5>
signals with the oscilloscope’s probe. The signals must have the levels
±2 V and their width must by the same as that of the AnalogOut signal.
6. At this point the probe station must be covered by a light tight cover
in order to avoid light influence on the system up to the end of the test.
7. The chip address is varied via the I/O register. The chip’s address pads
1 ... 5 are checked.
8. Registers Vfs, Vd and Voff of the ChUT are programmed one after
another to values 80, 20 and 200, respectively. Each register is ac-
cepted as functional if the ChUT stops running for this register being
programmed to the corresponding value (see section A.3.1).
9. The ChUT is switched to test pulse mode. The operator is asked to
confirm it. This point is important in the test sequence, since the
proper functionality of the test pulse means not only that the chip’s
memory cell parameters can be tested but also that the latency register
is programmed properly.
10. The register Ipre of the ChUT is set to 1. In this case the preamplifiers
of the chip are turned off and amplification of the input charge becomes
impossible. Hence no test pulse at the chip’s output can be observed.
Absence of the TP for the ChUT is a criterion of register functionality.
11. HELIX reset signal is switched on. Once the signal comes to the chip
the memory cell counter is reset. The timing of the system was adjusted
in such a way that after the reset the memory slice number 2 was read
out every time when the chip was triggered. If the trailer of the ChUT
shows the readout slice number to be 2, the reset of the chip is accepted
to be good.
12. The system is switched into so-called “resonance” mode. In this mode
the trigger is prescaled in such a way that the same memory slice is
accessed with every readout. This effect was observed for the first time
during the setup mounting and was used for accessing all the slices of
the chip memory. The operator is asked to confirm the chip being in
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such a mode (the trailer of the ChUT must show the same read out
memory slice). If it is not the case the operator is asked to run a special
program that looks for the “resonance” prescaler factor of the trigger.
Once this factor is found it is increased by 1, increasing the trigger
delay by 1 HERA clock cycle. That allows access to the next memory
slice with every new trigger.
13. The registers that affect the chip’s power consumption are tested (see
section A.3.1). The difference between maximum and minimum power
consumption for every register was measured by the multimeter Keithly
2001 controlled by the labview program via the GPIB interface.
14. latency 10 measurements. For the pedestal measurements 10000 events
are taken. For the test pulse mode 20000 events. The factor two in the
number of events comes from the fact that two different charges are
injected into every HELIX channel in case of the TP.
15. latency 100 measurements. The same amount of data is taken as for
the latency 10 measurements.
16. The test results are written into an automatically generated log file.
The test is over. The operator disconnects the probe card and moves
to the next untested chip.
A.5 Analysis of the Memory Cell Properties
The offline analysis of the data accumulated for every chip in the pedestal and
test pulse measurements was done in two steps. First, individual properties
of the memory cells were studied, namely pedestal levels, noise and influence
on the amplification of the injected charge. Then the chips were selected
according to the requirements of the silicon recoil detector project.
For the noise measurements (see detail in section A.5.1) pedestal runs each
of 10000 events were taken. The chip’s internal test pulse was the only option
to test the amplification properties without probing the chip’s input channels
(this would have increased the price of the probe card and would have made
its operation more difficult). For the test pulse 20000 events were taken per
chip. Every memory cell of every chip was probed (128 channels · 136 slices
results in 17408 cells per chip). The average number of events accumulated
per memory cell is 70 (minimal 50), hence the average statistical error of the
measured parameter is about 12%.
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In total 372 chips were tested (6 wafers) from which 150 passed all the
requirements. Only 104 chips are needed for the recoil project. A procedure
developed to select the best chips for the project is described in section A.6.
The expected value of the latency for the final detector is about 10,
therefore the data taken for this latency is in the scope of interest. The data
for latency 100, meaning long storage time of the charge by the memory cells,
is used to reject the chips with charge leakage in the memory cells.
A.5.1 Representation of the Chip’s Output Signal
The chip’s output signal PHk,mi can be described as a sum of the following
components:
PHk,mi = S
k,m
i + P
k,m +Nk,mi + Ci, (A.1)
where i and k denote the event and the channel number respectively, m is
the memory slice number and:
Sk,mi is the response of the chip to the injected charge;
P k,m is the DC-offset of the memory cell (pedestal level);
Nk,mi is the individual random noise contribution of the memory cell (Gaus-
sian distributed);
Ci is a random voltage offset, common for all channels of the chip, with mean
value zero, usually called Common Mode Noise (CMN).
After the pedestal measurements (with no charge injected to the chip’s
input: Sk,mi = 0) the pedestal level of every memory cell can be calculated
as:
P k,m =
1
Nmevents
Nmevents∑
i=1
PHk,mi , (A.2)
where Nmevents is the number of events taken for the memory slice m. The
CMN can be calculated for each event individually by evaluating the following
formula:
Ci =
1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(PHk,mi − P k,m), (A.3)
where P k,m is taken from the pedestal measurements (Eq. A.2) and averaging
is done over the channels without hits (N∗channels is the number of such chan-
nels. Note that N∗channels = Nchannels in the case Ski = 0, where Nchannels is
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the total number of channels used for CMN calculation). Hence the response
of the chip to the injected charge, corrected for the CMN, can be extracted:
Sk,mi +N
k,m
i = PH
k,m
i − P k,m − Ci. (A.4)
For the case of pedestal measurements (Ski = 0) the RMS ofN
k,m
i distribution
for each memory cell can be extracted, yielding the memory cell’s noise levels.
In this formalism the properties of the single memory cell can be studied,
namely its influence on the injected charge amplification and its noise.
HADC Signal Correction
The signal representation shown in Eq. A.1 differs from the one that was used
in earlier analyses [KLS+02] and implemented in the online signal correction
of the HADC module. The pedestal subtraction and CMN compensation of
the HADC is based on a representation where the parameters are averaged
over all memory cells in the channel. The signal representation in this case
is
PHk,mi = S˜
k,m
i + P˜
k +Nk,mi + C˜i, (A.5)
where the indices are the same as in Eq. A.1 and
P˜ k =
1
Nevents
Nevents∑
i=1
PHk,mi , (A.6)
where the sum runs over all the events with S˜k,mi = 0 for all the memory
cells. Hence P˜ k represents the pedestal level of the channel k (averaged over
m). The common mode noise correction in this case is
C˜i =
1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(PHk,mi − P˜ k), (A.7)
where N∗channels is the same as in Eq. A.3. The relation between two CMN
definitions (Eq. A.3 and Eq. A.7) can be derived as:
C˜i = Ci +
1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(P k,m − P˜ k), (A.8)
where the difference comes from the offset between the memory cell pedestal
P k,m and the channel pedestal P˜ k, which is averaged over the memory cells.
The difference in the signal representation for these two methods can be
derived:
S˜k,mi − Sk,mi = (P k,m − P˜ k)−
1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(P k,m − P˜ k). (A.9)
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Eqs. A.6 and A.8 show that the chip’s signal Sk,mi contains more infor-
mation than S˜k,mi because the latter does not include individual memory cell
properties that are averaged in P˜ k and C˜i, giving additional smearing to the
signal. The difference in the signal representations shown in Eq. A.9 is re-
quired to be small with respect to the noise of the system Nk,mi . If not it
must be calibrated out.
A.5.2 Chip Selection
The primary goal of the production test was to select good chips out of the
tested ones. This means that the chip must be fully operational (as discussed
in section A.3) and must have no faulty channels or memory cells. For this
task the signal representation was used as it is defined in Eq. A.1. This
method is better with respect to the HADC method (see Eq. A.5), where
individual memory cell parameters are integrated over, making it possible to
hide single cell failures. For instance, a broken memory cell (see figure A.17),
being the most common failure of the HELIX chip, can only be detected by
analyzing the individual memory cell properties.
Figure A.17: The pedestal levels of the HELIX memory cells. The left side
plot is for a good chip. The right one shows the case of a single broken
memory cell. Its pedestal level is far above the level of the other cells.
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Parameters to be Checked
The chip selection was done in two steps. First, the distributions of the test
parameters were obtained which allowed to define the accepted ranges of the
parameters. Afterwards the chips with outlying parameters were rejected.
The chip properties monitored during the chip selection procedure are listed
below:
1. Pedestal levels of the chip (figure A.18.a): Chips with one or more
broken channels were rejected,
2. Memory cell noise (RMS of pedestal distribution of the memory cells)
(figure A.18.b): Chips with unstable (noisy) memory cells were re-
jected,
3. Difference of the pedestal levels between individual memory cells and
averaged over the cells of the channel (figure A.18.c): Chips with broken
memory cells were rejected,
4. Response of the channel to the test pulse (both stair cases): Reject the
channels with faulty amplifiers,
5. Difference in the response to the test pulse between individual memory
cells and averaged over the cells of the channel (figure A.19): Rejects
broken memory cells,
6. Level of the high bit and low bit trailers,
7. Trailer level spread: Rejects instable trailers.
As a result 153 chips were found to have no defects. The next task was to
select the best 104 chips for the silicon recoil detector.
Parameters of the Selected Chips
In order to understand the measured chip properties the setup must be cal-
ibrated. This was done by using the response difference of every channel
to the positive and negative injected test pulses, scaled down by the docu-
mented charge difference in equivalent MIP units (for the channels that get
charge equivalent to ±2 MIPs, the scale factor is 4, for ±1 MIP it is 2).
After averaging over all the channels and chips, the signal equivalent to
the one produced by a MIP was set to be equivalent to 150 ADC
channels for the test stand measurements.
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Figure A.18: Normalized distributions of the pedestal related parameters for
all chips that passed the selection. Panel a: pedestal levels of the channels of
all such chips. Panel b: noise of all the memory cells. Panel c: spread of the
pedestal levels of the memory cells within one channel. Panel d: the same as
panel c, but the spread is measured after the CMN correction, as defined in
Eq. A.5 (HADC method).
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selection.
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According to the recoil detector requirements the most important param-
eters are those that stand for the efficiency of 1 MIP detection, namely the
noise of the system and the memory cell uniformity within a channel for
both pedestal levels and signal amplification. For the production test stand
the noise was about 7.4 ADC channels, corresponding to 0.05 MIP
(see figure A.18.b). The non-uniformity of the injected charge amplifica-
tion within a channel (dependence of the amplification on the memory cell
number) can be calibrated out, but a method is needed that can give re-
liable calibration results for every memory cell within reasonable time. At
the moment no such method is available. In this work the measured mem-
ory cell spread was found to be about 10 ADC channels or 0.066 MIP (see
figure A.19), no dependence on the amount of charge or its sign was found.
The memory cell spread of the pedestal levels within a channel was mea-
sured to be 42 ADC channels or 0.28 MIP (figure A.18.c). It contributes the
highest uncertainty to the measured signal and makes the efficiency of a MIP
registration too low. The uncertainty in memory cell pedestal levels can be
easily calibrated out by regular pedestal measurements in order to compen-
sate the known fluctuations of the chip’s pedestal levels. The restriction is
that the memory cell pedestal measurements need reliable statistics for every
cell; this requires too long time of data taking in the present HERMES DAQ
configuration.
Spread of the Pedestal Levels of the Memory Cells
The measured memory cell spread (see figure A.18.c) would make the regis-
tration of MIPs extremely inefficient. However the situation improves when
the HADC compensation of the CMN (see Eq. A.5) is applied to the chip’s
output signal. In figure A.18.d the memory cell spread corrected according to
the HADC method is shown. In this case the spread is 6.2 ADC channels or
0.04 MIP giving a factor seven of improvement with respect to the correction
of the CMN for every memory cell.
In order to find the reason of such an improvement the difference between
the two CMN definitions should be investigated. The spread of the pedestal
levels of the memory cells within a channel is given by P k,m − P˜ k, where
P k,m and P˜ k are defined in the Eqs. A.2 and A.6, respectively. The spread
corrected by HADC is given by P˜ k,m − P˜ k, where P˜ k,m is the pedestal level
of the memory cell m of the channel k calculated as in Eq. A.2, but with
contribution of the CMN C˜i (see Eq. A.7):
P˜ k,m =
1
Nmevents
Nmevents∑
i=1
(PHk,mi − C˜i), (A.10)
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with notations as in Eq. A.2. Since the sum in Eq. A.10 does not run over
all memory cells of the channel as in Eq. A.7, the mean value of C˜i is not
zero and therefore the pedestal level of a memory cell P˜ k,m is biased. Using
Eq. A.8 the biased pedestal level of the memory cell can be written as:
P˜ k,m = P k,m − 1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(P k,m − P˜ k). (A.11)
Hence the corrected by HADC memory cell pedestal spread is defined as:
P˜ k,m − P˜ k = (P k,m − P˜ k)− 1
N∗channels
N∗channels∑
k=1
(P k,m − P˜ k), (A.12)
meaning that the improvement in the corrected memory cell spread comes
from the fact that the sum 1
N∗
channels
∑N∗channels
k=1 (P
k,m− P˜ k) is close to the value
of the “real” spread (P k,m− P˜ k). This can be explained by the existence of a
structure for every memory slice along the chip channels that shows up in a
similar offset of the memory cells pedestal levels from their channel’s pedestal
levels within the given cell slice. The visual explanation of this effect can be
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Figure A.20: Difference between the pedestal levels of the memory cells and
the corresponding pedestal levels of the channels.
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seen in figure A.20, where the difference between the memory cell pedestals
and the channel pedestal is shown for one chip. The difference is similar
over all the channels within the same memory slice. Hence according
to Eq. A.12 the CMN calculated with the HADC method (see Eq. A.7)
corrects the measured signal for the spread of the memory cell pedestals
within a channel.
Since the HADC is used in the silicon recoil detector, this undocumented
HELIX feature implies that the uncertainty for the memory cell pedestal
spread is about 0.04 MIP (see figure A.18.d). Hence this uncertainty con-
tributes to the measured signal similar to the noise and the amplification
memory cell spread (see figure A.19). Note that the zero suppression imple-
mented in the HADC modules does not affect the signal, because it is done
after the CMN correction.
A.6 Chip Sorting
As the result of the chip selection procedure 153 chips passed all requirements.
These chips had no defects and could be used in the project. For the readout
of the silicon recoil detector only 104 chips are needed - 16 hybrids will be
mounted for the silicon sensor readout and the others will be used as spares
ones (one hybrid contains 4 daisy chained chips). In order to select the best
chips out of 153 for the project, a chip sorting procedure was performed as
described below in this section.
The selected chips were divided into two groups. The group with the
best chip’s performance is used for high gain readout in order to get higher
efficiency of MIPs detection. The other group are used for the low gain
channel readout. Within these two groups the best chips will be used for the
sensor’s n-side because of its higher capacitance that causes higher losses of
the deposited charge [GKW+02].
A.6.1 Sorting Procedure
As it was already discussed in section A.5.2 three chip parameters stand for
the efficiency of the MIP detection and the resolution of the deposited energy.
The parameters are the chip noise, spread of the memory cells in pedestal
levels and in amplification. The other chip parameters were not included in
the sorting procedure. A method based on assigning scores to the relevant
parameters was developed. These parameters are:
Average Chip Noise (ACN): mean value of the noise distribution of all
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the memory cells of a single chip. Note that the RMS of the distribution
was not included in the sorting procedure, as it was found to be small.
Pedestal Memory Cell Spread (PMCS): RMS of the distribution of the
pedestal spread of the memory cells within the channels for a single
chip.
Amplification Memory Cell Spread (AMCS): the RMS of the distri-
bution of the amplification spread of the memory cells within the chan-
nels for a single chip.
The distributions of these three parameters were made for all 153 selected
chips (see figure A.21, left panels). The obtained ranges of the parameters
were divided into 5 equal subranges. Each subrange was assigned the score
20, 10, 5, 1 or 0.5, where the subrange with the best value of the parameter
got the highest score.
In addition, the contribution of every parameter was weighted. The high-
est weight factor 3 was assigned to the parameter AMCS because it is very
difficult to calibrate this uncertainty out. The ACN parameter got the
smaller weight factor 2 because, on the one hand, the least noisy chips are
required, but on the other hand, the noise conditions in the production test
area can be completely different for the final setup. The PMCS parame-
ter got the lowest weight factor 1 because of the possibility to calibrate this
uncertainty out. After being weighted the scores for the parameters were
summed up and the total score for every chip was evaluated. The chips that
got the highest scores were the best according to the project’s requirements.
Next, the chips were divided into 3 groups. First, for the chips that
are used in the project (first two groups) the upper cuts were set to the
parameters, namely for AMCS it was set to 14, for PMCS and ACN to
10. Then the score range was divided into 3 subranges so that the groups 1
and 2 contained the necessary number of chips (52 each). The dependence
of the parameters AMCS, PMCS and ACN on the chip’s score with the
cuts applied for every chip group is shown in figure A.21.
A.6.2 Results
As the result of the online chip tests, offline chip selection and sorting proce-
dure, two chip groups (52 chips each) were selected for the silicon detector.
The distributions of the parameters AMCS, PMCS and ACN for each
group are shown in figure A.22 and, as it was expected, the chips from the
group 1 (high gain chips) have better performance than the chips from the
group 2 (low gain chips).
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Figure A.21: Left: distribution of the chip’s parameters used for the sorting
procedure. Right: dependence of the chip parameter on the chip’s score. The
numbers correspond to the groups (explained in the text).
Note that although the influence of these parameters on the final de-
tector performance is very important, under the running conditions of the
production test stand the chip behavior can be different from that in the real
detector due to the facts that:
- the chip under test was connected to the supply signals and voltage via
the probe card needles that work as input capacitance to all the chip’s
pads and also as antenna,
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Figure A.22: Distributions of the chip’s parameters for the chips selected for
the silicon detector project. Left panels are for the chips of the group 1 (high
gain chips). Right panels are for the chips of the group 2 (low gain chips).
The open histogram shows the distributions for all the chips that passed the
production test.
- the driver card and the probe card were connected together via long
cables.
- the connection contacts of the probe card to the chip under test were
not perfect.
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These points give additional uncertainties to the behavior of the chip under
test. Hence the described production tests and the chip’s sorting procedure
should be considered as the way to study the relative chip’s properties with-
out absolute calibration of the measured parameters of the chips.
A.7 Conclusion
For the HERMES silicon recoil detector the production test of the frontend
readout chip HELIX128 3.0 is done. The production test stand was designed
and built at DESY Zeuthen. It included unique components, specially de-
signed for this production test, such as the chip’s probe card and the chip’s
driver card. The daisy chain of the driver chip and the chip under test was
used in order to test the daisy chain and the fail safe tokens. The power con-
sumption test method was developed and used for checking proper register
programming. Every memory cell of the chip’s analog memory was probed
and checked for the possible defects.
Based on the analysis of the test results, 153 chips out of about 350 tested
(6 wafers) were selected as those without faults.
A three-parameter chip sorting was performed in order to select the best
chips for the silicon detector. As result 104 chips were selected for the project.
The best 52 chips will be used for high gain channel readout and the other
52 for the low gain channels. Within these two groups the better chips were
selected to read out the n-side of the silicon sensor.
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